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A SYNTHESIS REPO:r.(T BY THE ADiviiNISTR./',TIVE SECl1ETl\RY GENERAL 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The Secretary General has to submit to each session of the 

Council of Ministers a ge~1eral report on the various activities 

of the General Secretariat e.nd the different organs of the OAU. 

Because of the size of this report, and the wide diversity of 

the subjects which it covers, the Secret&ry General feels it 

would be wise to begin with an explanatory introduction which 

vlill give an over-all review of the various working papers submitted 

for the Council's study and appraisal. 

2.. The following pages are devoted, as briefly as possible, to 

this introduction, which1 it is obvious froc.1 its very nature and 

conciseness is intended to encourage, not to absolve, distinguished 

delegates from studying the detailed analysis prepared for each 

specific question which is to be examined in the course of your 

discussions,. 

3. In drawing up this general report~ we have endeavoured to 

provide, as U.r as possible, a complete picture of our Organization's 

activities since the last Assembly of Heads of Ste.te and Govern

ment, which met in Cairo, in July 1964, and whose valuable decisions 

vlithout doubt helped to confirm an·d consolidate all the.t the OAU 

had already achieved since it was established in May 1963. 

·4. It is therefore intended to review, in turn, the politiccl. 1 

economic, social, cultural, scientific and technical. activit.ies 

which the General Secretariat, the Specialised Commissions and 

the other bodies of the OAU have been carrying out. Furthermore, 

a large part of this report deals with questions concerning the 

structure of the General Secretariat, t.he staff rules and financial 

regule.tions., and finally. the first ordinary budget of the Orga

nization. 

5. The number and the complexity of these questions are adequately 

demonstrated by the que.ntity of working papers submitted for your 

.consid.er'Rtion. How'€ver, we feel it our duty to draw your attention 
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from the outset of the meeting, to the number and variety 

of these documents, indicating as they do that this fourth 

ses&ion of the Council will have a heavier task than any of the 

preceding meetings, so that you may make all arrangements 

necessary to enable you to bring to a successful and timely 

conclusion the important task which is yours. 

6. One of the fundamental factors which emerges from the whole 

of the work submitted for yqur consideration is that in all fields. 

o;f the political, economic, social cmd cultural sectors of our work, 

besides certain negative aspects which should not be ignored, there 

are trends, political stands, decisions, in some cases develop-

menta; which are strengthening African solidarity and unity, are 

determining Africa's position on the chess-board of int erna:l:::i,onal 

affairs 7 a.nd which are, simultaneously, reinforcing Africa 1 s in de ... 

pendence and her defence against all foreign interference and ~ther 

fd~ms of danger which surround her on all sides. 

I. ACTIVITIES IN THE GENERAL AND POLITICAL FIEL~ 

7. He are pleE'csed to announce that the various in~titutions of 

our Organization have begun to carry out, for the most part with 

great enthusiasm, the various tasks with which they have been ent-

rusted. However, their success is largely due to the co-operation, 

the good vJill and the energy which Hember States have displayed 

within the context of their.diplomatic activities~ 

8. Among the major pol~tical undertakin~s proposed by the 

Assembly of Heads of Ste.te and Government, v1e vwuld draw your 

attention first to the task of decolonization. ·The Committee 
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for the Liberation of Africa, which continues to discharge a 

large part of this work, has met regularly and has given considerable 

assistance to the liberation movementso Despite certain difficulties 

which have been encountered, there has been a definite increase 

in the training of cadres in all fields and the combat-readiness 

of liberation movements in some territories is showing marked pro-

gress. It will, however, be noted that only relatively limited 

results have been achieved in forming common fronts within those 

ter-ritories still to be liberated,.. Furthermore, the Special Fund 

administered by the Liberation Committee he.s not been receiving 

regular contriblitions from Member States., 

9. Resolution AHG/Rese7(I), concerning the Liberation Committee, 

mhich was adopted by the Assembly of Heads of State andGovernment 

at its first ordinary session, held in Cairo in July 1964, defines 

the reiations between the Administrative Secretary-General of the 

OAU and the Liberation Committee by specifying that "the Adminis

trative Secretary-General be given supervisory power over the 

Secretariett of the Committee 11 o 

10. In view of this decision and the fundamental importance of t~e 

powers and activities of t~1e Liberation Committee, the Administrative

Secretary-General undertook as his first task immediately after his 

appointment, to study the work of this Committee and to make a 

detailed report to the Council of Ministerso 

11. The struggle against the apar.:t_h~ poii.c:f of the South African 

Government that is being carried on at all levels by the Organi

zation of African Unity, as well as by the Member States, has 

assumed increasing significance in the international community. 
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Of course 1 the rac::i.al:Lst government of Pretoria persists in 

~gnoring the appeals to humanitarianism and justice that are 

addressed to it from all parts of the world and from all sectors 

of international opinion. 

12. More serious still, the South African Government is intensi-

fying its plans for war, not only by purchasing conventional arms 

and munitions, but also by carrying out research on and by manufac-

turing nuclear arms, asphyxiating gases and also products for 

bacteriological warfare, for all of which it has voted a budget of 

unprecedented size. 

13. Pressure by the Member States of the OAU has already led some 

powers to apply an embargo, albeit limited but nevertheless . 
symptomatic, on the sale of arms to South Africa. We must continue 

even more vigorously our campaign for the application of effective 

sanctions against South Africa, until the policy of ~~arthe~ has 

been totally renounced. 

14. ~he Bureau of Sanctiohs, esi~bli~hed within our Secretariat 

and set up in accordance with a decisioh by the first session of 

the Assembly. of Heads of State and Government, is already at work, 

and is responsible for he.J..ping Nember States to organize and enforce 

sanctions against South Africa by the implementation of all the 

resolutions adopted in this connection. However, for the proper 

functioning of this Bureau, it is desirable that all Member States 

should communicate to it any information liable to strengthen the 

boycott policy which all our Governments have undertaken to apply 

until victory is attained. 
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15. On the other hand, the Pretoria Government persists in 

opposing the wishes of the Africe.n peoples and in violating the 

provisions of the Charter of the United Nations by usurping the in-

ternational territory of South-:'Jest Africa and by extending to this 

territory its despicable policy of apartheid. However, African 

solidarity coupled with our efforts on the diplomatic and legal levels 

are contributing more and mo:ce to the isole.tion of the partizans 

of racialism in South Africa~ 

16. The situation in Southern Rhodesia has also deteriorated since 

the last Assemply of Heads of State and Government. Despite the 

many warnings and in particular those from the B~itish Government, 

Mr. Ian Smith has confirmed his threat that he would declare In-

dependence unilaterally in Rhodesia. In order to attain his ends, 

Mr. Smith convened a meeting of several traditional Chiefs, who, 

manu militari "consented" to immediate accession to independence 

on the basis of the present constituti.on. The reaction to this 

attempt to confront Africa and worid opinion with a 11 fait accompli" 

was rapid and firm. In accordance with the resolution of the 

Heads of State and Government, we immediately call~d upon the 

Foreign Ministers of Algeria and Senegal to consider a special 

meeting of the Security Council of the United Nations. Mr.Smith 

now finds himself e.t .an impasse, but we must me.intain our vigilance 

if we wish to prevent Southern Rhodesia from becoming a second 

South Africa. 

17. Despite the promises made by the'United Kingdom to grant early 

independence to its three Protectorates in South Africa, all sorts 
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of delays and constitutional complications have been created in 

order to delay the process of decolonization of these territories n 

This attitude on the part of Great Britain is at the root of the 

discontent and the cri ticis·ms expressed not only by the authentic 

representatives of the peoples of these countries, but also by the 

African. States and by the United Nntions Special Co~.,mittee on 

Decolonization. 

18. Elsewhere, Portugal has been continuing ?S blindly as ever to 

wage her war of colonial re-conquest in Angola, in so-called ,;Portu-

guese"Guinea, in Iviozambique and in the other territories which she 

is dominating and oppressing in Africa. 

19. The launching of the struggle for freedom in Mozambique has 

caused the Portuguese forces to lose much ground, both in Mozambique 

and elsewhere. Far from assessing the situation on the basis of 

known facts and heeding the resolutions. of the United Nations and 

the OAU, Portugal mainte.ins a reign of terror in the hope of thus 

putting an end to the libere.tion movements which are supported by 

\·thole popule,tions" Recent repol~ts from Tanzania indicate that many 

thousands people from Mozambique are seeking refuge in neighbouring 

States. 

20. This deterioration of the sitmdion in the territories 'under 

Portuguese domination and the consequences thereof, in particular 

as regards the question of refugees, call for the undivided attention 

of this Council. Apart from diplomatic action, consideration should 

be given to the question of setting up the basic infrastructure . -

necessary for giving substantial assistance to all those African 

patriots who are suffering in this unhappy situation• 
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II. ACTIVITIES IN THE ECONONIC .AND SOCIAL FIELD __ .. _______ , .......... --·-·-......... ----··-

An appraisal of the progress made in this field, and the 

pr~sentation of the general problems, must also take into account 

the results achieved by the Organization through its Specialized 

Commissions and its General.Secretariat, as well as the efforts 

undertaken by each Member Government or by regional groups to render 

rather more realistic the programme laid down by the Heads of State 

and Governmente This programme, which aims at the co-ordination and 

harmonization of African economic and social life, .was only outlined 

at the first session of the Economic and Social Commission at Niamey 

in December, 1963. It is, in fact~ since the third session of the 

Council of Ministers that new factors have appeared tending to clarify 

the general stages of the operations implied by the programme and to 

give to the decision of the Member States a line which integrates 

them on a short or medium term basis with the over-all programme 

which is to be set up. 

In their national development policies the African States 

have sought to regroup and to set up joint institutions conforming to 

the definition of regional groupings d\.:) ;:,(:;.c·h1l:ueU. in resolution 

CM/Resa3(I). of the Fi!'st Session of the Council of Ministers of the 

OAU. The regional gfoupings which were thus set up or reconstructed 

since then, like certain bilateral !rapprochements', have adhered to 

the spirit of the Charter and conform to the criteria of geographic 

realities and of economic and social conditions common to the States, 

as well as to the co-ordination of the specific economic, social and 

cultural activities of the States concernedc In this spirit; the 

East African Common Services vrganization (grouping Uganda, Kenya. 

and Tanzania) has recast its co-ordinated development policy and the 

"Union Douaniere Equatoria:le du Cameroun" has provided the. basis 

of a regional common market. The same spirit animated those States 

which, at Monrovia, sought to set up a customs union, and this spirit 

is the basis of the approach that has been made towards a Maghreb 

Common Market. More, perhaps,than the spirit,a decision is needed, 

and acts which really integrate these various movements within the 

framework of the OAU. Paragraph (iii) of Article II of the Functions 

and Regulations of the Secretariat provides for the "communication 

(to the General Secretariat) of instruments of ratification of agree--: 
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possibil.ity of co-ordinating these movements, wi thou~ which co

ordination African development runs the risk of becoming crystallized 

in regions and this could in turn lead to balkanisation, 

The different Specialized Commissions which cover the economic 

and social fields have proposed various measures and have recommended 

the setting up of certain bodies which, if they are taken into con

sideration sh'ould lead to a speedy and desirable integration in the 

economic and social field. 

36. The Economic and Social Commission,·at its Second Session, 

37. 

also suggested the setting up of an Ad hoc Committee of fourteen 

members charged with co-ordinating the African position as regards 

the application of the recommendations of the Geneva Conference on 

Trade and Development, The idea ·behind this suggestion is for the 

African States to conserve the results, meager though they be, of 

the Geneva Conference and to preserve them against the inter'ests of 

developed countries, which wish to maintain the status quo in the 

field of international trade, Moreover, as a sign of its desire to 

achieve rapid African economic integration, the Commission has asked 

the Secretary-General to constitute a group of experts to study all 

the measures necessary for the setting up, on a national or regional 

and continental scale, of common markets, zones of free exchange 

and customs and payments unions, The outstanding feature in the 

terms of reference of this Commission is that, passing b•eyond the level 

of studies which would normally define the measures to be taken to 

ensure success, this Committee of experts has already received a 

mandate to study the list of )roducts which could immediately be.come 

the object of free exchange within ~he Member·countries of the OAU, 

thus laying.the first concrete foundations a! a continental common 

market. 

Moreover, the .programme of priorities adopted by the Commission 

for a period of three years, comprises a series of practical measures 

of the same kind, the ·application of which should hasten African 

economic integration, as well as co-operation and harmonization in 

the field of ~ocial questions, 

In this connexion, and basing its request on the study prepared 

by the General Secretariat ~oncerning the establishment of an African 

trades union organization, the Se<lond Session of the Economic and 

Social • , / • •. 
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Soc:iaJ.--Commissi.on has asked the Secretary General to take the 

necessary steps to hold a study group of all African trades unions 

under the auspices of the OAU. The Commission, convinced that the 

d~ngerous divisions which exist in the labour field are due exclusively 

to the difficulties of affiliation to non-African trades unions, seeks 

to offer to the unions a forum where they could agree on a common 

conception of the unity and independence of African trades unions, 

in accordance with the principles of the Charter of the OAU and in 

particular with the principle of non-alignment. With a similar idea 

in mind, the Secretariat has been asked to call a conference for the 

unification of African youth movements. In each case, the Commission 

has shown clearly its desire to widen the basis of the Organization 

in associating with it the important potential represented by the 

youth and trade union movements. 

Lastly, a series of studies has been assigned to the Secre

tariat with the aim of defining and speeding up co-operation between 

African States in the social field, in professional training and 

in the exchange and harmonization of social legislation, all matters 

which could constitute a field of operations within the framework 

of the.African Labour Office, called for at the First Session. 

As regards transport and communications problems, those will 

now be handled within the framework of a Specialized Commission set 

up for this purpose at the First Session of the Assembly of Heads of 

State and Government. The first meetings of this Commission had 

the primary object of dealing with questions concerning the structure 

of the Organization rather than specific fields of the Commission. 

However, the Commission assi£ned to the Secretary General a certain 

number of studies whose conclusions would enable it to take decisive 

measures at its next meeting conducive to the harmonization of 

African efforts in these vital fields : unification of custom 

tariffs, setting up of a clearing house, implementation of the 

Rome and Dakar Plans, co-operation in the training of cadres, 

utilization of artificial satellites, installation of a submarine 

co-axial cable, etc. ,,, studies which the Secretariat is to under

take with the assistance of E.C.A. 

41. Finally •• / •• 
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Finally, the Economic and Social Commission and the Transport 

and Communications Commission have undertaken to specify their areas 

of co-operation with the international Organizations concerned in 

their technical fields, This indicates an awareness that, in order 

to achieve the desired ends in these technical fields, it is necessary 

to co-operate ever more closely with the various organizations which 

are able to channel to Africa and place at her service the multi

national aid (in the form of experts, studies, finance) which OAU, 

by itself, cannot at present procure, The proposals made in this 

field all aim at ensuring fairer, and therefore more effective, 

representation of the African ~tates in the various organizations 

and, above all, at determining the respective roles of the OAU and 

the specialized agencies of the United Nations in relation to the 

Economic Commission for Africa, 

In a complete analysis of social questions, a section should 

be set aside for the activities of the Commission on Health, Sani~ 

tation and Nutrition, Unfortunately, this Commission was unable to 

hold its Second Session, having twice failed to reach the statutory 

quorum of two-thirds. Howev.er, there still remain the studie9 

carried out by the Secretariat with a view to standardizing regu

lations in African countries in the field of health legis~ation 1 
determining statutes, termindlogy 1 and training of medical personnel, 

and in public health activities; The necessary offices recommended 

by the Commission at its first session, which can be set up after the 

adoption of the· first budget of the Organization, will be able to 

c·ontinue and perfect such studies in order to provide the next 

session of the Commission with the elements which will enable it 

to take decisive measures. 

III. . . I .. 



III. ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION, 
CULTURAL AFFAIRS AND SCIENTIFIC AND 
~~~~~~~·~~ ---· -------

TECHNICAL RESEARCH 

~3o The evolution of A.frican co-operation in this field is 

4-4. 

clearly demostrated by the work of two Commissions - the 
Education and Cultural Commission and the Scientific, 
Technical and Research Commissiono However·, as in the ease 
of other specialized Commis ons, the progress achieved 
depends upon the preliminary work done by the-Secretariat. 
Notwithstanding financial difficul es and on the basis of 
resolutions passed at the first sessions of these two 
Commissions, the General Secretariat undertook a series of 
studies to serve as a guide for discussions at second 
sessions. again, we note an undoubted evolution 
towards the e ablishment of joint institutions which will 
integrate the infrastructures and efforts of African countries 
in these vital sectors on a short or medium-term basis. 

At its first session the Education and Cultural 
Commission had adopted the !!Addis Ab8.ba Plan11 vmrked out by 
UNESCO with the object of speeding up the necessary progress 
in Afriba in the field of education. instructing the 
Secretary General to follow up the equitable implementation 
of this Plan, the Commis on asked him to study, in agreement 
with the Union of African Information Agencies up 1n 
Tunis in April 1963, the problems of establishing an Inter
African informatiorl agency. The Secretary General was also 
asked to appoint a Committee of Experts to prepare the way < 

for an Institute for African Studies. Lastly, in view of the 
work done by UNESCO in Africa, the Secretary General was 
instructed to prepare a draft agreement on co-operation 
between the Organization of African Unity and UNESCO. 

4-5. The studies undertaken by the Secretariat, which 
provided the working documents submitted to the Commission•s second 

session •.•. / .. 
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session held at Lagos in January 1965, therefore cover a 
complete field of activities, and have enabled the 

Commission to draw up a series of measures which, once 
they are adopted by the Council, will speedily permit the 
strengthening of African co-operation and the integration 
of the efforts made by all in the field of education and 
culture. In this connection, mention should be made of 
the establi'shment of a Committee of Experts with a view 
to studying problems and proposing solutions for the 
training of teaching staff, the improvement of their 
st~"ding and conditions, and the adaptation of education 
to environmental needs and the aspirations of African 
Unity, and so on. 

Over and above the field of studies, concrete 
establishments ar<3 recommended of which various aspects, 
even their st.atutes, have already been considered by the 
Commission. Such is the case for the two language centres 
giving rapid training courses in French and English, and 
the OAU Journal on African culture and artistic activities, 
which will provide a platform for writers and artists so 
that their activities will become part of OAU activities 
in general. 

A draft statute for an African Information Agency 
now exists, and will soon enable African States to 
supervise the exchange of information and to ward off 
the nefarious influence of certain foreign powers. 

48. The cultural work of this second session dealt' mainly 
with the measures to be taken to promote a rebirth of 
African culture, in order to provide African Unity and 
independence with an authentic cultural basis. The Secretariat 
has instructions to encourage all African efforts towards the 
development of Africa's cultural heritage (literature, 
choreography, painting, African art and handiwork exhibitions, 
African festivals and games). In view of.the importance and 
diversity of such a task, the Committee saw fit to recommend 
the establishment of an advisory council on education and 
culture to assist the officers of the Organisation in the· 
pursuit of these aims. 

49. It is ••• 
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It is true that problems of structure are an 
essential part of the work of the Scientific, Technical 
and Research Commission. The fact is that as soon as 
this Commission was set up under the OAU Charter the 
problem of integrating the CCTA v;i th the OAU arose. But 
such integration, although it went without saying, 
raised problems of structure which even more than 
scientific and technical problems claimed the attention 
of member States during the second session. There was, 
in the first place, the exte:'lsion of the CCTA programme 
to African countries which did not form part of the 
former CCTA, that is, principally, North African 
countries. Then there was the question of the revision 
of the CCTA programme. Finally the question of the 
headquarters of this organization, which were formerly 
at Lagos and of which certain offices were scattered 
not only throughout Africa, but also in a number of 
European capitals, had to be d~cided. 

50. The formulation of a progr.amme of vrork and the 
report of the Scientific, Technical and Research 
Commission, in conformity with the Charter, should be 
left to the Programming Committee. The other resolutions 
of the Commission, adopted at its second session, 
concerned more the structure of the organization itself, 
although, in the terms of Article VIII of the OAU Charter 
this matter is the responsibility of the Heads of State 
and Government. However, since the Commission did pass 
resolutions on this matter, mention should be made of 
the fact that the Commission had to deal with the problem 
of executive bodies and the headquarters of the Commission. 
In this context, a resolution recommends that "Lagos, 
headquarters of the CCTA, should be the headquarters of 
the Scientific, Technical and Research Commission", while 
other resolutions envisage the establishment and 
organization of a Secretariat as the principal 
"administrative body of the Comrriission" but 'Nhich "would 
be supervised by the Secretariat General of the OAU". 

51. . . . . . ... 
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Ei:oall y, mentimr'S.hould-b.e· made o£. the·· p-roposal 

for a Scientific Council for -~rica, on which each member· 
State would be represented by a scientist, and whose duty 
it would be to assist the Commission permanently in its 
work, as well as an Executive Committee of at least ten 
members, which would be "responsible for the administration, 
programme and budget of the Commission". All which precedes 
the provisional arrangements suggested by the Oommission 
for the purpose of maintaining the level of work of the 
old CCTA, prior to its complete integration with the OAU, 
presents problems which have so serious a bearing on our 
basic structure that they deserve very close study by 
your Council. 

IV. • • . I ... 

--
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IV. ACTIVI~IES IN THE FIELD OF DEFENCE 
--,·------·-----------··-~----:;;;.;;;..;.;;;;.._;;;;. 

The =:efence Commis~ion held its second session at 

Freetown (Sierra Leone) from 2:: to 4 February 1965 1 and laid. the 
I 

foundation· for African cooperation in the field of defenc.e .. 

IJfue recommendation to set up an African Defence 

Organization has already been greeted with approval throughout 

Africa and the world as an historic propQsaL. In .fact, thanks 

to this African Defence Organization,intended above all to 

maintain the peace and security of our continent, we possess all. 

instrument capal~le of helping us to apply the decisions takeJt 

at the highest level ~f our Organization. 

The Commission also rec0mmended complete cooperation 

in·the field of military training and asked the Secretary 

General to study the possibility and advisability df setting 

up a jpint milit.t,ry academy~ 

The Commission also recommended the systematic" 

exchange of military experience acquired by each of our ow:!\ 

forces~ the orga:1ization of seminars, visits, and inter:

African manoeuvreso 

It al.:3v zc:..t;ge:.s ~Gd J,:d~ ::.l:;.c:::. . .;;.slo.~:. i:.:l. the curricula 

of African military colleges 11ubjects likely to promote 

African unity., All these rec"'mmendations will be examined 

by your Council in the spirit/of our Charter and of our 

aspir'ations and will constituje a valuable contribution to 

inter~Africa~ cooperationG This cooperation will enable us 

in fact to- thwart all the manoeuvres and intrigues aimed at 

bringing a,bout division and war on our c.ontinent' which hopes 

SQ fervently to find an atmosphere of peace, which is an 

absolute necessity for its development~ 

/ 

v .• , I, •• 
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V. ESTABLISHMENT AND ORGANIZATION OF THE SECRETARIAT 

One of the subjects which has been: a maj6r cfmcern of 

the Secretariat: has been without dou~t the prepara~ion of: the 'tasic. 
I 

documents; which are. the draf.t for the s:ta·f£ rules and regulations., 

the financial regulations and, finally, the first ~rdinary draftt 

ludget ~f our Organization. 

The draft of the staff rules and regulations lays the basis 

•f a policy for the rational recruitment and the most profitable 

employment of the persAnnel of the Secretariat.· The objective 

is essentially efficiency and quality, which exeludos any over

staffing. Competence is the criterion because, at this stage of 

our development, what is most important is experience, efficiency 

and devotion. To attract skilled personnel, it goes without 

saying that it is essential to offer them particularly good terms 

of employment, in conformity with the conclusions of the first 

session of the Council in August 1963, at Dakar, which stated that: 

"without losing sight of the financial means of our memb~r state,", 

an equitable remunere.tion worthy of international staff must be 

given to the personnel of this essential part of the OAU: The 

General Secretariat." However, and despite all this, the salaries 

and indemnities we have proposed are considerably less than those 

provide_d by international· organizations and especially by the 

United Nations and its speciali~ed agencies. 

The financial rules and regulations are based on provisions -

doubtless simplified - in use in international organizations, 

which make for rational management and control .of the funds at 

the disposal of the Secretariat. Finally, the budget, in conformity 

with current regulations, covers estimated expenses not only for 

the central administration of the Secretariat but also for the 

various bodies of the_ OAU, and has been established in accordance 

with minimum financial requirements for the good progress of the 

Organization. 

The three points enumerated above, taken as a whole, 

constitute the framework of the basic structure and the budget, 

and are the subject of a special report submitted to the Council -

a report which the Secretary General will comment in detail during 
of . 

the studyjsubstance of these important items-of the agenda. 
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These are, briefly, the main aspects of the activities of 

the Gen~ral Secretaria.t, the Commissionf and the Ad Hflc Oommi ttees 

of our Organization. They are mainly the work of the Assistant 

secretaries General and of the temporary secretariat staff, to 

whom I would like to pay public tribute from this platform for 

the work accomplished during the difficult mouths which followed 

the ratification of the Charter. The provisional Secretariat 

worked in difficult and thankless conditions, and w~ have met 

with too many difficulties and disappointments not to thank 

these staff members very sincerely before you all, together with 

the Governmant of His I~perial Majestic Haile Selassie l for its 

invaluable help in getting our Organization started in every 

respect, and especially in organizing its secretariat. Indeed, 

apart from five people appointed to direct the Secretariat by 

the Aesonbly of Heads of State and Government, our present 

Secretariat condists exclusively of this same temporary personnel, 

which continues to help :us in shouldering the arduous task of 

administration, pending the recruitmment of staff coming, we 

hop~ from all the independent states of Africa. 

Furthermore, it should be pointed out that these 

activities were carried to a successful conclusion only at lhe 

eost of sacrifices, often exceptional~ on the part of the very 

limited Secretariat Staff, which had to prepare - and ~ften at 

ver.y short notice - all sorts of documents and programmes to 

help the work of the numerous· c.onfere;tJ.ces which have been held 

since last September. 

/ To give a clearer idea of the tremendous task that had to 

be tackled, I would point out that in less than 6 months the 

Secretariat has had to ensure the preparation, organization, and 

smooth running of the second series of meetings of the five 

Specialized Commission, of two extraordinary sessions of the 

Council of Ministers, of five sessions of the ~d hoc Commission 

on the Cnn~o, of two sessions of the Commission on Refugees, of 

two sessions of the c,d hoc Commission on the Algerian-!VIoroccan 

Border Dispute, and of the current ordinary session of the Council 

of Ministers - not to mention all sorts of meetings and discussions 

held by other OAU agencies and institutions working for African 

development. This long list in itself give some idea of the many 

calls upon our personnel, and the efforts which have been made by 
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tJ;le res trio teQ. n'Um'b e:r of thes t;J 1\.fr;i.ea.n pa, triotE? wb.o d,~v<;:~te tllem~? elves 

in the Secretariat to the service of Africa. 

To conclude this introduction to the report on our 

Organizations activities since your last ordil•ary session, I 

wish to say once again how grateful I am and how humble I feel with 

regard to the responsibilities entrusted to me by the Heads of 

State and G·overnm en t, when they appointed me Administrative 

Secretary General of our urganization. In spite of the difficulties 

and frustration inherent in starting any enterprise of this kind, 

I should like to voice my profound faith in the future of OAU, 

and to express my determination to spare no effort and no sacrifiee, 

personal or otherwise, in order that the decisions of the Heads 

of State and Government, together with your re:solutions and the 

recommendations of our various bodies, may, for my part, be 

carried out rapidly, effectively and lbyally. 

-0-
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I, General 

THE CREATION, ORGANIZATION AND PROGRAM.NE OF 

THE BUREAU OF SANCTIONS 

CM./42 

1. The Bureau of Sanctions of the OAU was established in accordance 

with the decision taken by the Assembly of Heads of State and Government 

(AHG/Res.6(I) and ilHG/Res.9(I)) during the First Ordinary Session of the 

Assembly of Heads of State and Government held in Cairo in July 1964. 

Operative paragraph 6 of resolution ARG/Res• 6(I) 1 dealing with South Jl.frioa, 

outlines the functions of the Bureau as follows: 

"a) to plan coordination of Sanctions against South Africa among 

the Member States and to ensure the strictest implementation 

of all relevant resolutions of the O.i-~.U, 

b) to harmonize cooperation with friendly states with a view to 

implementing an effective boycott. of South i~frica 9 

c) to collect and disseminate information about governmental and 

private, financial·, economic and commercial institutions, 

which trade with South Africa, 

d) to promote, in cooperation with other international bodies the 

campaign for international economic Sanctions against South 

l ... frica by all appropriate means, in particular by countering 

the propaganda and pressures of the South African Government." 

F'rom operative paragraph 4 of resolution illiG/Res. 9(I), it is also 

clear that the functions of the Bureau in respect to territories under 

Portuguese domination will almost be identical to its functions with 

respect to South Africa. 



2. Being a new organ of the General Secretariat, the Bureau was mainly 

concerned with the establishment of.its. organic pc.r11e and with the evolution 

of a working programme, based on the guiding principles embodied in the 

above quoted resolution so that a dynamic and suitable framework, in which 

devices which will efficiently and rapidly transform the goals and aspirations 

of the Member States into reality and execute the instructions of the 1.~-ssembly 

skilfully will be created. 

3. At the same time, however, it must be added that the Bureau had not 

neglected those activities of a short-term nature whose performance was not 

only·a prerequisite for the Bureau but were al~o necessary to give it a good 

spring-board for future action. 

4· This being the case, the Bureau was preoccupied with the following two 

cardinal objectives during the brief period sihce its inceptiong 

a) The construction of the most efficient organizational set-up 

and the evolution of a realistic and feasible work programme. 

b) The gathering of information on which the Bureau's foundation will 

rest 9 on the one hand, and which will be used for research and 

propaganda, on the other. 

I!. The Organization and Programme of the Bureau 

5· In the development of its organic Parts, the Bureau of Sanctions has 

been guided by two considerations~ 

a. The observance and interpretation of the above-mentioned resolutions. 

b. rrhe creation of a condition in which 

(i) the cooperation of the officers in the Bureau will be secured, 

(ii) the production of qualitatively higher products will be 

ensured and, 

(iii) the personnel .needs i'lill be at a minimum. 

In this respect, the Bureau, after closely examining the above consider

ations, has preferred to distribute duties on a "functional" (i.e., an 

economist will handle all matters in economics) rather than on a "geographical" 

(desk officer handling everything related to a certain terri tory) basis. 
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6. As. auch, it is hoped that the Bureau will be divided into three sections, 

interrelated 

(see chart): 

each emphasizing a certain aspect of the Bureau's activities 

7• 1:... Research and Planning Section 

Although all Member States and sympathi~ing countries have totally 

or partially severed diplomatic, economic 7 commercial or financial relations 

with either South i~frica or Portugal or both, their efforts have as far been 

neither coordinated nor checked. The section for Research and Planning will, 

therefore, be completely occupied with the production of short-and long-·terra 

policy papers which w~ll help not only in the coordination of the effore of 

Member States and sympathizing nations in the imposition of sanctions against 

South Africa and Portugal but which will also devise ways and means by which 

other nations whose relations with the two countries help the sustenance of 

their inhuman regimes will be either persuaded or cajoled to join the crusade 

against the evil regimes. 

8. Specifically, this section will be required~ 

a: to periodically communicate research and policy papers to Member 

Governments, 

b. to notify them, from time to time, of changes affecting the si tuatio.n 

in South Africa or Portuguese territories, 

c. to request relevant info~mation from Member Governments for the 

purpose of assessing their problems in the im1 osition of sanctions, 

d. to communicate with other organizations with the same mission so 

as t.o exchange information and opinion 9 

e. to prepare materials for a scholarly journal which will be the 

main organ of the Bureau and which. will, it is hoped, have a wide 

circulation in the academic world, 

f. to prepare material fox at least two seminars which, it is hoped, 

will take place in the capitals of the major trading partners of 

Portugal and South li.frica •. 
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9. 13. Section for the Coordination of l~nU-apartheid and J,.nti-Portuguese 

Policy Movements 

It is a known fact that there are many private organizationa, 

foundations and unions in the world who are opposed to both the policies of 

South Africa and Portugal. The :Bureau has already received communications 

from some of them, and also hopes to explore the possibility of mobilizing 

others in the propaganda campaign against the two countries. The duty of 

this section will, therefore, be to band labour, students and other unions~ 

foundations and professional organizations and similar and other international~ 

regional or national organizations under one banner in the crusade against 

the regimes of oppression. Particular attention will be paid.to movements 

within the territories of the major trading partners of the two countries. 

It is hoped that they will be used to disseminate information and propaganda, 

stage public demonstrations in objection to the policies of their countries 

and, in the case of labour unions, to refuse to handle material which is 

either destined for South ll..frica and Portugal or is comi.ng from them. If the 

:Bureau deems it necessary t-h_:t som0 ext.ernal ... missions nust be raaintained in a 

few strategic places to exploit the use of these movements completely. The 

external missions need not be staffed by Africans; nor should they be paid 

by the Oil.U. On the other hand, some financial aid should be given to the 

most valuable and strtttegic missions. 

10. C.The Public Information Section 

This section will be responsible for insuring that considerable 

publicity is given to the struggl" against South Africa and Portugal. With 

a view toward demoralizing the two countries concerned and showing to blc.e :Q0st 

of the world that the African cause will surely be triumphant, the section 

will make sure that information is disseminated on all developments and their' 

successes. In order to give maximum information filo that international public 

opinion will be give a true picture of the nature of the fight, in order to 

contradict. the propaganda of these two countries and in order to gai.n 

sympathy and support, maximum information will be disseminated outside .Africa 

by means of press, radio, television, films, periodicals and booklets. 



11. On the· other hand, the Bureau wants to make it known that the 

·duties of this section will not be limited to South Af'rica and Portugal 

only. It is collecting, and in time hopes to collect more~ information 

about private· and public companies and individuals which trade or do business 

with, for or in South Africa and Portugal. From time to time, this section 

will publish the names of these companies~ individuals and States in the 

world press in an effort to apply moral pressure on them until they cease 

to trade with and to do business in or for South Africa or Portugal. 

12. As indicated above, the Bureau had allocated a larger share of its 

time to the problems of organization and programmes. Nevertheless, it had 

not completely refrained from indulging in other activities. The following 

is a list of its achievements~ 

a) It has completed three papers (two on °outh Africa and one on 

Portugal, which, at an exploratory stage, analysed the possibi

lities, problems and implications· of sanctions. 

b) · It sent a circular letter to all tlle major trading partners of 

South Africa with the object of impressing upon them the 

implications of the various decisions of the Council of Ministers 

and the Assembly of Heads of State and Government, making it 

clear to them that the Pretoria regime owes its power to the 

flourishing trade that it conducts with them, pointing uut the 

fact that the regime can be forced to come to its senses only 

through some external intervention, and warning. them that any 

procrastination or hesitation on'their part in the impostion of 

sanctions will aggravate the situation and become determental 

to international peace. 

c) It sent a circular letter and a questionnaire to all Mem'l.llers of 

the OAU with a view to finding out what steps had been taken by 

them in implementing the various reeommendations for the total 

economic and political sanction against South Africa., asking 

them what problems they had faced in the implementation of 

sarJ.Ctions and inquiring whether t·~e OAU could help in alleviating 

some problems arising from the impleme•tation of sanetions. 



d) In the same letter and questionnaire, the Bureau ihserted a section 

on young South African refugees in which it inquired whether the 

Member States were ready and willing to grant scholarships and jobs 

to young South African refugees present in their country or outside 

their terri tory 1 if and ·,rhen requested by the O.AU. (See .Appendix for 

results). 

e) An urgent appeal was made to the major oil and rubber producing states 

to cease as a matter of urgency their supply of oil, petroleum 

products and rubber to South Africa, pointing out to them that they 

are in fact helping an inhuman regime to stay in power and warning 

them of the severe consequences of the continuation of trade. 

f) It prepared memoranda and draft resolutions for the Nineteenth 

Sessio.n of the General Assembly of the ·united Nations and sent them 

to the Executive Secretary of the African Group at the United Nations 

so that they will be submitted to the United Nations by the African 

Group. These resolutions recommended, as a matter of urgency, the 

complete cessation of all economic, politiQal and commercial 

relations with South Africa. It also sent a circular 

letter to all Latin American, Asian and Socialist countries·to 

support the resolution to be submitted by the African States and to 

join African countries in the imposition of sanctions even if the 

United Nations fails to decide on impo~ing sanctions against Sout~ 

Africa. 

g) It has tried to establish co.ntacts with and enlist the cooperation 

of some international organizations, foundations and unions. It 

must be admitted, however, that such attempts have n!lt been made 

with as many as desirable because of the lack of time and because 

the Bureau was not certain as to wb.at kind of association it should 

have with them. 

The main problem, and the major cause of hesitaton on the part of the 

Bureau, was financial. The .Bureau did not have the legal backing of the 

above mentioned resolutions to embark o.n any kind of financial arrangement 
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whereby the OAU could promise to support some of these organizations. In 

any case, the Bureau had no way of separating the more serious of the 

organizatio.ns from the others. As stated previously, however, some consider

atior should be given, in :principle, to the question of rendering financial 

assis-tance to some strategic groups. 

13. In addition, the Bureau of Sanctions had made it a P.Oint to work 

closely with the United Nations Special Committee on Apartheid, the OAU 

Liberation Committee, the Permanent Secretariat of the African Group at the 

United Nations and Mr. Renald Segal, th0 oonven'Jr of th0 London Int.:>:rnational 

Co.nference on Economic Sanctions Against South Africa. 

14. Yet9, it would not be fair to·"onolude this report without mentioning 

the diffi~ulties that were faced by the Bureau. By and large, these 

difficulties were connected with and stem from its infancy and inexperience; 

it is hoped that suqh difficulties will be overcome in the shortest possible 

time, especially since the Bureau has been trying to contact other institu

tions, like the Bu...·eau of Boycotts of the Arab League, in an effort to 

capitalize on their experience and to greatly decrease the period necessary 

for .the development of an entirely mature institution,· 

15. Mention must al;so be made o"f' the dearth of i.nformation that the 

Bureau possesses. This can be partly but not totally attributed to the age 

of the Bureau since most of the .notes of inquiry that emanatedfrom it have 

not been acknowledged. If the Bureau is to function efficiently, it would 

be helpful if Memher States advisea:. it on certain events that have ,.,.ccured 

within or outside their territories in respect to the tw01 countries, and 

passed any information that they think., would be helpful to the Bureau. 

16. Lastly, the relationship of the Bureau with organizations a•d 

foundations which share the same aspirations and principles must be raised 

agai.n, since the solution to this particular problem cannot be decided upo.n 

by the Bureau ivithout the specific instruction of the Council of Mi.nisters. 

Should the Bureau promise finanqial aid to some of the organizations? If 

so, should the Bureau attempt to closely control and direct the activities 

of such organizations or should it make the relationship quasi-institutionE-1? 
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THE PROBLEM OF APARTHEID AND RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 

IN SOUTH AFRICA 

I GENERAL: 

1. There has been no marked amelioration in the explosive and 

dangerous situation in South Afri~a since the racist Pretoria regime is 

still perpetrating its insane policy without paying heed to the pleas of 

the United Nations, several Heads of State and Government and world public 

opinion. The tension tha't was born du:r?ing the Rivonia trials has not 

improved. In fact, the Verwoerd regim~ which is bent on the realization 

of its "Bantustan" scheme and the complete separation of ethnic groups 

seems to have ~ccelerated the pace of the enforcement of its inhuman and 

repressive legislation by its brutal and ruthless police forces and its 

henchmen. 

2. The draconian 'legislations which the Pretoria regime has systemati-

cally introduced during the years are still in force so that th~ very 

sroall minority of whites will benefit from the fruits of 87% of the country 

while the African majority will be confined to 13% of the destitute part 

of the territory without any hope for economic, social, political and 

cultural development, living in reserves under' sub-human conditions and 

perennially serving the small white community. Indeed 1 the Government has 

enacted and is contemplating the enactment of further repressive ~d 

harsher measures. 

3. The Group Areas Act is still being cruelly implemented so that 

the complete separation of ethnic groups will be realized in the shortest 

. possible time. As a result, the number of Africans· that have been sup

planted from homes and habitats they had occupied for generations is 

increasing at a frightful speed. Other repressive laws, including the 
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Bantu Laws Amendment Act, the Bantu Laws Amendment Bill, the General La1v 

Amendm~nt Act, Proclamation 400 of 1960 and the Suppression of Communism 

Act are also still in force. 

4. The ninety-day detention clause of the General Law Amendment Act 

of 1963 1-rhich provided for the arrest and detention of persons without 

warrant and without trial for periods of ninety days at a ~ime has been 

suspended as from 11 January 1965, aftor it was widely and constantly 

attacked within and outside South Africa as morally indefensible, legally 

as a negation of the rule of law and medically as torture. The effect of 

its suspension is illusory, however, since the Government is still empowered 

to do almost the same thing under Proclamation 400 and Section 4 of the 

General Law Amendment Act. In any case, the. Government can introduce it 

again at any time since the Minister of Justice, Mr. Balthazar Vorster, 

had declared that he '1vrill not hesitate to bring the clause back if ·the 

safety of the country demands it. Whether it will be introduced or not 

depends entirely on ·the subversive elements. 11 

5. The South Afr~:.,an Government also continues to build up its armed 

forces at a feverish pace. This is evident from the record budget for 

1964/65 that has been. allocated for what the South African Government 

euphemistically calls "legitimate self-defence"" . The 11 defence 11 budget 

was increased by $72,800,000 over the 1963/64 fig.1re to $294, ooo, 000. 

The enormity of the amount and the danger of the bUild-up can be assessed 

only if it is realized that the 11 defence 11 budget of South Africa had nearly 

quadrupled and the expenditures on police increased by over one-third 

during the period between 1960-61 and 1963-640 

6. The amount is being used not only to purchase arms and ammunitions 

from outside but also to do research in nuclear weapons, poison gas and 

bacteriological warfare. It is clear that the South African Government 

will be militarily self-sufficient in the near future. 

7. As such, much weight should not be given to the recent British 

embargo on the sale of arms to South Africa. It is true that the action 

taken by the Labour Government is a moral, and perhaps political, blow to 
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South Africa. But it should not be presumed that it goes an~ further than 

that since South Africa will not be weakened by it. In any case, it is 

feared that South Africa may, in the future, secretly get its arms and 

ammunitions from other western powers, especially France and Italy. 

II RECENT REPRESSIVE LEGISLATIONS: 

8. The General Law Amendment Act of 1964 which was passed in June 1964 
extended the operation of Section 4 of the General Law Amendment Act of 

1963 for one more year. Section 4 of this law (also known as the 11Sobukwe 

Clause" because Mr. Robert Mangaliso Sobukwe, President of the Pan Africanist 

Congress had been detained under its provisions) gives the Minister of 

Justice the power to detain indefinitely all persons serving torma of 

imprisonment after they had completed their terms of sentence. This means 

that even on acquittal a person is liable to be detained indefinitely if the 

Government so desires. 

9. Furthermore, this same law enlarges the provisions of the previous 

legislation by making it a crime, punishable by heavy penalty, including 

death, to participate in any military training in the Republic of South 

Africa or even to "attempt, consent or take any steps to undergo 11 , or 

"incite, instigate, command, aid, advise, encourage or procure" any other 

person to undergo military training • Like previous legislations, the 1964 
Act is retroactive to 1950. 

10. The same Act also makes it a crime for a person who is a witness to 

refuse to answer questions asked by the court even if, in answering, he may 

incriminate himself. A witness is also forced to answer questions even if 

he is a defendant in the same case. Unlike previous legislation which 

provided for the holding of a person who refused to answer questions only 

for a period of eight days, the present Act makes refusal to answer 

questions a crime punishable by up to twelve months of imprisonment. What 

is more, the witness can be jailed again and again in the eventof further 

refusal. 
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ll. At the same session of the South African Parliament, the Attorneys, 

Notaries and Convl9yances Amendment Act was adopted. This Act entitles only 
I 

South lifrican citizens or individuals "lawfully admitted to the Republic 

for permanent residence threin and ordinarily resident in the Republic" to 

enroll and practice as attorneys. In addition~ it has given certain 

circumstances under which the State will have the power to revoke the 

licences of. attorneys and strike theit names off the roll. This only 

means that the despotic regime is completely controlling the legal 

profession so as to frighten lawyers and attorneys from taking up cases in 

which the defendants are involved in a political and legal struggle fighting 

for their rights against the Verwoerd regime. 

12. As before, the principal repressive legislation, under which 

thousands of innocent people have been arrested, tried and convicted, is 

the Suppression of Communism Act of 1950. 

13. "Communism" is defined by the Pretoria regime as any doctrine 
11 which aims at bringing about any political, industrial, social or economic 

charge within the Republic by the promotion of disturbance or disorder, by 

unlawful acts or omission or by threats of such acts or omissions or by 

means that include the p:x:omvtion of disturbances or disorder, or such acts 

or omissions or threats" or "which aims at the encouragement of feelings of 

hostility between the European and non-European races of the Union, the 

consequences of which are calculated to further the achievement of any 

objects" mentioned earli-er in the bame section. But this definition simply 

means that the individual or group_which opposes the Government or finds 

its policies repugnant is a communist, irrespective of whether or not he 

has sympathy for the Marxist-Leninist doctrine. Perhaps the best critique 

of the definition is given by Lord Gardiner, Lord Chancellor of the United 

Kingdom, who aptly commentedg "It isnot inappropriate to comment that 

if the Government pass.ss a law.which discriminates against non-Europeans, 

~hat is not ''Communism'', but if anybody protests against that law in a 

manner which causes disorder, that is noommunism 111 .. Lord Gardiner Comments 

further~ 11 ••• whether you are a communis~ or not, you are a communist if 

the Governor-General says you areno 
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14. The use of the Suppression of Golll.llU.ll'l.islJl. .A..ot became even more 

prolific after the infamous Rivonia trials and the subsequent acts of 

violence and sabetage. In its frantic attempt to quash any strains of 

liberalism among the white population, the Pretoria regime has banned, 

detained or harrassed white citizens, although most of them c•mmanded high 

respect in their society and had no inclination towards communism. 

15. Leaders of the Liberal Party, professors and the leaders of the 

National Union of Sough African Students? elderly citizens who, though 

politically inactive, had personal friends among Africans, clergymen, 

barristers and other professionals, were arrested although they had no 

sympathy for communism or never relished the idea that violence is a good 

means in the struggle for freedom. In short, they had become 11 Communists 11 

and "criminals" because the dictates of their conscience forbade them from 

exalting, defending and subscribing to the'Master-Race'philosophy and the 

Hitlerite techniques of the State. 

16. At this juncture, it should be mentioned that the Government 

started to implement the Suppression of Communism Act extensively especially 

after it was known that a new organization (variously known as the African 

Resistance, African Freedom Movement, National Committee for Liberation, 

National Liberation Committee and the Socialist League) bftd come into 

exiwtence sometime in July 1964 to fight for freed~m and redress. Reportedly, 

the AFM consisted of a small group of white intellectuals and students who 

were fed up with the repulsive, strignent and racist measures of the Pretoria 

regime and its unmitigated refusal to come to its senses. 

17. This is not all. In yet another of ·its barbarous attempts to kill 

the conscience of the liberals, to make them unaware of the Government's 

heinous policies and practices. and to shatter their will to resistance, 

the South African Government has decided to publish a list of communists 

periodically. The lists have contained officials of universities and 

other government-subsidized institutions of higher educatio~, barristers 

who had defended Africans or their friends, religious men who had spoken 

against the atrocities of the apartheid regime, writers, painters, 
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journalists and o-ther in-tellectuals. l.irJ.y person-who is in the list has to 

have his name removed from the list or else he will be liable to be arrested, 

detained ~nd persecuted. In addition, all such people will be forbidden to 

continue their professional activities unless they want to be harrassed 

by the henchmen of. the Verwoerd regimeo 

18. The persecution of a number of white citizens by the Preteria 

regime, some •f whom wielded great reference from their respective socia

ties, coupled with the fear and suspicion of these innocent people by the 

Government spells three things. First, it es the question as to why,. 

in the words of Opposition Leader Sir de Villiers Graa.f, the "underground 

activities are getting the alarming measure of support they appear to have 

done from both Black arid White." Secondly, it shows a change for the worse 

in the policy of the Government since the brunt of repressiin is now 

being b•rne not only by the leaders and members of known and banned 

organizations and movements like the M~C, PAC and POQO, but also by innocent 

pers•ns who are neither leaders nor•supporters of known political movements. 

In the typical manner of a despotic regime which realizes that its demise 

is at hand, the Verwoerd regime has banned, arrested, restricted or detained 

many innocent people, thereby making them lose their jobs and means of 

livelihood, and increasing the tension in the country and bringing it close 

to the dreadful prospect ~tf a bitter and viclent conflict. Thirdly, it 

may mean.that perhaps the number of white people who are finding the Verwoerd 

regime repugnant and who, compelled by the dictates of their consoieno~ 

are being forced to participate in underground activities or aid those 

fighting for their freedom, is increasing. 

19. The apartheid regime has also extended the scope of the laws that 

grant to the Minister of Justice the right to ban or put under house arrest 

or other forms of restrictions all individuals who are known or suspected 

by. th Government to be active supporters of banned organizations. Since 

almost all parties and organizations which enshrine principles contrary 

t• apartheid are banned, this means that almost all ~ersons who eppose 

the Government's fundamentalist principles are banned, put under house 

arrest or restricted. 
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cannot become members of certain--organizations, attend public 

gatherings, communicate with any listed or banned persons, or receive 

any visitors other than an advocate or an attorney who is directly 

concey·.ned with their affairs. In addition, they have to report to 

designated police stations at specified times and cannot change dom~e 

or residence without prior n,..tification to and '1-rithout consent of 

the police. 

21. The broad and arbitrary powers that the Minister of Justice 

possesses., subject te nta judicial review, have been widely utilized 

in the past. Fer example, 196 persons were banned from September 1, 

1963 tl:LOpto\er 9, 1964. On January 28, 1964, tie Minister of Justice 

stated that in 1963~ 175 persons (39 whites, 11 coilured, 27 Asiatics 

and 98 Africans) had been restricted under the Suppression of 

Communism Act. 

22. . Perhaps the most prominent person viho has been the victim 

of this law has been the winner of the Nobel Peace ')rize and President 

of the ANC, Chief Albert Luthuli, who has, to-date, been served with 

four banr..ing orders. 'I'he last one, which was served on May 23, 1964, 

will be· effective until May 1969. 

23. The savagery of the provisions of the banning orders and the 

range ef people affectE;d 'Py the bann:mg orders have tremendously 

increased since 1952, when the first laws were imposed. After the 

pu~lication of a statement by Chief Albert Luthuli in foreign papers, 

commenting on the Rivonia trials, the impression has ·been gathered 

that the G,.vernment is c-.ntemplating making the banning orders even 

more ~igorous. 

24. Another of t:ke odious practices of the Pretoria regime which 

has become the. source of grave concern around the world, is ti.e 

increasing n~~ber of secret trials,despi~a t~e da~i&~s of the Verwoerd 

regime. In all these seC"r!ilt trials, the defendants are n,.t allow·ed 

t~ retain counsel. 
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A:n analysis of the figures shows that 9 wherl the defendants 

were allowed· counsel, there had been a large number of ac'.,.ui ttals. 

This being the case, it is to be wondered \~hether there would have 

been more acquittals if all defendants in these secret trials bad 

been able to. obtain counsel. 

26. A significant aspect of all security trials tl:at merits 

attention is the fact that sentences have been extremely severe. The 

monthly magazine, Forward,wbicb covered 115 political trials, concluded 

between 1963 and the first half of 1964 9 states that out of 1315 persons 

whose destinies were at stake, 44 were sentenced to death, 14 to life 

imprisonment and 894 to a total of 5713 years of jt:dl on an average 

of nearly six years and five months. One·,was sentenced to six cuts. 

. 27. ~he severity of the above sentences can be understood only 

in the light of the "guilt 11 of several of the people in the above-mentioned 

group. They were largely accused of belonging to, or furthering the 

aims and purposes of banned organizations, particularly the African 

National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress, 

28. Lastly, mention must be made of the fact that the South 

African Government has 9 in a subtle way, started a calculated 
' 

implementation of certain actions designed to ultimately destroy the 

freedom of the pre8s since Prime Minister Verw~erd accused the English 

-language nev-rspapers of treason on April 7,1964, and hinted that the 

Government would not restrain itself fr~m taking action to protect 

itself. 

On May 19, 1964, the South African Press Commission :J?eleased 

a large document castigating foreign press and news agencies for unfair 

coverage of the South African scene, especially in the field of politics 

and race relations. The report also recommended the creation of a 

S~atutory Press Council with vast and discretionary powers for the "self 

control and discipline" of the South African press and journalists. 

The Commission's report caused a lot of indignation in and outside 

South Africa, and on May 14, 1964, the Commission 1 s proposals i"'ere 
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described by the I.P.I. of Zurich as "a step tovmrd the political 

control of the press." It added that the envisaged Press Commission 

can "not be a safeguard\of the freedom of the press lmt an infringement 

of that freedom. The compulsory registration of journalists would 

constitute a permanent threat to their livelihood and freedom of 

operation. Such a measure would seriously interfere with the flow of 

uncensored news." 

30. Universal condemnation of its intentions did not deter the 

South African Government from opposition nevlspapers and 

journalists. Since last July, a commentary which operates from 

Ronde bosch, was banned and "unbanned".! The liberal political journal, 

Contact, 1vas maligned by the South African Government by the successive 

bannings served on its editors, denying them the right to journalistic 

practice. 

31. It is evident, therefore, tP~t the policies of apartheid 

are still be ruthlessly applied by the further whittling down of 

the fundamental freedom of almost all the people of South Africa •. 

III. TRIALS AlifD CONVICTIONS OF OPPONENTS OF SOUTH AFRICA FROM JULY 

1964 TO FEBRUARY 1965 

32. In its frantic attempt to crusb~and subdue the progressive 

elements within the Republic, the Pretoria regime has recklessly 

continue"-· to· C\-'nduct the trials and c0nvictions of a number of· 

persons indiscriminately under its security laws. This has happened 

despite the persistent calls of b~th the General Assembly and the 

Security Counc.il of tle United Nations upon the Verwoerd regime te bring 

to an end these trials ·which make a mockery of traditionally respecte(l" 

and universally observed norms and procedures of law .. 

33. It must be emphasized that the accused are, for tbe most 

part, kept in custody and solitary confinement and·tortured, so that 

they may give incriminating evidence against themselves or to make 

them "confess" against their friends. 
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The trials are usually summary trials and some are held in camera. 

In several oases, even evidence wa!! taken in camera. In addition, most 

of the accused could not secure counsel, either because they had been in 

custody for a long period of time without bail and, perhaps·, because their 

friends and relatives had also been restricted or jailed, or because-the 

atmosph.ere of the trial had not been conducive for the acquisition of counsel. 

34. There were about 50 political trials, involving about 295 
persons, during the period of this review. Three of the accused were 

sentenced to death. ·The others are to be imprisoned for a total of about 

1200 years. 

35· Btit p~rhaps the trial that provoked the most bitter resentement 

of uorld public opinion and vrhioh show~d: what :tude contempt the South African 

Government reserved for w·orld public opinion and the pleadin,gs of the 

world 1 s most prominent leaders and organizations was the Port Alfred sabotage 

tri&l of Mr. Vuyisili Mini, :l>lr. ll'ilson Khayinga and Mr. Zinakili Mkaba, 

three African trade union leaders from Port Elizabeth. 

36. They were charged in Port Alfred on twenty counts, including 

seventeen of sabotage, six of recruiting men for military training in foreign 

countries and the murder of one Sipo Mange, who was slated to become a state 

witness in several sabotage oases. 

37. They were found guilty of the murder of the state witness; of 

addressing meetin~s of the M1C to recruit members for military training out

side South Africa; ·the cutting of 42 telephone wires and t-vm telephone 

poles during the period 21 October 1962 to 16 January 1963, and the possession 

of 23 bombs. All three were oondemneQ to death on March 16, 1964, and the 

Appellate Division of the Supreme Court rejected their appeal on October 2, 

1964. 

38. Upon their condemnation, the United Nations Special Committee 

on Apartheid took note of the sentence in its report of 23 March 1964 to the 

Security Council and the General Assembly and asked the Secretary-General 

of the United Nations to approach the South African Government with a 

protest. 
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On March 27 9 1964, the Secretary-General of the United Nations 

Organization appealed to the South African Government 11 to spare the lives of 

those facing execution or death sentences for acts arising from their oppo

sition.to the Government's racial policies." 

40. The South African Government replied to the Secretary-General 
·~~ . 

of the United Nations in its usual contemptuous manner and, despite appeals 

made by the Secretary-General of the United Nations, the Special Committee 

on Apartheid~ the Pope, President Nasser who sent a telegramme through the 

United Nations on behalf of all the non-aligned countries then assembled 

at Cairo, the then-Premier Khruschov, and several other prominent leaders 

of the world and over 2000 letters and cablegrams from all over the world, 

the three men were executed on October 11, 1964. 

41. Follow·ing the execution of the three nationalist .leaders, the 

Special Committee on Apartheid issued a communique strongly condemning "the 

brutal and criminal ac·tion 11 of the Verwoerd regime which 11 consti tuted not 

only a defiance of world public opinion but also a flagrant violation of the 

resolutions of the General Assembly and the Security Council, especially the 

3ecurity Council resolution of June 9, 1964"~ The communique further warned 

the international uvlllni'W:L.Lty 01 'lhe grave consequences of the policy "'vhich is 

being pursued by South Africa and appealed to all the states, especially to 

those countries which, by maintaining economic or diplomatic relations with 

South Africa, had a special responsibility in the matter, to take energetic 

measures conforming with the resolutions of the General Assembly and the 

Security Council. 

42. The African Group at the U~ited Nations also issued a communique 

after hearing from Ambassador Achkar Marof of Guinea~ Chairman of the Special 

Committee, that the appeals against the conviction and the sentence of the 

three trade unionists wc:.s:o rejected. It declared that the rejection of the 

appeal constituted a flagrant violation of United Nations resolutions and a 

direct defiance of Africa and the authority of the United Nations. 

43. The group further requested a delegation, composed of the Chairman 

and the representatives of Ethiopia and the United Arab Republic, to convey to 

the Secretary-General of the United Nations its profound shock and indignation 
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and to entreat with him to ask all Member States, especially the commercial 

and financial partners of South Africa, to use all their influence to save 

the lives of the three trade unionists. 

44. It is evident - from these, and several previous cases -

that the racist regime has reserved only its scorn and defiance for the 

numerous appeals to stop these trials which are reminiscent of the Hitler 

era in Germany,and that the general explosiveness of the s~tuation in South 

Africa has not improved. 

IV. SANCTIONS AND SOUTH AFRICA~ 

45· It is evident that the South African Government obdurately 

adheres to its monomaniacal dogmatism mainly because it fully realizes that 

any amount of sanctions - be they economic or diplomatic - will not ai"fect 

its power-structure and disturb its system which allows for the fatal ex

ploitation of one race by another, unless the western powers also become 

active participants in the c::r;usade against it .• 

As such, the insane regime has developed a quixotic propaganda 

stunt "ivhereby it depicts itself as the defender of [!/estern civilization 

against imagined enemies. Claiming that it is the bastion of western civi-
, 

lization, the Verwoerd regime has unleashed a propaganda campaign in which 

it declares that its downfall will be the beginning of the end of western 

civilization and democracy! 

. 47• The bitter tr:uth that any efforts of sanctions must have the 

blessings and the active participation of the United Kingdom and the United 

States must be mentioned at the outset. In addi ti.on,France, the Federal 

Republic of Germany, Italy, the ~ether.lands and Belgium must also partici

pate in the imposition of sanctions. The above-mentioned countries are 

responsible for about 75% of South Africa's trade. 

48. The Empire of Japan has also betrayed the sense of solidarity 

that the Afro-Asian countries are displaying and whole-heartedly cherishing, 

for pecuniary reasons and because the South African Government has, for its 

own convenience and until it gets what it wants from that country, preferred 

to recognize and treat the Japanese people as whites. 
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It must also be emphasized that, unless the pressure being 

presently exerted on the Western powers is sufficiently enhanced 9 it seems 

unlikely that the above-mentioned trading partners of South Africa will 

change their present policy in regard to total, economic, political and 

diplomatic sa~ctions, since they argue that such measures can be taken 

only in the ease of war or nea~war conditions. 

50. As such, it is advised that the African effort to bring a 

solution to the problem of apartheid should not be limited to imposing 

preesure on South Africa only. The facts are clear. The South Afri•an 

problem has opened a fresh chapter and, at present, it is not only South 

Africa vThich is responsible for perpetrating violence, despotism and hatred, 

but also those_ States which, for monetary reasons or otherwise, condone the 

actions of the Verwoerd regime and are blind to the consequences of its 

apartheid policy. :.irays and means _. poli ti!?al, diplomati~ and eeonomic -

should therefore be considered by the Afri•an States to cajole or persudade 

the above powers to join tlie crusade against barbaric despotism. Equal 

emphasis should be placed on this aspect of the problem and ae on tho o~her. 

51. The intransigency and the obstina~y of Portugal in not giving 

its colonies their rightful independence and the existence of white-mino

rity rule in Rhodesia also add colour to the South African problem since 

the Portuguese colonies and Rhodesia a::'ford it an tmf®rtunate."cti>rdon 

52. The visit to Lisbon by Dr. Hilgard r,Iuller, the South Afri~an 

Foreign rlinister, in October 1964, cannot but arouse anxiousness and 

justifiable suspicion on the part of Africans, since it may have resultAd 

in an unholy alliance to attempt to f.ustrate African aspirations - espe

c~ally since Dr. liluller had declared that he had_ discussed 11 mu tual problemsu 

with the Protuguese authorities. 

53· As a result, it is imperative that the African liberation move-

me:rrts be accelerated, so as to give these territories, which are keys to the 

partial solution of the South African problem, independence in the shortest 

possible time. 
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At the time of the writing of this report, it is diffi&wlt 

.i;g assess the impact made by the findings and recommendations of joth the 

Speoial Committee and the Expart Committee since the Nineteenth Session, 

beleagaered by the issne of voting rights under Arti&le 19, has not been 

able to progress much in its other duties. The B·nreau of San~tions of 

the OAU has drafted a resolution, based on the findings ef the above 

Committees and of its own, whi~h after being examined and revised ~y 

the Afrioan Group at iihe United Nai.ions will be presented to the Qeneral 
, , I 

Assembly. It. is also hoped that the Fo"!l!t' Foreign Ministers _will pre&.ent. 

another resolution to the Security Council d~ing this year. 

It has also been diffibltl t to determine whether or not. the 

Mem-.er States of the OAU had, as refltommended, strioUy implemented the 

TariollS resollltions of the OAU t>-onQerning apartheid. A q-e:estionnaire was 

sent to all Member States by the Bn.reatt of Sangtions for this purpose, 

among other things • To-date, only fo1Lr ~ol!tntries have transmitted answer& 

to the vario~ sections of the questionnaire. Apparehtly, some of the 

Mem-.er States did not receive the said qttestionnaire, although i-t was 

mailed on November 30, 1964, sinGe a few deolared iihat they had no-t 

reveived it. and asked for another &opy of the same qnestionnaire after the 

B-..reall; sent ettt a ~'<>ir,..'C.ar telegramme asking all Member £ltater.:- whish 

had nbt. answered to transmit their answers as soon aa pessible. 

As a resru t, the Bureau has res or ted to ga therinGr: the 

neo.essary information from official and 'Moffisial soure;es, and has- fomd 

that. a few more countries have carried ortt their o'dligations. Again, 

the evidence o.ann~t. be treated as the sterling trttth for two reasons. 

In the first. place, some of the figures are imoffioial and shol!dd be 

treated with some discretion. Secondly, they are outdated and it wo"Mid 

not.be fair to j~dge the relations of an African State with So~th Africa 

with fi~es obtained frgm a period of time when most of the OAU and 

United Nations resolutions were non-existent. 
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The situation in South West Africa has not ceased deteriorating_ 

The gratuitous contempt shown by South Africa for the Resolution of 

the General Assembly and its refusal to accept the decisions of the Inter~ 

national Court of Justice ~nd submit any sort of report whatsoever on its 

mandate have exasperated the delegates at the United Nations. 

It is of public notoriety that the South African administration in 

South West Afrioa is committing the most inhuman atrocities against the 

people of South West Africa. There are not only the arbitrary arrests, ille

gal detention and torture of the freedom fighters, forced deportation of 

whole communities, tho separation of families and the disruption of collect

ive life that are deprivip,g the Africans of the most fundamental human dignity. 

The least that one can say is that the rule of law is non-existent in South 

Africa. 

The military budget has also sky-rocketed. It went from 85.million 

l~erican dollars in 1961, to 168 million in 1962, and 240 million in 1963. 

The most dangerous part of the military organization in South Africa is the 

process of integral 11Afrikanerisation". 

The African people consider the attitude of the Western powers towards 

South Africa to be a touch-stone, enabling them to determine, once and for 

all, which ones are Africe, 1 s friends. 

Bearing in mind the development of this situation, the United Nations 

have adopted a Resolution calling upon the members of the United Nations, 

"which have particularly close and cordial relations with the Government 

of South Africa, to exercise, most urgently, all their influence on the 

·Government to have it behave in conformity with the obligations imposed 

upon it by the Charter of the United Nations and comply with the resolu

tions adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations'.'. 

Moreover, since the virtual am,exation of South-West Africa and the 

extension of the system of Government based on apartheid and the domination 

of the indigenous population by the white minority, within the count.ry, 

and by the racist Government of South Africa, externally; is thorou~y 

illegal and immoral, i t,,f'loneti tutes a violation of the mandate granted 

South Africa ,\y the Leagt,.1.e of Nations and the Charter of the United Nations. 
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It will be remembered that in 1964 the European Legislative Assembly 

of South West Africa had approved the proposals of tho "ODENTiLAL" Commission, 

envisaging the 11bantustanisation" of the territory. Thus, the method of 

legalized slcvery was extended to the territory under mandate. 

Until this very day, the attemp~s made under the international trustee

ship system of the United Nations in favour of South 1~est Africa have met 

with no positive.r0action from the Vorwoerd Government. 

At the request of the Conference of Independent African States, which 

met in Addis Ababa in Juno 1960, Ethiopia and Liberia had brought a complaint 

before the International Court of Justice, the 30 November 1960, accusing 

South Africa of violating the provisions of the mandate agreement. 

Despite the trial and the various interventions of the United Nations, 

South Africa has porsisted in violating the provisions of the mandate 

agreement and rejects the competence ·of the International Court of Justice. 

The Pretoria Government, since it has not been able to apply the "ODENTAAL" 

plan, which consisted of dividing the territory under mandate into a huge 

w~ite zone and ten indigenous 'areas, is seeking to use new methods to extend 

the South-.African 11bantustanisation11 plan to South West Africa. 

. ·-----
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Since the Third ~rdinary session of the Council of Ministers, the 

political situation in Southern RhoJesia has deteriorated further. 

Mr. Ian Smith~ leader of the Minority settlor Government, held discus-

sions in London with Sir Alec Douglas Home, then Prime Minister of the 

United Kingdom. rrhe joint statement issued at the end of their discus-

sions stated in partg 

"The British Prime Ivlinister said that the British Government must 

be satisfied that any.basis on which it was proposed that in-

dependence should be granted was acceptable to the people of the 

country as a whole. 

11The Prime Minister of SouthGrn Rhodesia accepted that ind.ependence 

must be based on getieral c~nsent and stated that he was convinced 

that the majority of the population supported his request for 

independence on tho basis of the present constitution and 

franchise. 

"The British Prime lVlinist.ar took note of this statement.but sa..id 

that tho British Government has as yet no evidence that this was 

the case. The Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia recognised that 

11 the British Government was entitled to be satisfied about this 

and said that he would consider how best it could be demonstrated 

so that independence could be granted. 

liThe British Prime Minister se.id that the British Government .would 

take account of any views which might be freely expressed by the 



population on the issues involved, but he must make it plain that 

the :Sri tish Government reserved their posi tion 11 • 

In spite of the above communique and in flagro_nt d.isreg2.rd of the 

wishes of over 4 million Africo_ns, Mr. Ian Smith proceeded with his 

plans of "demonstrating" to the British Govei'llmont of the extent of 

his "support for independence on the basis of the present c-ustitution 

through a meeting (Inlaba) of chiefs and headmen. This 11mothod11 of · 

testing public opinion was preceded by careful preparations such as 

the calling up of national reservists of the army and rounding up and 

detention of nationalists. As could be expected,the motley collection 

of e,bout 600 tri:~al chiefs cmJ. heaJmen, who, in effect 9 nre in the p;:.y 

roll of Mr. Ian Smith? 11 agreed 11 to immediate independence for Southern 

Rhodesia. 

Immediately after the 11 Indc>.batt ~leola.ration, the new British Prime 

Minister, Mr. Harold ljilson~ invited M.r. Ian Smith to come to London 

for further discussions on the situation in Southern Rhodesia. When 

Mr. Ian Smith made clear to the British Prime Minister of his unwilling-

ness to go to London, Prime l~finistcr "t:hlson had. published the text of 

a statement which he had sent to .Wir •. Ian Smith on October 25th 9 1964. 

The statement said~ 

11The British Government look forward to the d.ay when Southern 

Rhodesia can take her place as an independent sovereign state 

within the CommomTeal th. The decision to grant independence r"sts 

entirely -w-ith the British Gov0r~.ment anJ.. Parliament and they h<we 
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solemn uuty to bo satisfied tha~bcforo granting indopen~enoe,it 

would be o.oceptable to the people of the country as a whole. Indeed 

the present Government of Southern Rhoiesie. he,s alroaiy recognised 

tho..t inc'lopenclence must bo be,scd on gcmer2.l consent c;,nd. that the 

British Government is entitled to be satisfied o..bout this. 

11Tho British Government trust therefore the,t the progress of South0rn 

Rhodesia will proceed on constitutional lines.· Nevertheless, in 

vievr of reports that there might be a roso.J$ to a unilateral clecla-

ration of independence, tllGy find it necessary to (Leclare that 

serious consequences would follolil" from such an act. The British 

Government cannot believe,that once the consequences have been 

made cloar,the Government and people of Southern Rhodesia will 

take an irrevo~able step of this kind. 

"A mere declaration of independcmce would have no constitutional 

effect. The only way Souther~ Rhodesia can become a sovereign 

independent state is by <.:m Act of tlw. Bl~i tish Pe:r'liament. A 

I 
cl~laratio~ of independence would be an opon act of defiance and 

rebellion and it vmulcl be treasone.ble to tc.,ke stjips to give effect 

to it 11 • 

Again, in spite of tho above sta.temont 7 tho minority sottler 

Government appears to be bent on pursuing its goal of a unilateral decla-

ration of indepe.denoe whereby the settler minority, which constitute 

only 5% of tho entire population, could continue to arrogate to themselves, 

complete domination of the political, economic ani social life and 
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It is encouraging to noto the sta11J. tak1.m by the non-aligned States 

Conference, at Cairo, on the ~uestion of Southern Rho~esia. The final 

declaration stated. ~ 11The participating countries urc;e all States not 

to recognize the inde:pan:lence of Southern Rhoiesia,_if proclaime1 un~er 

the rule of the raoist minority, an1, instead, to givo fo..vourable con-

si~oration to according recognition to an African national~st Government 

in exile, should such a Government b<J set up. To this effect, the. Con-

ference states its opposition to the sham con~t~ion through tribal 

chiefs envisagoi by thG present minority Govornment of' So:u.the.rn ~ia.n 

As tho Council will learn from thl:l reports of the distinguished. 

Foreign 11inisters of T<:-.nzania ;:::.nd rl!alawi, the efforts of the Govemme:ttts 

of Mal2.wi cmJ. Tanzania in offering their goo•i offices to the J:Tationalist 

parties in South-arn P..hoJ.esia" so as to bring a·bout a united front of 

all liberation movements for the ra}JiJ. attainment of their t:~ommo:n 

objective of indepen.ience" has~ unfortunately~ not been successful. In 

fact, since the last session of the Council, more 11Nationalist 11 parties 

seem to hc,vo been set up, thereby making tho attainment of a unitGd front 

even more difficult. 

Fine.lly, the Foreign Ministers of Algeria and Senegal an~l the 

African Group at the Unitad_ Nations might submit reports on this question 

to the .Council. 
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1. Although the United Kingdom had promised to give 

independence to its three protectorates in Southe?n African and although 

some constitutional progress has already been made in each 'of the territories, 

it is evident that the British Government has not been fast enough in 

carrying out its promises. This has become a source of discontent to, andd 

has provoked criticism from, not only the indegenous population of 

these territories but also African states and the United Nations 

Special Committee on Decolonization • 

. 2. On November 3, 1964 the United Nations Special Committee on 

Decolonization adopted a resolution declaring that the British Government 

had not taken "effective measures" to carry out its promises and, 

despite objeotions from the British representative, called on the British 

Government to take "immediate actions" to transfer power to freely

elected re:presentp.tives of these territories. Although this :te.solution 

was attacked by the British representative as "unreslistic and unbalanced," 

it was adopted by 18 votes to nil "Vri th 5 abstentions.. 

-3, Unfortunately, reports on th• political developments within tho 

territories reveal that frictions within tho liberation movement themselves 

has contributed to the delay and difficulty encountered by the people. In 

Basutoland? elements among the populations appear to be flirting with the 

Verwoerd regime. In Bechuanaland, it has not been possible to reconcile the 

two major parties so as to form :a. :connnon.J:.front .·and the_ two parties have:...continued to 

denounce each othe~ as not being the true representatives of the population. 

Swaziland has also its problems but it is encouraging to note that the three 
: . ..! 

m';~,jor parties have formed a "joint council of Swaziland Political Parties •11 
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1. As foreshadowed in a statement to Parliament by !o!r. Sandya, 

the then Colonial Secretary, on May 13, 1964, a constitutional change has 

occured by which the office of High commissioner for Basutoland, Beohuana

lan·d and Swazilend has been abolishod. The office was previously combined 

with that of the British Ambassador to South Africa. At the same time, 

the post of Resident Commissioner for Basutoland has been elevated to· 

give hime a status equal to that of a Governor. Like the Commissioners for 

Beehuanaland and ~waziland, this Resident Commissioner for Basutoland 

will now be directly responsible to tho Secretary of State for dolonial 

affairs. 

5. Although during the London Constitutional Conference of May 1964, 

tho British Government had promise~,--that "avery effort will be made to 

ensure that the first elections are hold bofore the end of 1964, 11 

elections have been postponed. until earl;y- 1965 an:l,_ at the time of the 

writing of this revew (February 9, 1965), no eiections had taken place 

because Basutolahd authorities claim that "the necessary and adequate 

preparation of the efficient el8otorc.l machine 11 has not b8en made ready 

yet-, 

6. Besutoland's major parties, an·l especially the Bll.sutoland 

Congress Party, have accused Britain of using this excuse to_ delay 

Basutolancf' s independence indefinitely. The B.C .P. and s orne other parties 

also refused to meet and draw the rules of an electoral law because they 

believed this to be a government scheme to involve them in delaying .the 

elections-. 

7-• 'In addition, the B.C.P. blamed the local administration and 

some chiefs for some attacks made on some of its leading members and 

called upon the British GovernmGnt to restore peace and order, and to 

set a definite date-for holding gonoral elections in the Protectorate 

since this "Organized Thuge>ery" was part of a political intrigue designed 

to postpone elections indefinitely. 
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B. It is heartening to note, ho1v-ever, that J'fi'. Cecil King 1 the 

ritish representative to the U.N. Special Committe on Deoolonization~ had 

eclared on October 26, 1964 that Britain was willing to give Basutoland 

ts independence in· eighteen months. 

II. Bechuanalandg 

9. Bechuanaland seems to be nearer its goal than the other two 

rotectorates. General elections will be held starting March 1, 1965 and . 
echuanaland will then achieve semi-autonomy. Besides, it is hoped that 

omplete independence will come in ~eptember 1966. Until then~ however, 

he British Commissioner will retain special responsibilities in external 

ffairs, defence, internal security and public service. In a4dition, he 

.as some reserved power v;hich will be used only under exceptional 

ircumetances 1 if at all. 

10. The existing right within the liberation movem•nt at present 

,nd the chcrges and counter-charges that the parties are hurling at each 

>ther seems to be a potential danger to the smooth transfer of complete 

)Ower. 

11. Another disQuietinG metter which merits mention is the fact that 

1ome members of the leadership in tho protectorate have announced that, 

)ecause of its special economic interests, it is their intention to make 

3echuanaland strictly neutral towards South Africa, a£ter it sets its 

Lndependence, without prejudicing its rights and obligations as a member 

)f the 0. A. U. 

CV. Swazilandg 

12. Swaziland managed to pass succ.::ssfully ovor its first 

:;onst·itut'ional crisis when the Swazi National Council (which had this 

blessings and the baking of the Paramount chief Sobhuza II), 

which had opposed and challenged the legality and practicality of the 
constitution proposed by the British Government as an Ordor-in-Council 

on January 3, 1964, accepted the :provisions of the.said constitution' 

and agreed to cooporota, with the local administration and to take part 

in the elections. 
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13. The electiohs were held in ,~une 1964 and the Paramount Chiof 

1d his supporters won a land-slide victory·. As a resul t 9 the :Sri tish 

)Vernment has promis .. t that~ like :Sechuanaland9 Swaziland will attain 

1dependence in the ghortest ~ime possible. 

14. The new Legislative Council met for the first time on September 

) 9 1964 and adopted a motion 9 r:resented by the leader of the dominant 

nbododve party, frince Makhosihi Dlamini 9 for the immediate creation of 

commission which will prepare a new constitution reflecting the 

~sponsibilities of the Government ~o Farl~a~~nt. 

15. Unc-.nfirmed rerJorts from 1d thin and outside Swaziland fiisc..los e 

o.at the ruling party and the Ng·vrenyama are inclini11g towards Verwoerd 

:md prefer the stat1: 1; of a :Bantustan) in order to thwart the att.em:pts o:f 

i beral and· radical el-ements and parties to take -over.. the Government· 
11 

16. The ruling party denies that there has existed any open or 

ecret relationship with the Pretoria. regime. In the above-mentioned 

ee~ing of the Legislative Council 7 Prince Makhosihi declaredg "f::. will 

?vy :for once and :for all that neither the Ngweyama, nor any othe~~member 
: :,~ 

f the Imbokodvo party has been in contact >vi th the South African:' 

overnmen t . " 

Rglationship vis-a-vis South A:frica. 

17. It has been a ·truism to say that the ·three protectorates :face 

threat in South A:frica. The Verwoerd regime has unleashed a propaganda 

:tmpaign 9 through radio and booklets, in order to persuade them t9 accede 

o Verwoerd 1 s :Bantustan Scheme. They are also, at present, econo~ically 

epedent on the Fretoria regime since they only :form little islands in a 

outh A:frican Sea. 

18. Yet, the threat is more apparent than real and will remain S© 

nless the United Nations refuses to act on its words. The UnitedNations 

:ts unequivocally told the Verwoerd regime that any attempts on its part to 

nnex·the territories will be regarded by the United Nations as an act of 

ggression. The U.N .Spe.cial Committee has also reiterated the ~arne position 

n November 39 1964. 
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19. Aware of the fact that the three territories cannot exist for 

ong as politically independent entities as long as they remain economically 

ependent on South Africa, the Special Committee has also asked the 

ecretary-General of the U~ited Nations to study the ways and means by 

hich the three protectorates will be assured of economic independence 

nd to provide them with the necessary economic and technical assistance 

hich will help them in attaining this goal. 

20. As such, the danger of their being swallowed up by South 

frica can-not come from South Africa but, from the jealousies and 

~spicioa of the parties in each territory. 
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1. · Periecl.i•·"reperts on the si tllati•n in Ang•J..a, M•~a.m~ique ant, the 

terri-.•:ry known as Portugese Guinea reveal that P~rtugal is still 

conducting iti!!!'War of extermination against the varil'J'\J.S natienalist 

movements as it stubbernly maintains its me~ally indefemsibl~, 

legally unacceptable and politically inte;J.erable, state and absurt,, 

the::~:-: that the territories are only overseas provinces of the 

Portuguese st,l.t and that the principle of "Self-determination" 

meant only that 11 •••• " ••••• , agreement and consent of the pepulation 

to a certain political structure, type of state and administrative organ

ization." 

2. According to rep•Tts acquired during the peri•d •f' this review, 

it seems ·that the reign texror that had been inaugurated by Portugal 

has reached its and has tolled millions in lives and property. 

Recent rep•~Tts from the United Republi"·· of Tanzania, for example, 

reveal that m•re than 10,000 people fr•m Me,zambique had to :flee to 

that Republic in sea:rch fl.f recluse from the se.l!'urge of t"ol•,nialist 

murders as the Portuguese s rampaged the eount:ryside burning out 

African h•mes and settlements leaving behind death and destructi•h where 

they have been. It is alse· rep4V£ted that the rnaj•ri ty ..£ those wh•, had 

crPSsed the b•rder f•r sanctuary were orphaned children and wid~wed 

women. 

j. The atrof'lieus campaign to liquidate Afri~ans is n•,t limited t<~~, 

r,~•·zambique but als•· extends te. b•,th Angola and the. terri t..ry kne-vm as 

P.-rtuguese Guinea. Reports f:roill l:»: ··•·la on one of the nights in whi~ 

the Portugue,se mu:rder-squad stormed a village state that women~ <..hildren 
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and sick-men (including blind men) were indiscriminately cut-down 

by the assassins. Similar reports have also been received from 

the territory known as Portuguese Guinea. 

4· It is clear that, even in ~reas under its control, the 

Porguguese Government runs a garrison-state and it has come to 

be more and m~re c -,mpulsory that ever;;, one should aarry passes of 

different types such as the CART'AO DE IDEl'!'riDE (Identity Card) 1 

the :BILTETE DE IDElifTIDE (Identity tickets) and Poll Tax Receipts 

which have to be endorsed by employers da.il;y. The inhabitants of the 

territ~ries are therefore c~nducting their lives and day-to-day 

movements under the shadow of death since they are always under the 

watchful eyes of trigger-happy Portuguese soldiers who are only too 

obliged and ordered to shr8; at anybody that arouses their suspicions. 

5· Portugal has been consistently admant to comply with the 

various resolutions of both the Security Council an& the General 

Assembly of the Unii?.d :Nations, the appeals of the African States an'

world public opinion because it is confident of the benevolent 

neutrality, if not direct aid, of the weste~~ powers ~ especially the 

member-states of NATO. Like South Africa, its partner· in evil, 

it suffers from pf.>'eudo---messiahanic s;yndromes which make it insist 

that its NATO allies should not idly see it being eliminated from 

Africa since that would be the beginning of the end ~f Western 

Civilization and values 

6. This unflinching position is coupled with a threat that 

:Britain and the United States should not count en Portugal's support 

in the Cold-war unless,reoiprocally,they back her in retaining her 

African territories. To this effect, Dr. Franco Nogueira, the 

P~rtuguese Fereign 11-rinister recently declared that "the windsof change 
~ ( " 

that are blowing across Asia and those disturbing Angola are of the 

same nature. Portut;al is fighting indigenous guerilla in her prl!lvin<'e~ 

of Angola and Guinea! The situation in South-East Asia and the Middle 
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is similar. An appeal for allied solidarity must be heeded in 

both cases and it must be clearly understood that if some suggest 

we should consider the 1-rind blowing against Guinea as irreversible, 

they cannot later ask us to accept as reversible the >vinds blowing in 

Cyprus and Aden. ''This means that Portugal has lately introduced. 

a new thesis whi\th equates the fi of' the nationalists in its 

colonies with the turmoil that is beleaguring Cyprus, Laos or 

Vietnam. 

IL Assessment of the varif'!us Liberation laovements 

7• Generally speaking, the reports re~eived by the OAU from 

official and. unofficial sources have the Organization the favour-

able impression that the various liberation movements have mad.~ 

satisfactory progress in their war against imperialism. For the 

period under review, this seems to have been especially true of the 

!iteration movements in Portuguese Guinea and. J!Iozambiq_ue where~ in 

the first case 9 the nationalists seem to have·now effectively occupied 

about two-thirds of the territory and 1 in the second 1 where FRELIMO 

has rna tured and reached a ne1-r stage in its fight and~ intensifying 

its activities, had taken tc the offensive since September, 1964· 

8. Yet, there were some distrubing internal confli('.ts within 

each liberation movement. The main source of difficulty see~s to have 

been the non-existence of a co-ordinated common-frant whi~h the 

Liberati•n Co~mittee of the OAU has deemed necessary for waging a 

wirimi~g war and which was, on several ~coassions, stressed as an 

imperative by the Secretary-General .of the OAU. As a result, 

has "been found necessary to treat liberation m~vements in each terri

tory "by themselves since, by treating them iE-t~to, s~me relevant f~~ts 

may be missed. 

9· The pr~blems in Angola were tWP-fold. There were~ · 
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(a) The ~ifficulties of the GRAE of Mr. Holden Roberto 

arising from 

(i) the paucity of resource'S and military- equipment~ and 

(ii) its relationship with the Gnvernment of Congo (Leopold

ville), and 

(b) the relationship of FNLA and MPLA 

li. In September 19641 Mr. Holden Rnberto reported to the 

Liberation Committee of the OAU that his Government-in-exile we.s 

plagued by- the absence of arms~ materials and funds and that 1 as 

a result, the morale in the Ang~lan Liberation Army- WE~ low since 

the freedom fighters had felt that they had been forsaken by- independent 

Africa. Since assistance has been lately given to the GRAE, however, 

the problem may- have been solved. 

· ll. In addition, Mr·. Holden Roberto declared that the Congo 

(Leopoldville) Government not only was collaborating with the Portuguese 

and had opened the Congo-Angolan frontier 1 thereby :Placing the GRAE in 

a precarious position, but alse had totall;y disce>ntinued its co-operati1tn 

vri th the GR.AE since no supplies of arms -or rna terials had been receive-d. 

:aver since the change in thi:' Cong~lese Government and since n~ GR.AE 

officials had been able to approach and discuss matters with it. The 

leader' of the GR.AE fur-ther req_ue~ ted Ue Liberation .Gun·l'!i ttee "t• app:Doa~h 
the Genge lese Governnent s.e that assistance could be •ehannelled to hiB 

with>tut difficultyi" The Gommittee decided t6 send the Executive 

Secretary .of the Secretariat •.pf the Liberation Gommi ttee:Jion. Sebastian 

Chale t·e the Cong.o to assess the situation and the needs .~f the Angolan 

figh:iers. 

12. The relationship bet.een the FNLA (the party tt.at has ft~~rn.ed 

the GR.AE) and MPLA eeems to have been resolved fro'l':l t~e eutsi~_e, although 

a reconciliatien between the twn ffii'IVements themselves would have t·,e 

more desirable selution. 
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13. MPLA has protested to the Liberati~n Committee that it has 

been the subjeot of a two-sided persecution - i.e, from both the 

Congo (Leopoldville) Government and the GRAE. 

14. They continue t~ claim that they are the only real represent-

.atives of the people of Angola and that the GRAF. whit"h "has used fascist 

meth,ds and tribal :policy" is nothing but an "imperialist" creation 

:f;ormed a'\ the instigation of former Congolese Premier Cyrille Ado).lla. 

It is known, however, frem both official and un-fficial sources that only 

the rump of MPLA remains as a party since some of its,aenbers had·deserted 

it and joined the ranks of the FNLA, and the rest are not involveS.. in 

any military activities. 

15. As a result of its inherent weakness, the Liberation Committee 

which had concluded that "the FNLA is the strongest and m•st effective 

and incieed the only real fighting frvntin Angola" has recommended that 

other movements should be discouraged and that aii should be given 

only to GRi:.E. 

16. MPLil., however, is still struggling for recognition and has 

applied to appeal to the Council of Ministers. The Liberation Gommittee 

has granted MPLA the right tf'l appeal to the Council of Hinisters. 

17. As intioated earlier 9 this external solution of resognizing 

and aiding only_one ,of the movements is nl"t tl).e:J m,..st plausihle pana-,.,ea 

to the p~oblem •. It would still be better t~ advise, evell pressure, 

MPLA to jcllin ranks with the FNLA and :form a common front. The 

existing division, as has been stressed. by the Secretary-General,_ 

oan only be a boon to the enemy. 

:B. ~[ozamllique 

18. The problem in Mozambique is very light as G"''mpared to Angola 

and, as a result, the struggle for liberation has met with continuea 

progress. FRELIHO has in fact taken the offensive around September 

25, 1964. 
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19. The other two movements, UDENMW and MAlW, led by M:r. Gumane 

and Mr. Chelambe respectively, have continued to talk with FRELIMO'S 

leadership in an effort to form a common-front as advised by the 

Liberation Committee and the Administrative Secretary-General of the 

OAU. Recently, for example, Mr. Chelambe spoke with Mr. de Santos 

in the absence of Dr. ]1ond Lane, the President bf FRELIMO. 

20. Since FRELIMO is the .strongest movement, it is hoped that the 

other two Will join it. Their 1villingness to be assimilated by 

FRELIMO and form a common front must be taken as a step in the right 

direction. 

21. Fevertheless 9 even FRELHIJ:O has·its own problems. In the 

first place, no common front has been formed as yet and the talkls may 

not materializ~ into anything. Secondly, certain elements within 

FRELIMO have informed the Liberation Committee that they had no 

confidence in the leadership of Dr. I11Iondlane anymore. 

22. On hearing this complaint, the Liberation C~ttee has 

informed the representatives of FRELDIIO in Dar-es-Salaam to·warn Dr. 

l.[ondlane of the internal problens and to ask him to return to Dar

es-Salaam to deal with them• 

23. On S~pte~ber 25, 1964 FRELIMO declared the begir~ing of an 

armed insurrection. Later 11n Dr. MPndlane announced that it was 

FRELIMO's intantiAn to found a revolutionary government in Mozamnique 

terri t"ery after "a p~rtiQ.n of ~.[ozambique had been liberated. 11 The 

Central Committee of FRELII;([O was als.(J to shift its headquartors to 

the liberated area. 

24. Reports received at about that time indicate, however, that 

the initial campaign of the struggle had not met with much success 

since the Portuguese Government had met it with counter-offensive 

causing much damage in life and :property. The reas@n~.behind thiG 

may have been the paucity of the military equipment, food and finance 

at tke hands of the nationalists. 
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~ 25. Dr. Mondlane has asked ,:f.We 111P.:tii'EdJlQ!:¥f,f ~~r.~O'(t -fg tke 

expansion and intensification of the training of people who join his 

organization and it is hoped that the promising start will come te 

a fruitful end. 

c. Portuguese Guinea 

26. In this territory, the main problem has been the non 

formation of a common front by the two major· parties - PAIGC and 

FLING. 1fuile the PAIGC has made steady progress, the other party, 

suffering from internal dissension within its ranks and a change of 

leadership,seems to have suffered some set-backs. 

27. The Presidents of Guinea and Senegal had tried to assist the 

two movements in the formation of a common-front. Despite continued 

effcrts made to encourage the t;qo groups and despi:t$ FLING's willing

ness to join PAIGC, no union has actually occured and FLING is still 

conducting a separate movement. 

III. Portugal, The United Nations Organization and African Countries 

28. Like South Africa, Portugal has consistently refused to pay 

heed to any of the resolutions of the United _Nations, emanating either 

from the Security Council or the General Assembly. During the period 

under review, the most' important product from the United Nations concer

ning Portugal and her colonies has been· the findings and recommendations 

of the committee of Twenty Four tihioh was formed by the General Assembly 

on June 24, 1964. 

29. Based on these findings and recommendations, the Special Commi

ttee adopted a resolution condemning Portugal for its "Continued refusal" 

t.o implement the historic "Declaration on the Granting of Independence 

to Colonial Countries and Pe.,ples" (General Assembly resolution 1514 

of December 14, 1960), and to dra~r to the immediate attention of the 

Security Council the "deteriorating sitiuation11 in territories under 

p.,rtuguese dominati.,n. 
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30., Further, the ccmmi ttee noted or adopted the follwing:: 

(a) It noted with.cAncern the activities of foreign, economic 

and other interests in the territories and declared that 

they were detrimental to the political aspirations of 

the indegenous population. The Committee has requested 

one of its sub-Committees to study the :cctivities of these 

interests. 

(b) It resolved to request the Secretary-General to invite 

the United Nations High Commission for Refuge.ss~: and other 

specialized agencies concerned to consider the possibility 

of extending medical and other assistance to the increasing 

number of refugees from the territories. 

(c) The Committee reaffirmea that, to facilitate the peaceful 

sclution of the problem of territories under Portuguese 

domination, it w.1s necessary for I'ortugal to implenent 

all previous United 11ations resolutions on the question 

especially the measures advocated in Security Council 

resolution S/5381 of 3i July_ 1963 1·:rhich requests Portugal 

to i) immediately rec~gnize the right of the people 

under her dominati~n to self-determination, ii) cease immediate

ly all acts of rep1·esseion and to 1·ri thdraw all its military 

forces vrhich were employed f~'~r that purpoee iii) negc:~tiate 

on the basis of the rigbt of self determination with 

authorized representatives of the various political parties 

within and outsi<ie the territories with a view to transferring 

power to freely-elected political institutions and ?~present

a:ti.rv::e ·. , of the people (iv) to grant independence immed.iate-

ly thereafter to all the territories under its administration 

in acoordanoe·with the aspiration of the peoples," 
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31. The resolutionAf the Special Committee was sponsored by 

CarJ!"Qcdia, Ethiopia, India~ Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, 

Sierra Leone, Syria, United Herublic of Tanzania and Yugoslavia. 

32. It sho~ld be noted that Portugal had declined an invitation 

,)y the Special Committee to participate in its discussions. 

33· From official and unofficial sources, the OAU has gathere~ 

that the vast majQrity of African States are faithfully implementing 

the decisions embodied in the various resolutions of both the Assembly 

cf Heads of State and Government and the Council of rVJ:inisters. Reports 

reveal tlat, on many occasions, representatives of African States to 

many international conventions, including the International Union of 

Telecommunications, the International Labour Organization and the 

General Assembly of the United Nations, had preferre·~ to walk out to 

either sitting with the Portuguese and South African representatives 

or listening to them. These dramatic walk-outs, symbolizing the African 

determinations not to rec~gnize the twe states as belonging to the 
11 civilized family of nations 11 until they give their brethern their 

rightful freedom,' has ti·emendous moral and political pressure .on both 

t)e. tw,o countries and those others that 918P:fl:P~·lt~;f~tP.B~~At~ ... :!?f~{{!;ices 
.J_ ' ' 

34· 'l'he Bureau of Sanctions of the Secreil::1ria"G had sent circuLar 

notes to the member-states requesting them to furnish information on 

the me~sures they had taken in the implementation of the various 

resolutions of the OAU~ with special reference till the Cairo resolution 

)f the Assembly of Heads of State and Government (AHG/RES 9(1). 

35.· To date only 2 countries have replied formally indicating 

)ompliance 11 in letter and spirit" with all the resolutions. These 

3ountries ares Ethiopia and Rwanda. 

36. Further, according to a report made te the Security Council 

jhe· following African Countries have indicated the measures they had 

;aken regarding Portugal~ Dahomey, Guinea, Libya, Mali? Senegal, Sierra

Jeone, Somalia, Sudan and the United Arab Republic. 
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The action taken by the above-mentioned countries are in line with the 

OAU resolutions. 

37. There remains, however, one disquieting matter. Despite all 

the above-mentioned action -taken by African States, a Portuguese 

monthly bulletin published by the. INSTITUTO NACION'AL DE ESTATISTICA 

in ~,;a~ 1964 indicates the fact that Portuguese trade with independent 

Af'rica c"nstituted 3.1% and 2.9% of her total imports and exports, 

respectively. The countriee, included in the Bulletin as maintaining 

t::tade 1-d th Pl"'rtuga~. were Algeria, Congo (Leo.) Madagascar, Morocco, 

Nigeria and the United Arab Republic. 

38. T.his !lay be explained in two ways if t]:le abe>ve-mentioned 

countries do n~t really have the alleged commercial ties. In t~e 

first place, Portugal may ~ave received t~e products of the above

mentioned countries and sent hers to tP-em through third parties witP-out 

the ac~ual knowledge ef the African c~unt?ies concerned. Secontly, 

the figures nay have been pure fabrications designed te dem~ralize the 

af'rican Common-front and to falsely propagandize to the rest of the 

worlt that some African countries are clandenstinely trading with her 

irrespective of their external promises. 

In any case, communications have been directed to these Member

States in order to ascertain the veracity (lf this inf~.nma tion. 

39. Portugal is preparing tn mi~igate the possible effects of a 

~omplete Af'rican boycott by making various arrangements witk t,e other 

leper of' the Family ;:of Nations - South .Africa. She has, ~e far, nade 

1 pact with South African Airways to enable South African plane~ to fly 

~·e- Lisbon via Luanda. The Portuguese airlines T . .A. P. already flies t:Je 

:-nute, stopping at Sae Thome and Bissau for refuelling. Furthermt~re, 

;>lans have been made £~S~rb:b'Ulld.in&J~.ll:oe.:lit":POMl: Wri~:.:mode,tliJ..:f!!.i:l:ii.~ii ti:@s<)tJl• one 

)I the Cape-Verde Islands and South Africa is supposedly c~ntrieuting tP 

jhe tune o! 150 million Escudos. 
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40. Even more important, Drj Filgard Muller, the South African 

Foreign Minister and, his Portuguese counterpart, Dr. Franco 

Nogu~ira signed an important economic agreement, affecting trade 

and communications links between the two countries as well as Angola 

and Mozambique, during the formers 11unofficial visit 11 to Lisbon in 

O~tober, 1964. 

41. Although it has not been possible to find the details of 

the "uno!:'ficial 11 visit, suspi·cions are high that a mutual defence 

:pact has also been signed, despite the denials of Dr. ~[uller. 

42. Although the African cause has had several sym:pathezers 

among nations, it has not been possible to impose sufficient and 

effective pressure to bear on Portugal because the 1-Testern powers 

especially those menberssof NATO - have not been able to translate 

their good-will to African ab1±rati~ns into co-operation. Portugal 

has been stubborn so far because it operates its foreign :policy l!n 

the principle that her NATO allies will not aband.on her. Seo muck 

s~, it was recently reported that Portugal is thinking of pulling out 

some of its forces out of NATO so as to turn it t"'tlll.ha attaek o• tke 

nationalists- and this in addition to the healtky suspici•n that, 

sene NATO arms and supplies are being used in the territories that 

she is dAminating. 

43. As iu the Case of South Africa, it will therefore be 

advisa1tle to consider actions ti::·a t will affect n~t only P~rtugal 

Dut also that would make the partners of Pertugal reconsider their 

positions and policies. 
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1. :Between August and October 1964, contacts were made between all 

the Political movements in and out of the Canary Islands and 

final Resolution was adopted ny th"·lll "capable of embodying and 

expressing the nationalistic and legitimate revolutionary 

opinion and the imperative aspirations of the Ar•. hipe lago 11 , 

This Resolution created the Hovement for the self determination 

and the independence of the Canary Archipelago (MPAIAC) which 

shall be based in Algeria. The Resclution alsr inter alia 

declares the appointment as Secretary-General of the Political 

Bureau and of the Generlll.rSecretariat, Mr. Antonio Cubillo," 

who was until p.cesent the Secretary-General of the N1l.C (Canary 

Autonomist Movement) and Delegate to Algeria, who will countinue 

in t}+e functions of representative to the Algerian Republic, to 

the African G~vernments and Organizations (OAU), continental 

and inter-continental conferences and to the United Nations, if 

need be 11 • 

2. r.rhe OAU has written to Mauritania, Morocco and Algeria requesting 

information on the political situation in,Rio de Oro, IFNI and 

the Canary Islands and also concerning refugee~ from tJ..ese terri

tories, if they exist in their respective countries. 

3. The Secretariat is waiting for the report of the Liberation ~~t

~~',;::;1; Sul:;-Committee, composed of Senegal, Guinea and Algeria, 

that went to Gabon to see into the refugees problem of the 

Equatorial Guinea. 

4· The OAU has also requested the Liberation Committee to contact 

all the Nationalist~ Movements of the Equatorial Guinea based 
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in different parts of Africa (such as Accra, Algeria etc •• )to m~et 

form a United Fror .. t (lite Canary Islands) '· and 

in order to facilitate and e~i>,~:!L~-:. the independence of 

the said territory. 

5· The OAU Seoretariat is at present studying the reports of Nigeria 

(REF. VS/G9 DOC.2) and Gabon and Cameroun (REF.IVS/C9/DOC.8) 

't.tl:>EttlJIIlidr.tdld tb tne :.:.L±bs:i'at.i6n ;Grillluni ttee as ._lllE:'qliesteg. bg-:o the tla.:ttdlll' 

in connection with Equatorial Guinea. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT OF THE THIRD EXTRA-ORDINARY 

SESSION OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS, ADDIS ABABA 

1. The Third Extra-ordinary Session of the Council of Ministers opened 

at 3.30 p.m. on 5 September 1964 at Africa Hall, Addis Abab~under 

the Chairmanship of H.E. Mr. Camille Alliali, Ministe~. for Foreign 

Affairs of the Republic of the Ivory Coast. 

2. All the member States of the Organization of African Unity, thirty

four in number, plus Zambia, as observer, were present at this 

session. 

3. The oath of office was administered to H.E. Diallo Telli, Administrative 

Secretary-General of the OAU, by His Majesty the Emperor of Ethiopia. 

4. The Secretary-General then made a statement to the Conference dealing 

inter-alia with the increasingly important part that the OAU was 

called on to play in inter-African and international relations. 

5· His Majesty the Emperor of Ethiopia delivered an address in which 

he reminded the Conference that, in its deliberations, it must 

always bear in mind the interests of the Congolese people. 

6. After a short adjournment to allow His Imperial Majesty to withdraw 

from the Conference Hall, the Secretary-General road his administra

tive report. 

7. ~n the proposal of the Tunisian delegate, the Secretary-General was 

instructed to prepare the draft agenda, drawing on the suggestions 

already made by the Member Stat.es to the Secretariat. 

The meeting rose at 6.~0 p.m. 

~. On the following day, ' September, the meeting opened at 10.15 a.m. 

The Secretary-General submitted'as the draft a...senda of the Third 

Extra-ordinary Session of the Council of Ministers: "The Congolese 

problem, its repercussions on neighbouring States and the entire 

African gon tin en t·. 11 
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9. After a short discussion, the draft agenda was adopted, following 

which the Chairman indicated how the business of the Conference 

would be organized. 

10. The first speaker on the list, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of 

Mali, (the country that had requested the convening of this Session) 

made a six-point proposal to the Conference (see verbatim records 

of the meetings). 

11. The Prime Minister of the Democratic Republic of the Congo then 

described the difficulties being encountered by his country and the 

main reasons for this situation. 

12. Following this statement, and after a two-hour adjournment, the 

meeting was resumed; the Chairman, acting in accordance with the 

almost unanimous wishes of the Conference, asked the Prime Minister 

of the Democratic Republic of the Congo to give further details in 

supplementation of his previous intervention. 

13. H.E. Moise Tshombe thereupon took the floor again and submitted the 

following three proposals to the Conferenceg 

a) To allow African States that wished to help his country to 

respond to his appeal by sending troops who would be 

stationed in areas already pacified; 

b) To establish a special commission to settle the differences 

with the Republic of the Congo (Brazzaville) and the 

Kingdom of Burundi; 

o) Foreign countri0s should abstain from helping those who 

were opposing his Government. 

14. The Nigerian delegate then proposed to the Conference a six-point 

solution to the Congolese conflict (see verbatim records of the 

meetings). 
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15. Th8 l';Iinisters for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of the Congo 

(Brazzaville) and of the Kingdom of Burundi asked the Prime 

Minister of the Democratic Republic of the Congo to specify for 

the benefit of members of tho Conference his coun~ry 1 s complaints 

against their respective Governments. 

16. The Conference then decided, on the proposal of the .Minister for 

. Foreign Affairs of the United Re:Public of Tanzania, who invoked 

the Algero-Moroccan precedent, to hear the three parties concerned, 

namely, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Republic of the 

Congo (Brazzaville), and the Kingdom of Burundi. 

The meeting rose at 2.45 p.m. 

17. lifhen the meeting was resumed at the end of the afternoon, the Prime 

Minister of the Democratic Republic of the Congo spoke at length 

and in detail of the interference by his neighbours (the Republic 

of the Congo (Brazzaville) and the Kingdom of Burundi) in the 

internal affairs of his country, 

18. The Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of the Congo 

(Brazzaville) in his replyg 

a) Refuted all the accusations made by the Congolese Prime 
. 

Minister, merely admitting the presence in his country of 

political refug&8S from the Congo (Leopoldville); 

b) Stated that~ as he sa-..I it, ·the cause of the conflict 

between the two countries was purely ideological. 

19. He moreover requested the Conferenceg 

a) That all oi tizens of the Congo (Brazzavil·le) residing in 

Leopoldville should have tho right to return to their 

country of origin; 

b) That an OAU commission of inquiry should be immediately 

sent to the Congo (Brazzaville); 
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c) He stated that his Government was, on the other hand, 

prepared, if so requested, to hand ovGr to the OAU those 

members of the CNL (Counseil national de liberation) who 

were at that time in the Congo (Brazzavi.lle). 

The meeting rose at 8.30 p.m. 

20. The meeting was resumed at 11.5 p.m., and the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs of the Kingdom of Burundi, ia his reply to Mr. Tshombe; 

a) Admitted that his country received Congolese political 

refugees, but for purely humanitarian reasons; 

b) Drew attention, on the other hand, to the propaganda 

demonstrations against his country organized by the 

Leopoldville authorities; 

c) Entirely approved of the idea of establishing a special 

commission to visit the three countries. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 a.m. 

' 21. At 10.15 a.m. o~ 7 September, the Guinean Minister for Fo?eign 

Affairs made a long statement i~ which, inter alia, he ?ejected 

any military solution to the Congolese problem. 

22. The delegate of Kenya in turn submitted various pPoposals. In 

particular, he approved of the establishment of a special commission 

and, on behalf of his Government, proposed Nairobi as the meeting 

place for such a commission and informed the Conference that his 

Prime Minister, H.E. Mr. Jomo Kenyatta, would agree to take the 

chair at a meeting of this nature (see verbatim records of the 

meetings). 

23. The Tunisian delegate then traced the development of the Congolese 

crisis from its origin and the part played by the United Nations 

in this matter. He suggested, as an immediate step, that the 

recruiting of mercenaries should be stopped. 



24. 

The meeting rose at 1.50 p.m. 

On resumption of the me 
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at 3.50 p.m., several delegates ted 

to speak took the floor in turn to affairm, inter alia, the necessity 

of establishing a special commission. 

25. ThE: Chairman then desie,nated the memb8rs of the draftine, committee, 

namelyg Ghana, Kenya, Mali, Nigeria, the Central African Republic, 

Tanzania~ and Tunisia, to consider the various proposals made by 

the Member States and prepare a draft resolution to be submitted 

the following day to the Conference members. 

The meeting rose at 1 p.m. 

26. The Drafting Committee met at 10 p.m. under the chairmanship of the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs of the United Republic of Tanzania; 

Mali was appointed Rapporteur. The Committee sat until 5 a.m. 

27. .At 11 a.m. on 9 SeptembElr, at a plenary session, the Rapporteur of 

the Drafting Committee read his report, in which he pointed out, 

inter alia, that tho Committee had based its draft on the proposals 

made by Mali and Nigeria. 

28. The Conference then decided to consider the draft resolution, for 

adoption, paragraph by paragraph. 

29. .After a very long discussion, tho Conference adopted all the 

paragraphs of the draft, with substantial alterations. 

30. The Conference met at 1.20 a.m. on 10 Septemb0r and the Chairman 

submitted for tho consideration of the Conference a final amendment 

to the draft resolution already adopted paragraph by paragraph; 

the amendment dealt with the question of military or other assistance 

that might be given to the Government of the Congo (Leopoldville) 

by Member States of the O.AU. 

31. It was decided to take a vote on this amendment; the amendment was 

rejected, 9 votes being cast in favour and 9 against, with 15 absten

tions, 1 member (Madagascar) beine absent when the vote was taken. 
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32. The Conference the appointed tho members of the ad hoc Commission 

and its Chairman, the Hon. Jomo Kenyatta, Prime Minister of 

33. Ethiopia, Nigeria and Tunisia, for different reasons, expressed 

reservations against serving on this Commission. They nevertheless 

finally accepted the proposal of the Conference. 

34. f,. vote was then takGn on the draft as a whole; the draft was carried 

by 27 to none' with 6 abstentions, 1 member (Madagascar) being 

absent when the vote was t·aken. 

35. Before adjourning, the Conference then decided, on the proposal 

of Kenya, to include the question of Southern Rhodesia on the 

agenda of the Extra-ordinary Session and then unanimously adopted 

a resolution on the question submitted by fifteen Member States of 

the O.AU. 

36. The Secretary-General then read the special memorandum on the 

financial situation of the Secretariat. 

37. At 4.20 a.m. on 10 September the Chairman declared the Third Extra

ordinary Session of the Council of Ministers closed. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT OF THE WORK OF THE FIRST SESSION 

OF THE AD HOC COlVlMISSION ON TIIE CONGO, NAIRO:SI 

In conformity with tho ons aloptel by the members of the 

Commission at A~Llis Ababa on 11 3eptember 1964, the First Session 

of the al hoc Commission met at Nairobi on 18 September under the 

effective Chairmanship of H.E. Mr. Jomo Konyatta~ Prime Minister of 

Kenya. All the members of the Commission, with the exception of 

Tunisia, were present, as well as those mainly concornel mon-

tionel in the Council of Ministers Resolution of 10 September, namely 

the Prime Minister of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and the 

Foreign Ministers of the Kingdom of :Burundi and the Republic of 

Congo (Brazzaville). 

2. The Chairman opened tho First Session of the Commission at 5.00 p.m. 

in the City Hall, Nairobi. After welcoming the lelegations, the 

Chairman stressed the importance ani delicacy of the task entrusteJ 

to~the Commission. 

3Q The A·lministrative Secretary-General of the OAU then reau his 

report (CL/2(II))o 

4. On a proposal by the Foreign Minister of Ghana, the meeting was 

adj ourne·l, to be resumed on the following lay, 19 Septembre, at 10 a.m. 

5. On 19 September, luring a private moetin~ of the heals of delegations 

and the General SecrGtariat, the Chairman surnrnarizoil the personaL. 

convGrsations that he hal manwhile had with the Prime Minister of 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

6o At l2o25 p.m., in plenary session? the Commission proceeded to aJopt 

the lraft agenda ( CL/1( II)), itoms 4 anJ. 5 of which in particular 

to "National reconciliation in tho Democratic Republic of the C·::mgo 11 

and "Normalization of relations between tho Democratic Republic of the 

Congo anJ. her neighbvurs, especially the Kinglom of Burundi and the 

Republic of the Congo (:Brazzaville)". The Statutory Chairman was 

then the liberty to choose the Rapporteur from among the iele-

gation of Kenya. With regard to the rules of proceJ.ure of the 
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Commission, tho A~ninistrative Secretary-General, ropeatine th3 terms 

of his report, SUI:J'LJ'estel.the aloption of the rules of procolure of the 

Council of Ministers 11 en bloc". It was so iecileJ., subject to the 

sole condition, that, if necessary, the rules of procedure of the 

Council of Minist0rs sh·:)uld be alaptel t0 the special duties assigned 

to the ai hoc Commission. 

In the afternoon of l~ September, in orier to conform to the 

working method. ·ieciJ.el on in the morninc;, only 'the heals of the dele

gations met; the meeting -vras exclusivly devoted to hearing the 

Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of the Congo (Brazzaville) 

ani tho Kingiom of Burundi. 

8. On 20 September, the Commission mot in plenary sE:Jssion ani thE:J 

Chairman gave a brief resume of the private meetings hell on the 

previous lay ani stressel the points of agreement reached by the 

Commission. 

9. An important point became clear from all the interventions made by 

the lifferent lolegations g the necessity of consulting anl questioning 

the combatants. 

lOQ The same day tho Commission aJ.optoi, before adjourning, a resolution 

(CL/3(II)) invit the representatives of the three Governments to 

transmit to the Secretariat reports making C-::lncret8 proposals 

concernin<£ the itoms on tho ac:o'enla 

a) National reconciliation; 

b) Normalization of relations between the Democratice Republic of 

the Congo an..:l its neighbours, especially Buru:od.L and the Congo 

(Brazzaville). 

ll. The Commission iiJ. not meet on 21 September. On that lay the repre

sentatives of the Democratic Republic of the Con6o, the Republic 

of the Congo (Brazzaville)·anJ. the KingJ.om of Burunli left Nairobi. 

12 ... At 10~30 a.m. on 22 September, the session was resumGJ. under the 

effective chairmanship of H.E. the Prime Minister of Kenya. The 

Commission propos to J.iscuss two important points ~ 
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a) Whether the combatants at the time in Nairobi ani whom the 

Commission woul~ meet were bona fide representatives of the 

.insurgents; 

b) vlhether the visit to be maio by the Commission to the throe 

countries concernei shoul·i not be ;precede::l by the J.espatch of a 

smaller group to prepare the way for the ad hoc Commission. 

13. The Chairman then closoi the meeting and instructel the Alrninistrative 

Secretary-General to consult the various ·ielog·ations ani fix a con

venient date for tho ieparture of the Commission for tho three 

countries concerned. 

14. On resumption of the Session in tho afternoon~ the Chairman proposeJ. 

1 October as the provisional J.ate for the Commission's cleparture for 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

15. The delegates then. discussed the question of senling a J.olegation 

from tho ad hoc Commission to the Presilent of the United States 

at Washington, 

16. After a long liscussio~ 24 September 1964 was fixel as the late of 

leparture for the Unitol States. 

17. Durint; the same meotin§ the Comltlission receiveli the representatives 

of the combatants. At tho Chair~an's request they appearel indivi

dually before the Commission; they statel that they belongel to the 

CNL Group (Conseil national le liberation- National Liberation 

Council)· ancl that they represented their leaiers Christophe Gbenye 

ani Gizenga. 

18. After this hearing, the representatives of the combatants left the 

. hall ani~ before alj ourning, tho Commission aloptecl tho final 

resolution (CL/4(II)) on the preparatory work of the Commission. 

In this resolution it was decided g 

a) To lisoontinue the preparatory phase of the work of the 

Commission until the beginning of October~ 

b) To empo-vrer its Chairman, assiste:l by the OAU Secretariat 9 to 

take any initiative aime:l at fulfilling the Commission's maniate; 

c) To send a special ~eleGation to the UnitGd States immediately. 
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ADMINISTR!TT\111} REPORT olif-'TITE-SECDIID .EXT.RA.ORD.INARr·w~G 

OF THE AD HOC COW.IMISSION AT NAIROBI 

_ ..... __ .... 

1. The ,QAU al hoc Commission on the Congo hel~ an Extra-or~inary meeting 

at Nairobi on 27 ani 28 November 1964, unler tho chairmanship of 

H.E. Mzee Jomo Kenyatta, Prime Minister of Kenya. 

2. The following countries were reprosentel at the meetingg Ethiopia, 

Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria, UAR, Upper Volta~ Cameroun anl Tunisia. The 

representative of Somalia was Gxpecte:l before the on:l of the meeting. 

3. On 27 November, in plenary session, the Chairman gave a resume of the 

major activities of the a:l hoc Commission anl the events lealing to 

the lanling of paratroopers at Stanleyville. 

4. In the afternoon of 27 November~ the Commission went into closel 

session. It approvel the Chairman's report. 

5. On 28 November, the al hoc Commission, referrinrJ t0 tho recent events 

in the Congo, strongly conJ.emnel and. proteste.l against the foreign 

military intervention in the Congo of the Governement of the Unitel 

States of AEierica~ Belgium, the Uni tel Kingdom, ani all those who 

male this aggression possible. 

6. Bearing in minJ. 5 on the other hani, the messa¢es sent by Heals of 

State anl Government , the aJ. hoc Commission J.eciJ.ed to rocommenl the 

Secretary-General t~ convene an extra-orJ.inary Conference of Heals 

of State ani Government at AlJ.is Ababa on 18 December~ preceJ.e,l by 

preparatory meetinGs of the Council of Ministers on 16 an~ 17 

December 1964. 

7. The O.AU aJ. hoc Commission on the Congo furthermore dcci·led to make 

a provisional report to the Secretary-General of the OAU in pursuance 

of paragraph 6 of thG resolution aiopted. at Aldis Ababa by the 

Council of Ministers on 10 September 1964. 
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R8T'OUT OF THE SZ:CR1J:.A.RY'UEUE...111...1 ON TlL:: FOURIJ.1H 

EX'PRAO:i:i .. JHLRY SESSION OF TH:J COUWCI.L OF MHaSTi.TIRS, 

NEH YORK (USA) 16-21 J..i:C@vJ3;j_1{ 1964 

1. In conclu~ing the work of its Second Session on 28 Novembre 1964 at 

Nairobi (Kenya), the ad hoc Commission on the Congo, after a through 

analysis of the verbal report by its Chairman (see Annex No.3) 

publishel a press release (see Annex No.1) in which it vigorously 

con~emned "the military intervention in the Congo of the Governments 

of the Unit States of America, Belgium, the Unit Kinglom, as well 

as all those who had. made the Stanleyville aggression possible". 

Stressing the very grave situation existing in the Democratic Republic 

of the , and bearing in mind the messages from several 

African of State ani Government (see Annex l'fo.2) 11 the OAU 

ad hoc Commission decided to recommend the Administrative Secretary

General to convene an extra-ordinary conference of Hea~s of State and 

Government at Adlis Ababa on 18 December 1964, 

:para tory meeting ef the Council of Ministers on 16 

(item 6 of the press release). 

by a pre-

17 Decembern 

2, The ad hoc Commission moreover J.ecLled to make a provisional report 

to the Administrative Secretary-General of the.OAU in pursuance of 

:paragraph 6 of Resolution ECM/Res.5(III). This report, which would 

sum up the work of the ad hoc Commission from its establishment, 

would stress once again the necessity of finding solutions that would 

lead to the owing results ~ 

a) The withdrawal of all mercenaries from the Congo without delay~ 

b) The immediate cessation of fore 

Congo; 

c) Caase-fire by all combatants1 

military intervention in the 

d) A genaral.amnesty for all persons implicated in the recent events; 

e) The Qespatch of a Commission of inquiry from the ad hoc Commission 

to the Congo (Leopoldville), the Congo (Brazzaville) and the 

Kingdom of Burundi; 
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f) A meetincat the .earliost :possiblo iat·:; of a round-table conference 

of all the Cong-olese leaiers of all the :parties concerned under 

the auspices of tho OAU; 

g) The organization of free elections under the control of tho OAU 

throughout the Congo (Lo:pold.villo). 

3. The :provisional ;aport (see Annex No.4) of the ad hoc Commission 

submitted. to the Administrative Secretary-General on.2 December 1964 

was sent to all the Member States of tho OAU wi~h, as armexes, all 

tho documents giving details of the work, and the QUestions deliberated 

by the Commission since its establishmen~. 

4. First of all~ bearinG in mind the time neecled. to convene the extra

ordinary meeting ef the Heads of State recommended by the ad hoc 

Commission, the Administrative Secretary-General sent the following 

telegram to all the member States on 28 Novemborg 

"Jill HOC COMMISSION CONGO UNANDWUSLY RECOII'EMEI\TDS HOLDING EXTRAORDINARY 

CONFEHENCE HEADS CF STATE AND GOVERm"lENT AT ADDIS ABABA ON 18 DECEMBER 

·PRECEDED BY PHEFAR.ATORY MEETING COUNCIL OF MINISTERS lQ DECEWillER 

STOP IN l'IEW OF SHORT TH1E AVAILABLE GRATEFUL CABLE REPLIES REGARDING 

TWO MEETINGS SECRET1\RIAT OAU ADDIS STOP HIGHEST CONSIDERATION". 

5. At this stage it was necessary to obtain the two-thirds QUOrum :pro

vided for unJ.er Rule 7 of the Rules of Procedure of the Council of 

Ministers of tho OAU. Under thG t.orrn:s of this Rule only those replies 

can bo counted as :positive in establishing a QUorum ~·hat accept. all 

tho :proposals of the ad hoc Commission as transmitted. by tho Adminis

trative Secretary-General. It is to be noted that replies received. 

by the Secretariat as from l December 1964 were in answer to a message 

dated 27 NovGmber sont to all African Heads of S~ate by His Imperial 

Majesty, Haile Selassie I, Emperor of Ethiopia. This message, which 

does not mont ion ei thor a da to or a :place, recommends 'an extra

orclinary meeting of the HeaJ.s of State and. Government "to make a 

broaJ. exchange of views on the :present painful situation of the 

brother State of the Congo (Loopohlville) "• 
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6. On 10 December, that is to say loss than one we before 16 December, 

the Administrative Secretary-General had. not received the two-thirds 

~uorurn necessary to convene the summit conference. 

On tho same iay the Executive Secretary of the African Group to the 

United Nations sent the Administrative Secretary-General the conc

lusions of a meeting of African Ministers held on 8 December. 

In fact, on that day, twenty Ministers for Foreign Affairs 

meeting in New York at the Head~uarters of the Executive Secretariat 

. of the African Group ·leciied. to resommend "that the meeting of the 

Council of 1\'Iinisters proposed by the ad hoc Commission should be 

held. on.l5 and 16 December at the United Nations, New York where the 

majority of the Ministers for Affairs were , and to instruct 

the Secretary-General to put this suggestion before the Member 

States for consideration". 

7. At the same time as the Administrative Secretary-General inform~d all 

the Member States by cable that by 10 December the two-thirds ~uorurn 

had. not been obtained for the summit conference of 18 December, and 

that conse~uently neither the latter meeting nor the meetings of 16 

and 17 December, which were merely to prepare for it, could take 

place, the following message was sent to all Memb0r States~ 

"HONOUR INFORM YOU THAT UNDER TERLiiS TELEGRAM RECEIVED T.ODAY FROM 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY AFRICAl'J GROUP UNITED NATIONS GHANA CONGOBRAZZA 

NIGER NIGERIA ZAMBIA SUJ)AN GABON UAR MALI SO:i-JIALIA ~llALAiH UGANDA 

ETHIOPIA SIERRA LEONE TOGO CAl'IIEROUN GUINEA SElYEGAL BURUNDI AND 

LIBERIA MEETING IN NEW YORK PROPOSED QUOTE THAT EXTRAORDINARY COUNCIL 

PROPOSED BY AD HOC COMMISSION NAIROBI BE HELD ON 15 AJ:f.D 16 NOVEMBER 

AT UlJITED NATIONS NEW YORK UNQUOTE STOP GRATEFUL CABLE OPINION YOUR 

GOVERNMEJ:Il~ SECRETARY GENERAL OAU AS WELL AS EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

AFRICAN GROUP 211 EAST 43RD STR:Ef.:!.:T NEW YORK HIGHEST CONSIDERATION11 • 
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8. Th0 wording of this telegram in fact tak0s .account of the fact that 

twenty States who put forward the suggestion of 8 December did not 

constitute the quorun required for the convening of an extra-ordinary 

meeting the Council of Ministers an-i that the opinion of 

other Member States was necessary. Moreover, by 14 December, posi-

tive ies from four other States were sent to the General 

Secretariat. 

Und.er these con~li tions, the concrete proposals of twenty Member 

States was therefore accepted and the Administrative Secretary

General, pursuant to Rule 17 of the Council of Ministers -which 

states that the agenda of an oxtra-oriiriary session shall comprise 

only items submitted for consideration in the request for convening 

· the extra-ordinary session - submi tteJ. a draft , which comprise·i. 

apart from the adoinistrative report, only the preparation of the 

Conference of Heads of States and Government. 

In fact, it was the proposal of the twenty ministers, dated 8 Decembe4 ·.

to pla~e before the Council of Ministers in New York the same items 

that they woulO. have to doliberate .. if they ha-l met at Addis Ababa on 

16 ani 17 December, as the ad hoc Commission hal recommenied in 

its comunique, in which the Council of Ministers was envisaged only 

as a "preparatory 11 meeting of the extra-ordinary Conference of the 

Heals of State and Goven1ment of the OAU. 

10. The Council of Ministers, meeting in its Fourth Extra-ordinary Session 

in New York on 16 December 1964 unanimously deciled to alter the 

agen.ia propos by the General Secretariat. 

The agenda was to be entitled: 

"report of the ad hoc Commission on the Congo". 

11. The Council of lhnisters gave full consi.:leration to the provisional 

report of the ad hoc Commission and took cognizance thereof. 

12. On 21 December 1964, Resolution ECM/Res.?(IV) was adopted by the 

Council of Ministers. In particular, the Resolutiong 
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a) Reaffirmed. the whole of Resolution ECM/Res.5(III) of 10 September 

1964 anJ., in particular, stross.;3d. paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 

8 of that Resolution; 

b) Extended the mandate of the ad hoc Commission and requested it 

to see to the application of all measures a:ivocated by the 

Council with a view to settling the Congo problem; 

c) Appealed to the Security C:um1cil to condemn the rocon"i forei[,rn 

military intervention and recommend an African solution to the 

Congo problem. 

13. Moreover, on 30 December 1964, the Security Council aJ.opted a reso

lution relying on the Organization of African Unity to continue its 

efforts to achieve national reconciliation in the Congo. 

14. On 11 January 1965 the Secretary-General of the OAU received. a 

document from Rome entitled "My proposals for a solution to the 

Congo problem" signed by Mr. Cyrille Adoula, former Prime Minister 

of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (the text of which is 

annexed.). 

15. The General-Secretariat of the OAU informed the Chairman of the 

ad hoc Commission of the work :lone by the Council of Ministers in 

New York and of the decisions that resulted therefrom as well as 

of the Security Counc;Ll's resolution of 30 December 1964. 

16. The Chairman of the ad hoc Commission informed the General-secretariat 

on 15 January 1965 of his decision to convene a meeting of the 

ad hoc Commission for 29 January. 

17. The General-Secretariat duly informed the nine members of the holding 

of the Third Session of the ad hoc Commission at Nairobi. on 

29 January 1965. 

/ 
/ 

··--·---
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1. The President of the Republic of Kenya opened the first meeting of 

the third session of the OAU ad hoc Commission on the Congo, on 

Friday 29th January at 10 a.mo 

2. In :public meeting, the Chairman of the ad hoc Commission stated, in 

particular, that his appeal for national reconciliation in the Congo 

had not met with any response, duo to the constant presence of white 

mercenaries in that country, and that the object of convening the 

session was appointment of a sub-committee which would be entrusted 

to visit Congo (Leopoldville), Congo (Brazzaville) and Burundi. 

3. The Chairman had like;dse submitted to the members of the Commission 

a written report on the meeting between the three East African Heads 

of' State and. Mr. Christopher Gbenye, leader of' the revolutionary 

government the Congo. 

4. The meeting was then resumed in closed session at 11.30 a.mo The 

Commission studied the draf't agenda proposed by the Chariman, inc

luding in particular Item 3, the appointment of a sub-committee to 

visit Leopoldville, Brazzaville and Bujumbura. 

5. The delegate of Tunisia, ref'erring to the Resolution of Addis-Ababa 

adopted by the Council of' Ministers on lOth S ember 1964, said 

that the ad hoc Commission in toto should visit the three capitals, 

and that the establishment of' a sub-committee would run counter to 

the spirit and the letter of' the above men·t;ioned Resolution. 

6. The Chairman f'elt that the departure for the Congo should be first of' 

all prepared in detail, and that a prior study of the plans for action 

would have to' be undertaken. If' they were going to the Congo, th0 

members of the Commission should :first o:f all agree on what they 

were going to say. 

0 
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7. The Chairman then sum...rned up the position since the adoption of the 

last resolution of the OAU Council of Ministers in New York. 

8. He concluded that, before going to the Congo, an atmosphere of peace 

must be createdo 

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m. 

9. The Chairman then read_aloud t egrams receiv~:Jd from Mr. Tshombe, 

(inviting the Commission to go to Congo (Leopoldville)) from Mr. Gbenye, 

and from the Government in Brazzaville, all three of which were 

addressed to the Chairman. 

10. The Chairman suggested to the Commission that Mr. Tshombe's invitation 

should be accepted. 

11. The Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Ethiopian Government pointed 

out, for his part, the responsability which would upon the 

Organization of African Unity if the Coooission were to fail-_in~its 

task. Any failure must be avoided, and responsibilities must be 

faced. The Commission had received two invitations: one from Congo 

(Leopoldville), the other from Congo (Braz~aville), asking it to visit 

those two countries. The Commission must accept and go to the spot 

and judge the true situation for itself, drawing whatever conclusions 

were indicated. 

12 •. Similary, the delegate of Cameroon called upon the Commission to 

fulfil its task as defined in the Resolution of lOth S ember 1964 

adopted by the Council of Ministers of the OAU at Addis-Ababa, and 

tc send its members immediately to the three countries in question. 

To that end, a delegation consisting of a Rapporteur and an Assistant 

Secretary-General could be sent to the three capitals (Leopoldville, 

Brazzaville and Bujumbura) to prepare, together with the respective 

Governments, for the forthcoming visit.of the ad hoc Commission. 

13. The delegate of the UAR, in keeping with the ideas already put for

ward by the Chairman of the ad hoc Commission, pointed out that 

respect for Point 5 of the Resolution of Addis-Ababa dated lOth 

September 1964 1-~as subject to respect by the Congo (Leopoldville) 

Government for the first four paragraphs of that same Resolution. 
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that was a vrrong interpretation, and 

Commission was not subject to any con-

dition. He added? moreover, that the ~xistence of the OAU was in 

.jeopardy if one of its members gave extensive help to a rebellion 

and, what was more, stated so in public. 

15. The del ofUpper Volta that this was the third time that 

the Commission had met, but still no progress had made in its 

work.· It should therefore meet the legitimate Government with a view 

to a round-table conference, but it must have the assurance of the 

Leopoldville Government that complete safety would be guaranteed. 

The work of this important Commission must be guided only by the 

general principles of international law and respect for the soverei

gnty of States. 

16. The del of Somalia was of the opinion that the Commission had no 

alternative, in view of the increasingly deteriorating situation in 

the Congo. It should go .there immediately.? provided with guarantees 

from Leopoldville Government. 

17. The refusal of Mr. Tshombe to meet the nationalists made the Commission's 

task a very icat~ one, in the opinion of the delegate of Guinee. 

The physical presence of the Commission in the Congo would therefore 

yield no positive result and would in no way alter the position. He 

agreed with the Chairman and the UAR delegation that sending the 

Commission to the c~:mgo would imply respect for the other provisions 

of the Resolution. 

18o The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Ghan~ said that, in principle, he 

would not oppose sending the Commission, but felt that the journey 

should be prepared in advance. To that end, he proposed a preliminary 

meeting betw00n the representatives of the Leopoldville Government and 

the revolutionary leaders or their representatives, to place at 

a meeting of the ad hoc Commission at Addis-Ababa on Friday, 5th 

February. (Addis-Ababa was discarded, owing to Queen Elizabeth's 

visit to Ethio~ia). 
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The ...d.cl..e.gate.-·o-:tUh.ana thought that in view of th-e UJ:loel'ta.in"i;y'·o:f·· the/·-

position in the Congo, national :r:ec.onc.ili.a:ticn could only be brought 

about outside the Congo. He therafore supported the Cameroon 

proposal. 

19. The delegate of Nigeria was not altogether against the proposal put 

forward by Ghana, but thought that the Commission should first set a 

date for completing its task. He re~uested the Secretary-General to 

get in touch with all the parties concerned, and asked the Commissi~ 

to call upon all member countries of the OAU to stop interfering in 

the internal affairs of the Congo and to respect OAU and Security 

Council Resolutions. In conclusion, he asked the Secretary-General 

to make use of publicity so that the world, and especially the 

Congolese people, should be kept informed of the activities of the 

OAU. 

20. His Government 1 s attitude towards the "Congolese nat.ionalists" was 

guided more by respect for the principles of the OAU Charter than 

by purely national interest. 

The Government of Nigeria, therefore, had not paid its contribution 

to the OAU because, quite simply, it did not approve certain acts of 

member States which int in the internal affairs of his country. 

His Government, he said, had recognized the successive governments 

of the Conge since its accession to independence, and had not failed 

to condemn the attitude taken by Mr. Tshombe at the time of the Katanga 

secession. 

·21. The delegate of Nigeria thenstated that his Government was increasingly 

anxious concerning the assistance given to the rebel government in the 

Conge. He recommended that help be extended to any member of the OAU 

which found itself in difficulties and which expressly requested such 

help. It was not for any member of the OAU to dictate to another 

State what it ought to do. 
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22.. As propose.d. by CaJJl~n, the. deleg~tG o:r Somalia suggestGd an important 

amendmento As well as a Rapporteur of thG Commission and an assistant 

Secretary-General~ he proposed the establishment of a sub-committee 

consisting of three States members of the Commission, to show inter

national opinion that the Commission was doing everything in its power 

to bring its task to a successful conclusion. 

23. The proposal to send a sub-committee of three members, accompanied by 

a Rapporteur and an Assistant Secretary-General, was put to the vote 

and adopted. 

The meeting rose at 7 p.m .• 

24.. At the beginning of the meeting held on 30th January 1965 at 10.30 

a.m., the Chairman placed before the Chmmission the requewt of the 

delegates of Tanzania and Uganda to be admitted to the conference 

hall as observers~ To avoid establishing an awkward precedent; the 

Commission politely· rejected the proposal. 

25~ The Chairman then read aloud a telegram sent to the Commission by 
' 

Mri Tshombe, announcing the appointment of an ambassador to the 

Commission for the current session. 

26., Following this brief intervention to settle a question of procedure, 

the Chairman swnmed up the results obtained the previous day and 

proposed to the Commission three States to be members of the sub

committee, to wit~ Ghana, Guinea and Nigeria. 

27~ The Foreign Minister of Guinea completely and categorically refused 

the nomina~ion of .his country as a member of the sub-committee, and 

unreservedly opposed the terms of reference of that sub-committee. 

He gave way, however, to the Chairman's insistance, while still 

refusing to accept the principle itself. 

28. 

29. 

' Ghana likewise asked the Chairman to withdraw his country's name from 

the provisional list. The Chairman likewise refused. 

The matter of the composition of the sub-committe having been settled, 

it now remained to define its terms of reference. In that connexion, 

the Nigeria delegation put forward a draft. 
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30. The draft -was studiBd e.:x:hausti.vely and a Point D was proposed by the 
i 

Ethiopian delegation to complete the draft, as follows~ 

"The sub-committee shall report to the ad hoc CoDlillission before the 

forthcoming meetinf of the Council of Ministers". 

31. The Ethiopian amendment was accepted by Nigeria, which drew up the 

original draft. 

32. Meanwhile, prior to the adoption of the.Nigerian draft as amended by 

Ethiopia, Ghana had submitted to the members of the Commission a 

draft resolution providing for the sending of a sub-committee after 

the proposed meeting in February. 

33. Somalia suggested a compromise amendment to these two proposals, to 

the effect that "the sub-committee may, if it sees fit,. invite and 

hear outside the Congo the various Congolese leaders whom it considers 

able to help it in its task". 

34. As several delegations were of the opinion that the adoption of such 

an amendment might be interpreted as delegating the full powers 

the ad hoc Commission to the sub-committee, the amendment proposed by 

Somalia was rejected. 

35. The Ethiopian proposal (Point D, tQ be added to the Nigerian draft) 

was subsequently put to the vote and adopted. 

36o The Nigeria draft as a whole, as amended by Ethiopia, was put to the 

•rote. It was adopted, and became Resolution CL/8(III) of the ad hoc 

Commission (anne:x:)q 

37o During the study of the Ghana proposal (annex), Nigeria warned the 

ad hoc Commission of the awkward results which the adoption of that 

text might entail. Nigeria therefore entirely rejected the proposal 

put forward by Ghana. 

38.· The delegate of Tu..YJ.isia suggested a compromise amendment to the Ghana 

draft, and the Commission adopted it. 

The draft submitted by Ghana, as amended by Tunisia, became Resolution 

CL/9(III) of the ad hoc Commission. 
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a) 1rhe sub-committee established will itself draw up the programme 

of its visit to Leopoldville, :Sraz.z.aville and Bujumbura, and 

will submit its report before the next meeting ()f the Council 

of Ministers. 

b) The ad hoc Commission will meet on 12th February 19,65 at Nairobi 

(Kenya) in order to meet the representatives of the Government 

of the Democratic Republic of Congo and the Congolese revolutionary 

leaders, or their representatives, to try to achieve a national 

reconciliation. 

c) The ad hoc Commission will meet at Nairobi to prepare and complete 

its report to the forthcoming.meeting of the Council of Ministers. 

40. The Chairman of the ad hoc Commission declared the. t.hird session 

closed on 30th January 1965 at 5 p.m. 
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RESOLUTION 
0.[ J'JIE ~JiO.;::;..;C;;.....;;.CO=MMI=-..SS-..].,.O...,.N 

The Ad Hoc Commission of the 0 .A.U. on Congo 

meeting in Nairobi, Kenya, on the 29th and 30th January, 1~65, 

under the dist:L.'lgu.ished ebairmn.nship of the President of the 

Republic of·Kenya, H.,E. Mzee Jmoo Kenyatta has agreed as 

follows :-

In order to facilitate an early visit of the 

Ad Hoc Commission to the three capitals of Leopoldville1 

Brazmville and Bu.c1mribUJ."a~ ·in accordance with its mandate, . 

a sub-committee of the Commission composed of ~epresentatives 

of Ghana;. Guinea and Nigeria, and accompanied by the R·appol!'tour 

and an Assistant Secretary-Gonaral· of the O.A.Uo is hereby 

appointed with the following terms of reference : 

·.A.. Cons;o Leopolqville 

(i) To discuss with and obtain agreement of the 

Government of the Democratic Republic of Congo 

on arrangements for an early visit to Leopoldville 

by the Ad Hoc Commission. 

(ii) To obtain from the Congolese Government a ~antee 

of safe conduct for all members of the. Commission 

for the duration of their visits to the Democratic 

Republic of Congo. 

(ill) To inform the Government of the arrangements being 
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made by the Commission to-visit Brazzaville 

and Bujumbura in accordance with operative--paragraph 

5b of the Addis Ababa resolution of lOth Septem~er, 

(iv) To obtain o. gunro.ntee from the Government of the 

Democro.tic Republic of Congo that facilities will 

be made available to enuble the Commission to have 

discussions with Congolese political leo.ders who the 

Commission considers will be able to assist it in its 

tusk. 

h Congo Br.:1_ezo.ville 

(i) To discuss and obtain agrr:;ement of the Government 

of Congo of o.rrangement3 of an early visit to 

Brazzaville by the Ad Hoc Commission. 

(ii) To inform the Government of arrangements being made 

by the Commission to visit Leopoldville and 

Bujumbura in accordance vli th opera. ti ve paragraph 5b 

of the Addis Ababa. resolution of lOth September, 

(iii) To obtain a guarantee of the Government ef Congo 

Bra5zcville that facilities will be made available 

to enable the Commission to have di8cussions with 

Congolese political leaders who the Commission 

considers will be able to assi8t it in its taok. 

(i) To discuss and obtain agreement of the B'tll"undi Government 

of arrangements of an early visit to Bujumbura by the 

Ad Hoc Commission. 

(ii) To inform the Burundi Government of arrangements 

being made by the Commission to visit Congo/ 

heopoldville and Brazzaville in accordance with 

operative paragraph 5b of the Addis Ababa resolution 
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made by the Commission·-to-visit Brazzaville 

and Bujumbura in accordance with operative~paragraph 

5b of the Addis Ababa resolution of lOth Septem~er, 

(iv) To obtain a guarantee from the Government of the 

Democratic Republic of Congo that facilities will 

be made available to enable the Commission to have 

~scussions with Congolese political leaders who the 

Commission considers will be able to assist it in its 

task. 

ll. Congo Brazzavi JJ e 

(i) To discuss and obtain agrsement of the Government 

of Congo of arrangement~ of an early visit to 

Brazzaville by the Ad Hoc Commission. 

(ii) To inform the Government of arrangements being made 

by the Commission to visit Leopoldville and 

Bujumbura in accord.'tnce >Ti th operative paragraph 5b 

(iii) 

of the Addis Ababa resolution of lOth September, 

To obtain a guarantee of the GOvernment ~f Congo 

Brazzaville that facilities will be made available 

to enable the Commission to have di8cussions with 

Congolese political leaders who the Commission 

considers will pe ahle to assict it in its taok. 

C • Bl.lJ4Ulldi 

(i) To discuss and obtain agreement of the Burundi Government 

of arrangements of an early visit to Bujumbura by the 

Ad Hoc Commission. 

(ii) To inform the Burundi Government of arrangements 

being made by the Commission to visit Congo/ 

. 1eopoldville and Brazzaville in accordance with 

operative paragraph 5b of the Addis Ababa resolution 

of lOth September, 1964. 

:;.,.) 
·-~ I 3 •• 
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To obtain o. .gua.ro.nte e of the Government of 

:i31J1Ylind:L that facilities will be made avnllable 

to enable the Commission to have discussions with 

Burundi leaders who the Commission considers will be 

able to assist it in its task. 

The sub-committee shall report its findings to the 

Ad Hoc Commission before the next meeting of the Council of 

Ministers. 
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RESOLUTION OF THE AD HOC COMMISSION 

.The Ad Hoc Commission of the O.A.U. on the Congo, 

meeting in Nairobi on the 29th and 30th Jan~ary 1965 

·. ~ ·, 

under the Chairmanship of His Excellency Mzee Jomo Kenyatta 

President of the Rep~blic of Kenya. 

Having in mind the national reconciliation 

recommanded by the resolution Of the Council of Ministers 

of ~he O~A.u. on idth Se~tember 1964, has decided: 

To invite the represent~tives of the Democratic 

Republic of the CohgojLeopoldville and the Congolese 

Revolutionary leaders or their representatives to meet 

the Ad Hoc Commission in Nairobi - Kenya, on Friday. 

12th February 1965. 
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BEPOR.T ON fJ.'HE .il.CTIVTTIES_OF Tifill...,AD HOQ COIV!IIUS§ION 

ON THill .ALGERO-MOROCCAN CONFLICT 

Almost i1mneuiately after its inception the OAU was seized with 

the Algero-II1oroccan borler conflict. As a result by virtue of paragraph 

II of Article XII of the Charter of the O.ll.U 'ani in accordance. with the 

request contained in the Joint :Bamako Declaration of 30 October 1963, the 

First Extra-Ordinary Meetinc; of' this Council,which took place from 15 to 

18 November 1963, in AJ.iis Ababa,oreated the ad hoc Commission on the 

Algero-Moroccan conflict by Resolution ECM/Res.l(I) •. 

The purpose of the Commission was to implement the terms of the above 

referred :Bamako Joint Declaration •. 

In accordance with the sail Resolution, the terms of reference of 

the a.i hoc Commission were sub-paragraphs a) ani b) of Article IV of the 

:Bamako Agreement,namely~ 

a) to ascertain responsibil;Lty for the outbreak of hostilities; 

b) to examine the substantive border problem between Algeria and 

Iviorocco anl submit concrete proposals to both Parties for the 

definite settlement of their dispute, 

The Commission was also directei by this Council to report back to 

it on the results of its work. Charged with this manJ.ate the Commission 

has hal eight sessions betwe(m November 196,3 anl )J'ebruary 1965 and has 

reported twice to this Council on the progress of its work. 

The first proGress report covering the period between November 1963 
and February 1964, durin& the course of which the Commission had ha~ three 

sC;Jssions,was presente;l to this Council during its Second Ordina.;r;y Meeting· 

in Lagos, 24-29 February 1964. The report of the Commission was adopted 

by this bo:ly by Resolution C~1/Res.l8/(:EI). · 
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· ThexGafter,..i:I:J._.con__tinuance of its work, the Commission-had met twice 

of which it presented a detailed :progress report to this Council iuring 

the Third Ordinary Session in Cairo, 13-17 July 1964. The said report was 

adopted by this body by Resolution CM/Res.37(III), which states, inter aliag 

11Rea±'fi.rms its confidence in th~ ad hoc Commission and requests" 

"it to continue its task with all necessary J.iligence until the it 
-· 

"complete fulfilment of its mandate, in accordance with the 

"Charter of the OAU? the J3amako Declaration ani Resolution 

"EC.M/Res.l(I) aio:pted. by the Council of Ministers at its 

"Extra-orJ.inary Session in Aldis Ababa. 

II 

II 

u· 

!I 

Thereafter, the Commission has had three sessions• The first of these 

was held in Khartoum from 16 to 24 September 1964 •. At the end of the 

Khartoum SGssion, having completed the stu~ly of all the relevant documents 

in its possession, the Commission prepared a Draft Recommendation in line 

with paragraph b) of its terms of Reference an1 submitted the same to the 

Parties. 

In submitting the sail Draft Recommendation to the parties, the 

Commission requestad them to prepare their respective opinions on the said 

Draft, ani present the same to the Commission during its next session which 

was hell last October 1964. 

·Accordingly the Commission met once more in Algiers anJ. Rabat. During 

that session the Commission heard only preliminary observations of each of 

th3 parties on the Draft Recommendation, anl in compliance with the wish of 

the :parties, the consileration of the final written observations were 

defered until a later date. 

The final written observations of both parties werc transmitted. to the 

members of the Commission in J.ue time so that they may study the problem 

before the Commissionts meeting. The last session of the Commission which 

was intended for the prcparation of the final Recommendation having taken 

into consideration the written observation by the two parties was Jue to 

oeet hera in Nairobi during the last ten days. 
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A complete report of tho· Commission on its mandate i.s expecteJ. to 

be p:tesent-Qd 'by·"tha...~.o-:f" -tb."'" -Commiss.io¥l to -this bod¥ duri.ng this 

Session. 
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The Commission on the Problem of Refugees in hfrica held two meetings 

since the last session of' the Council. The first tras held in Addis Ababa 

on lOth September 1964 to discU:ss developments on the Burundi-Rwanda 

border resulting from Refugee movements. Having heard statements from the 

distinguished Foreign ~linisters of' Burundi and Rwanda on the issue, and 

after a thorough discussion of' the Problem the Commission, unanimously 

ad&pted a recommendation in which the Commission, in :particular, appealed 

to both parties "to use all their influence and all their authority so 

as to stop the activities of' refugees which might affect adversely their 

good neighbourly relations", 

The last session of' the Commission was held from November 16th to 

December 7th 1964. During this session, the Commission made extensive 

fact-finding tours of' over 25 refugee areas and camps in Uganda, 

Tanzania and Burundi at the expressed invitation of' the respective cotintries. 

The Secretary General was represented by a senior Officer of' the General 

Secretariat, who acted also as the Secretary of' the Commission, 

REFUGEES IN UGANDA 

There are well over 100"000 refugees in Uganda coming from the Sudan, 

Rwanda and Congo (Leopoldville), This three-pronged influx of' refugees 

from the three countries mentioned above has made the refugee :problem 

in Uganda :particularly acute, The adverse effects of' the ever-increasing 

influx of' refugees on the economic, social and even :political development 

of' Uganda was thus stressed by the Prime r•linister, Dr. ~lil ton Obote, in 

his address at the opening session of' the Commission at Kampala. In the 

various refugee camps visited by the Commission, the Uganda G~vernment, 

with assistance from .the United Nations High Commissioner for refugees 

and other veluntary national and international organizations, is doing 

its best to feed, clothe and look after the medical, educational and 

cultural needs of' the refugees. But it appeared that, even then, it was 

too much for Uganda to Qo:pe up with the problem with~ut increased 

assistance from outside, both materially and financially. 
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There are over 60,000 Rwanda refugees and about 20,000 Congolese 

refugees in Burundi. Here again, in s,pi te of the generous assistance of 

the United Nations High Commissioner for refugees, the adverse effect of the 

influx of refugees is felt even more by a small and densely p~pulated Burundi. 

REFUGEES IN TANZANIA 

The Tanzania Government is properly taking care of the 10,000 

refugees from Mozambique who are settled around Lindi as well as the 

13,000 Rwandese and the 300 Cong~lese refugees. The Commission was grati

fied to note that someci· ~esc refugee camps were provided with water 

supply, electricity and even a dancing hall On the whole Tanzania seems 

to cope up with the influx of refugees, It is possible, therefore, that 

those refugees, wh .. ·do not wish to return to their countries ef origin, 

could be given the opportunity t~ -settle permanently in Tanzania, But here 

again a substantial ~utside assistance is requir~d to help Tanzania help 

the refugees, 

The influx of refugees has posed a formidable problem and difficulty 

to the Countries of asylum, The influx Pf m~re refugees disrupted the 

economic and social development ef these countries. It meant more money 

to-have the refugees settled, to previde them with fobd, clothing and 

bther basic needs; the recruitment of m .. re security personnel to maintain 

law and order as well as to patrol the b~rder areas in order to.prevent 

inoidents between refugees and the security forces of the countries of 

origin, etc. These expenses, ~f course, do.not take into acc~unt the 

conoealed expenses in salaries to persennel, transportation, plots of 

land given te•·refugees and such ·other concomitant expenses. Such a 

burden on the economy and the basic social services of developing countries 

with scarce resourees has incalculable adverse effect on their general 

development. 

The countries of origin, on the "ther hand, should start forthui th 

to create favourable conditions for the return of the refugees and their 

normal participation in the affairs of the country as free and full

fledged citizens. To" this end the Commission has rec .. mmended : 
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"That countries of origin seriously consider setting up, where this has 

not already been done, national investigating teams to examine the fears 

which force people to flee their countries and to consider ways and means 

of eliminating such fears. 

"That Governments of countries from which the refugees come should make 

proclamation through the Administrative Secretary General of the OAU 

welcoming the refugee~ to return home. 

"That copies of the proclamation be handed to the refugees by the 

countries of asylum. 

"That refugees.who return home should be granted their normal rights 

and privileges as citizens of their countries. 

"That in a spirit of reconciliation, African Unity and Solidarity 

an amnesty be granted to refugees who were liable to prosecution but wh~ 

undertake faithfUlly and conscientiously to live peaceful lives, avoiding 

all violence". 

Finally, it goes without saying that the best solution to the refugee 

problem is the return of the refugees to their countries of origin. From 

the various statements of the refugees and their memoranda received by the 

Commission, it is clear that almost all the refugees wish to gg back to 

their countries. 

The formidable difficulty, hOI-rever, seems to be the problem of security 

and guarantees from the countries of origin to the refugees. On the one hand 

the refugees stated that they were not prepared to believe whatever the 

Governments of their countries of origin declared and on the other hand the 

latter seemed not t~ be sure whether the refugees, once they retu~ned home, 

would live peacefully. Such uneasy attitudes on both sides wwuld negessarily 

require the intervention .,f a third party, which, of course, is the OAU, 

which could work out a formula, acceptable b~th to the refugees and to their 

countries of origin, that will facilitate the repatriation of the refugees. 

In this connectien, the brunt of the burden, both administrative and 

financial, is bound to be borne by the office of the Secretary General of tho 

DAU and it was with this in mind that the Commissi·on has reo<>mmended that the 

Secretary General 11 be empowered to include a sum in the budget of the OAU 

to help in pr<>viding assistance to refugees". 
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Up to now va.rious·national and international organizations have been 

rendering material, financial as well as administrative assistance to 

African refugees. Among them must be mentioned the Oxford Committee for 

Famine Relief ( OXFAM), the Sw·edish Agency for International Assistance 

(NIB) and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for refugees 

(UNHCR). The Se9retary General of the OAU has had fruitful contacts with 

these organizations, which have expressed their willingness to continue 

their assistance to Africa~ refugees in close collaboration with the 

Office of the Secretary General of the OAU. 

Because of the wealth of experience the UNHCR has had in assisting 

African refugees and because of its intention to increase the volume of 

such assistance the Secretary GGneral has deemed it proper to strenghtcn 

its contacts with the UNHCR. Consequently, the Secretary General sent 

his deputy, H.E. Mohamed Sahnoun, to Geneva to discuss with the United 

Nations High Commissioner for refugees ways and means of co-ordinating 

the efforts of UNHCR and the OAU in assisting African refugees in their 

repatriation and re-settlement. 

The UN High Commissioner for refUgees has informed the deputy 

Secretary General that the Executive Committee of the Commission has, 

at its last session in R'>me, decided to allocate at least half ·.of the 

$3.2 million budget for 1965~ to refugees in Africa. Moreover, in vie1<r 

•f the cumulative experience the office of the UNHCR has had in its 

dealings with refUgee preblom in Africa, the Secretary General has 

welcomed the assistance of t1ro IDTHCR legal experts, whw were sent t• the 

General Secretariat, to give their advise .,n the draft Convention in tho 

light ·•f their experience. The draft C·emventi:en relating to the states 

•f rofugees t•gether with pertinent comments and observations of the 

Secretary General are laid before the Council for its considerati~n. 
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l... The. Second SBssion of the Defence Commission of the Organization 

of African Unity met in Freotovtn (Sierra Loone) from thG 2 to 4 

February 1965. 

His Excellency Sir Albert MARGAI 9 Prime Minister of Sierra Leone 9 

acting in his capacity of Minister of Defence, presided over the 

official opening of the Conference ani was electe~ Honorary Chairman. 

2. Tho Officers of tlw Conference were elected as follows g 

H. E. A. G. DEMBY, Iviinistur of Lanl? Mineral Resources and. Labour of 

Sierra Leone, Chairman? 

H.E. KEITA Fodeba, Minister of D8fence of Guinea, Vice-Chairman; 

H.E. E. BORU? Head of the Delegation of Ethiopia, Vice-Chairman; 

H.E. A. KODECK, Member of the Delegation of Kenya, Rapporteur. 

3. The Commission adopted the agenda as proposed to them by the General 

Secrete,riat. 

The Commission then listened to the Report of tho Secretary-General, 

presented by His Excoll0ncy Mr. !ilohamed S.AHNOUN 9 .Assistant Secretary

General, and adopted tho report. 

4. Tho Commission then took notG of tho changes maJ.e in its agenda by 

the Council of Ministers. A proposal was male by tho Guinean 

Delegation with a view to amending Rules 7 9 16 and 18 of the Rul:;;s 

of Procedure, so as to reduce the quorum from the original two

thircls to tho absolute majority •. This proposal was adopted. 

5. Tho Commission then pr',coocled to examine item 4 of tho Agenda, roaJ.ingg 

"Examination of the military aspects of African Unity·ooverel by 

thG decisions of tho Assembly of Heads of State a11.d Gover-ament 11 • 

(AHG/Res. lO(I)). During the discussion on this item, the Delegation 
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of Sierra Loono submittod a draft resolution, which was supported by 

several delegati::ms, but which did not obtain more them 16 votes for, 

2 against and 9 abstentions when H was votod on. The draft was thus 

rejGcted. 

6. The Delegation of J:Jigeria also submitted a J.raft resolution, jointly 

with Ethiopia, which was later withdrawn. 

1· A Drafting Committee!; consisting of the Central African Republic, 

Ghana, Guinea, Kenya, Nigeria; Senegal, Sierra Leone and Tunisia, 

was appointed. This Committee subseg_uently put forward a draft 

resolution vrhich was alopted with minor changes by 26 votes in favour 

and 5 abstentions. 

8. This resolution recommend.c:d the creation of an African Defence 

Organization and entrusted. th0 Council of Ministers with determining 

the mo,lali ties for its use. This resolution also provided that the 

Defence Department in thG General Secretariat shall be re-inforced 

by a Committee of Dofonce Exports. 

9· Following this, tho Commission moved on to item 5 of its agenda, which 

dealt with an examination of the concrete noasures to be taken vrith 

a view to concerted. cooperation among the African countries in the 

field of clefence. Tho draft resolution put forw-ard by Niali ani Sierra 

Leone was adopted unanimously. This resolution called upon the 

Administre.tive Secretary-General,· among other things, to study the 

possibility ancl advisability of establishing a Joint African Military 

Acadomyo This resolution also recommended cooperation in teaching 

and a systamatic exchange of the knowledge gained from the oxperj.enco 

acquired by the Armed Forces of eaoh African State. 
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A report (CM.34(III)) has already been submitted to the Third 

Ordinary Session of the Council of Ministers, held in Cairo (UAR) from 

13 to 17 .July 1964 9 by the General Secretariat of the Organization of 

African Unity, i.n which it outlines the chief reasons for the offer 

made to the Organization of African Unity of the sponsorship of the 

forthcoming meeting of the Accra. Assembly "and why it would be appropriate 

and timely for the Organization of African Unity to assume the sponsor

ship" of this meeting. 11 

At its Third Ordinary Session, the Council of Ministers exa.mined 

the request of the Accra. Assembly and adopted a. resoution on that 

matter (CM.jRes.39(III)). 

In this resolution, the Cottncil of lYiinisters, after having noted 

that the Accra Assembly represented a. fresh approach to the advancement 

of world peace, called upon the Secretariat of the Accra. Assembly to 

provide all worthwhile information on the financial expenditures incurred 

in connection with the previous meeting in Accra and o.n its· method and 

policy of extending inTitations. 

With the agreement of the two Secretariats, the General-Secretary 

of the Accra A-.sembly came t·o Addis Ababa to consult with the competent · 

members of the OAU Secretariat, concerning the ways and mean· of 

implementing -the resoutio.n ( CM./Res. 39(III)), and the way in which th~ 
matter should be put before the Fourth Ordinary Se:;;sion of -the Counsil 

of Ministers, laying particular stress on -the financial implications 

of the forthcoming meeti.ng of the Accra Assembly. 
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5· Moreover, at the express request of the General Secretariat of 

the OAU, the General-Secretary of the Accra Assembly forwarded a document to 

tho former . important excerpts from which follow, dealing principally 

with the cost of the previous meeting and the ways and means of 

organising the forthcoming Accra Assembly. 

6. The Council of Mi.nisters decided in the same resolution, to refer 

the request of the Accra Assembly to the Assembly of Heads of State 

and Government for examination. Decision on this matter was taken by 

the Assembly of Heads of State and Government in Cairo. It is not 

feasable to submit the matter to the Second Session of Heads of State 

and Governmen'i, which is to be held in Spetember 1965, since the 

forthcoming meeting o£ the Accra Assembly is scheduled for July 1965. 

"A.. J'inanoial estimates for the 1965 Assembly 

The 1962 Accra Assembly cost the Government of Ghana.lOO, 

000 pounds sterling. This included capital equipment in the 

way of simultaneous interpretation equipment (now turned over 

to the Government of Ghana)~ typewriters, duplicating equipment, 

etc., translation and interpretation services, air passages of 

about 120 participants and 20 experts, secretarial services and 

·printing. 

It is expected that with the experience gained by the 

Secretariat in organising such a Conference, the cost of the 

1965 Assembly will be less. There will, however, be one addi

tional item.- the cost of continuation work following the Assembly 

~without which the Assembly itself would not be of much use. 

This item of expenditure has hitherto been borne principally 

by the Government of Ghana and through contributions from a few 

Governments of Non-Aligned Nations and individuals and 

organizations. 



Beloi'f is a rough estimate of the cost of the 1965 Assembly 

under broad heads: 

I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

v. 

VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 

Capital Equipment 

Interpretation and Translation Services 

Secretarial Se~vice 

Transport (passages for 140 participants 

and secretarial staff) 

Hospitality (boarding and lodging of· 350 

participants, experts and observers, and 

secretarial staff) 

Pounds Sterling 

Boo 
2,000 

1,000 

40,000 

Stationary 2~000 

Printing costs (publications of conclusio.ns 

and other papers during and after the Assembly)S,oob 

Continuation work _?0,000 

Total 84,400 

These figures are based on the scaled-down actual 

1962 Assembly. 

B. Suggested method of raising funds for the Assembly 

The Secretary General suggests that funds for financing the 

1965 Assembly should be raised as an e.xtra charge on Member 

Governments of the. OAU, i.e. as an additional commitment to 

any financial commitments Member Governments may already have to 

the Organisation. This amount is exceedingly small in relation 

to the useful world-wide publicity the Assembly would give to the 

OAU and the demonstration of African Unity it would reflect, 

particularly with 1965 being the International cooperation Year •. 

Although it is intended to make a general appeal to No.n

Aligned Governme.nts and individual members of the inter.national 

public for contributions towards the financing of the 1965 
Assembly, it would be recognised that. this is an uncertai.n source 

of income and much reliance cannot be placed upon it. It is 

therefore suggested that Member Governments of the OAU should 

undertake to 
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raise funds for the total cost of the Assembly by levyi.ng :payments 

of 2,500 pounds sterling :per each Member State. Member Governments 

willing to contribute more than this amount are, of course, welcome 

to do so. Ip view of the foreign exchange problems il:.l some Member 

States 1 :payment in local currencies -vrill be accepted, :provided they 

are made through Gh~na Embassies and High Commissions in the contribut

ing countries. 

To give a greater significance to this contribution in relation 

to the 1965 Assembly as a meeting organised towards achievement of 

world peace,. security and disarmament, it is suggested that payments 

should be made out of the military allocations of' Mem'Ja.er States, as 

was done in the case of the first Accra Assembly financed by the 

Governmen-;. of Ghana. This will contribute greatly to the impact the 

Assembly will have on -vrorld opinion. 

C. Tenue of the Me~ting 

It would be recalled that the first Accra Assembly, organised in 

June 1962; was held i.n Accra. It is the view of the International 

Council of the Accra Assembly that the 1965 should le held in East 

Africa. Nairobi has been suggested, and the three East African 

countries, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda should act as j,oint. hosts. 

Informal discussion held with some Kenya Minist.ers indicate their 

willingness to play host to the .Assembly. A formal request t.o the 

three mem~er countxies of the OAU t.o .play host is, in the meantime, 

being addressed to their Governments. 

D. ~~te of the Assem~ly 

It is envisaged that the meeting would t.ake place about the 

third week of July 1965. This period has been suggested to prevent 

conflict with other i.nternational Qr.mferences scheduled for 1965, 
such as the Conference of the Universities and t.he Quest for Peace, 

scheduled to take place in Rome, and the annual Peace Congress 

organised by the World Council for Peace. This consideration is 

important. since a·number of individuals who might be invited to attend 

tho -~soon1bly would also be already committed to attend these 

conferences. 
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An alternative period would be August 1965, before the OAU 

Conference s heduled for September 1965. Final choice of the date 

would depend on how soon the OAU decides on the various matters 

involved in their sponsorship of the Assembly, and how much time the 

Secretariat would require after that to prepare the Assembly. 

E. Preparation of the Assembly 

Any decision taken by the Council of Ministers in favo .- of 

sponsorhip of the Assembly should include a manadate to the Secretary

General of the OAU to decide on all matters affecting the preparation 

of the Assembly in consultation with the Ge.neral-Secretary of the 

Accra Assembly. Any political issues which might have repercussions 

on the general African foreign policy should be referred to the 

current President of the Council of Mini11ters fordecision in consult

ation, where necessary, with the Heads of State or Governme.nts of 

the host countries. 

What should. be avoided is vague and. general resolutio.ns which 

which do not indicate any direction from which ac tion could be 

initiated. 11 
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1. Operative paragraph 2 of Resolution AHG/Res.7(I) dealing with the 

"report of the I,i beration Commi ttee11 and adopted at Cairo on 21 July 

1964, during the First Ordinary Sessio~ of the African Heads of 

State and Govermnent, specified the relationship between the 

Secretary-General of thc: OAU and the Liberat~on ComDittee by deciding" 

that the Ad.ministrativ~ Secretary.:aoneral of the O.AU be given super

visory power over the Secretariat of the Committee". 

2. This being the decision, .anl aware of the vital importance of the 

Liberation Committee's duties and activities in the fulfilment of 

the aims, purposes and aspirations of tho OAU, the Administrative 

Secretary-General? on assuming office and inspirc:Jd by the mandate 

entrusted to him by the above-r.10ntioned resolution, made a declara

tion of policy to the effoct that it was his firm intention to make 

an unremitting effort to see that the OAU resolutions pertinent to 

decolonization are effectively ani rapidly carried out. 

3o As such he felt it his duty to make his first official visit to the 

Headquarters of the Liberation CommitteG at Dar-es-Salaam, from 22-25 

September 1964, to examinG the organisational and opGrational set-up 

of the Secretariat of the Liberation Committee. Accompanied by the 

Assistant Secrctary-Goneral, Ambassador M. Sahnoun, he contacted the 

Chairman of the Liberation Commi ttoe, H.ID. Mr. Oscar Kambona, the 

Minister of Foreign Affairs of the United Republic of Tanz~ia, the 

Head of· State anti the two Vice-Presidents of tho Republic, the 

Executive-Secretary of the Liberation Commi ttoo, Hon. Sebas.tian Chale, 

the authorities of the United Republic of Tanzania 1 the African 

Ambassadors accredited to Dar-es-Salaam (most. of whom are their 

country's representatives to the Liberation Committee) as well as the 

leaders of all the National Liberation Movements present in 

Dar-es-Salaam. 



4. In the course of· the num.ero.u.s. -l..isc.ussi..ons which --the Secr4tary-Gensral 

had. the opportunity to hold with the Hea(l of State, H. E. Mr. Julius 

Nyerere, as vroll as with other authori tios of tho United Republic 

of Tanzania, and in particular with H.E. Mr. Oscar Karabona, Chairman 

of the Liberation Comr:Jittee, it was possible to gather a number of 

extremely useful opinions and concrete proposals forraula.teQ. by alll 

the parties concerned. 

This important work cannot but facilitate the task of the Secretary:

General and his colleagues in carrying out their responsibilities 

in the essential fieLi of African Liberation. 

5. The Executive Secretary~ Hon. Sebastian Chale, gave tho Administrative 

Secretary-General a detailed, oral report of both the raoral and 

financial situation of the Liberation Coramittee and its Secretariat. 

The Administrative Secretary-General asked the Executive S0cretary 

to send him advance copies, for his information, of the reports that 

the latter decided to present to the Fifth meeting of the Liberation 

Committee to be held in Cairo starting 8 October 1964. 

6. The Administrative Secretary-General had. the opportunity to hold 

lengthy conversations with all the African Ambassadors during an 

intimate meeting organized for this purpose. The African .liplomats 

made nuQerous, relevant suggestions to the Administrative Secretary

General on the work of th·a Liberation Coramittee and. its Secretariat, 

and. discussed valuable information on ways and means of increasing 

the efficiency of the overall 1-rork of these two organs. 

7. The Administrative Secretary-General subsequently held substantial 

and useful meetings with all the loaders of the Liberation Movements 

then present at Dar-es-Salaam. These movements are : ANC and PAC 

from South Africa, SWAPO from South-West Africa, ZAPU and ZANU from 

Southern Rhodesia, FRELIMO frora Mozambique, MLC from Com oro Islanis 

and FNLA from Angola. 

... --- . 

. ---
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_a, T.b.ase.-.::l.iscus-s.i.ons.--shmred--that . .an .imp.ortant task "na,j__ been. ao-oom:plishei. 

by the Liberation Committee ~es:pito ~ifficultios experienced ih the 

initial stages. 'J:ihe training of "ooth l\liili tary an~ Political cadres 

has been accelerated, and tho striking pow0r of the Liberation 

Movements has noticeably improved. It is~ however, to be noted that 

progress in achieving a common front of action within each territory 

engaged in the struggle is rather limited if not someti~s nil and, 

as is om:phasizol by tho Cairo Resolution, thoro are, unfortunately, 

·in many countries under colonial domination, two or more. rival 

Liberation Movements whose antagonisms are sometimes so marked that 

they overshadow "the essential element in tho common objectives of the 

Organizations concerned, namely ~ the National Liberation struggle 

directed against the foreign occupying power. 

In his interviews with tho loaders of the Liberation movements, the 

Administrative Secretary-General emphasiz0d the necessity for tho 

rapid achievement of common fronts of action in conformity with the rele

vant recommenia tions of thG Cairo Summit Conference. The AJ.winistra.-

tive Socr.atary-General, who consiJ.ers the formation of these unified. 

fronts as one of the vital :prB-requisites for ensuring the effective

ness of tho Liberation struggles, strongly emphasized his intention 

to use all his :power of persuasion to ~iscourage iivisions, whatever 

be the reason behind thorn, and, on the other hand, to encourage unity 

of action among the patriots engaged in tho sacred struggle against 

the foreign occupying power. 

9. The greatest hadicap of tho Secretariat was no doubt the lack of a 

clear definition of its terms of reference and. of exact place 

among the various institutions anl organs of the OAU approved by the 

Heads of State. In this conn6ction, the last Cairo resolution and 

the Functions and Regulations of the General Secretariat, pa.rticu

lary Rule 3, which confirms that 11The General Secretariat o:f the 

Organization of Af~ican Unity is tho Secretariat of the Assembly, 

of the Council of Ministors 2 of the Specialized Comwissions and 

other organs of the Organization of African Unity", leave no :possible 

doubt concerning tho status of the General Secretariat, and its 

normal role as the executive organ of the Liberation Comwittee. 
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10. The Admdnistrative Secretary-General therefore hoped to obtain the 

full anl entire co-opGration of the M.embors of the Liberation 

Committee and of the Government of the United Republic of Tanzania 

so as tQ meet the obligations devolving on him by virtue of Resolution 

AHG/Res.?(I) and Rule 3 of the Functions and Regulations of the 

General Secrotariato Such assistance anl co-operation on the part 

of the authorities of the United Republic of Tanzania and. of the 

Members of the Liberation Committee -vmre already generously bestowed 

on the Administrative Socretary-Goneral ancl his staff ,iuring his 

recent mission to Dar-es-salaam. For this reason~ the Administrative 

Secretary-General made a particular point, at tho close of his most 

encouraging mission, of expressing his gratitude anl very sincere 

thanks to PresLLmt Nyerere, the Members of his Government, the 

directorate of the Executive Secretariat, and all the African diplomats, 

who strove, each in his particular field, to make his mission at 

once so useful and so heartening. 

llo In this context of. intimate and. brotherly co-operation, for the greater 

good of the OAU, the Administrative Secretary-General proposes to 

take every step to facilitate to the utmost of his ability the vital 

work of the Liberation Committee, whose prime importance is unani

mously recognized by all African Leaders. 

12. It was for this reason that the Airninistrative Secretary-General had 

submitted a Memorandum, containing d.rafts rules and regulations that 

take into account the fun~amental provisions of the Rules of Procedure 

of the Council of Ministers and the Geperal Secretariat of the OAU 

as specified in Resolution AHG/Res.7(I) of the Cairo Conference and 

Rule 3 of the Functions anl Regulations of the General Administrative 

Secretariat~ for the examination and approval of the members of the 

Fifth Meeting the Liberation Committee, held in Dar-es-Salaam from 

17 October to 22 October 1964. 



__ J.,l..._ ··--The-O~i.t-t.Ge,. ;b.Q"W'e'lro:r-,. .. d.-i:H::i.i&i -to. po-stpone--· this. _j_mporlc:tnt ..issue .. ~ 

governing the relationship of tho OAU Goner~l Secretariat on the one 

hand,and. one of its executive branches, the Liberation Committee, on 

tho other, "Wltil another session. 

14. On the other hand, mention must be made of the fact that same members of the 

Li bdra tion CoLmi tt;.;G hc..l iraparto1 to tho Secrotcry-G0neral tl::..0 lefini te 

iDprGssion that thoy int.::;rprot tho Cc;,ir:) rGsoluti.m in its strictest, sense 

with th13 implication that the ii:J.ninistrative SocrGtary-Goneral shoulJ.,not 

have any real controls over tho activities of the Executive SecrGtariat of 
Liberation Committee. 
In this resp0ct, it is aJ.visablG to rGfer to paragraph B of item 6 

of the Minutes of the 5th Session since that paragraph reflects the 

atmosphere in which the whole issue of the relationship of the OAU 

Administrative Seo.retary-General 1-1i th the Liberation Committee and 

its Executive Secretariat was discussed. 

15. This has created a situation in which an executiv~ organ of the OAU 

Secretariat hal become a virtually autonomous an:l inlepemlent ins

tituion. This situation has not only, at present, hampered harmonious 

relations between the OAU Secretariat an~ the Liberation Committee 

ani limited co-operation between them to the minimum, as eviiencecl 

by the fact that the Administrative Secretary-General had not been 

notified of the activities anJ manlatc of some of the sub-committees 

of the Liberation Committee, as, for example, in the case the 

Liberation Committees' fact-finiing mission to French Somaliland, but 

may lead to the deteriroration of the extant effort within the 

liberation movement itself for which the Corami ttee was created by 

Member States of the OAU. 

16. Resolution AHG/Res. 7( I) shoul-1 not be strictly interpretG-1 as in the 

cas of a legal suit. Rather, in the Gxamination of the relationship 

of tne OAU Secretariat with the Liberation Committee and its Executive 

Secretariat, recourse must be r.1;:de to th.a s:piri t? wiss ion c1nl ,;;;maral 

purposes of the OAU. The analysis of the aforementioned relationship 

cannot be limiteJ. to one resolution, let alone to tho letter of that 

resolution. Any such analysis should be based on a general reflection 
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of the spirit of that other similar resolutions an<l of the inton-

tions and hopes of the Momb0r States in creating a machinery to exe

cute their instructions emanating either from their respective Heads 

of State ani Government or their Foreign Wiinisters. This being the 

case, there no question that the Liberation Committee and its 

Secretariat are but executive organs of the OAU. The Liberation 

Committee cannot an inlependent institution since its raison 

d I etre StemS from the abOV8-ill~;mtioned. purpOSGS? aimS hopes of the 

African States which physically manifest themselves in the OAU. 

17. Adoption of the provisions of the new Rulas of Procedure would without 

any doubt make it possible to avoid th0 recurrence of the confusion 

that had handicapped the activities of both the Liberation Committee 

and its parent-organization, the OAU~ and create an atmosphere in 

which the Liberation Committee would work under optimum conlitions 

of combined clarity, regularity and efficiency. 

18. The Administrative Secretary-General, therefore submits this report 

and its annex to the Council of Ministers so that they may examine 

the exist state of affairs and make the necessary decision that 

would usher in the conditions that will make harmonious relations 

and synchronised efforts possible. 
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RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE CO-ORTIINATING COlYiliiTTTEE FOR THE 

LIBERATION OF AFRICA 

COMPOSITION 

The Co-ordinating Committee for the Liberation of Africa is 

composed of the representative of Algeria, Congo (Leopoldville), 

Ethiopia, Guinea, Nigeria, ~~~Uganda, United Arab Republic and 

United Republic of Tanzania 

2 

The Headquarters of the Co-ordinating Committee for the 

Liberation of Africa shall be in Dar es Salaam 

FUNCTIONS 

i) The Committee shall be responsible for harmonising all 

assistance ~rovided by african countries for the struggle f~r 

liberation and for managing the Fund set up for this purpose. 

ii) The Committee shall propose to the Council of Ministers 

the necessary fund and the apportionment among memQer states of their 

contributions to the Special Fund. 

iii) The Committee shall take cognizance of any question 

referred to it by the Council of Ministers or by the Assembly. 

iv) The Committee shall encourage liberation movements 

to co-ordinate their efforts in order to establish common action 

fronts wherever necessary so as to strenghten the effectiveness 

of their struggle and the rational use of the concerted assistance 

given to them. 
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v) The committee shall offer its good offices to conflicting 

liberation movements for reconciliatory purposes. 

vi) The Committee olli~ll be responsible to the Council 

of Minist·ers and the Assembly of Heads of State and Government. 

vii) The Committee examines the Programme and the Budget established 

by the Executive Secretary supervised by the General Administrative 

Secretary, an.d recommends their approval to the Council of .lf.tinisters. 

REPRESENTATION 

Rulo 4 

Each Member State shall be represented on the Committee by 

a delegation led by a Minister concerned or a Plenipotentiary 

designated by this Stateo 

Rule 5 

The Government of each Member State ~hall communicate to the 

Secretariat in advance the list of··;t,he duly accredi te members of 

its delegation 

SESSIONS OF THE CO~ITTTEE 

Rule 6 

In its ordinary sessions The Committee shall meet once a year. 

During its ordinary annual sessions, the Committee examines its 

Programme and Budget for the next fiscal year, and recommends the~ 

approval to the Counoil of Ministers. The fiscal year of the 

Committee shall be from ~ 1st June to 31st May of the following 

year. 

Rule 7 

The Committee shall meet in extraordinary session when requested by 

any Member State and with the agreement of two-thirds of the members. 
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The sessions of the Committee shall be held at .the Headquarters 

of the Committee ·or at such other pla~es at the Cgmmittee may decide by 

.twg-thirds majority. 

PUBLIC AND CLOSED MEETINGS -
Rnle 9 

All meetings of the Committee shall be held in clg~ed sessions 

except if Members of the Committee Resiae-otheTI<ise ~Y twe-thirds maj~rity 

WORKING LANGUAGES 

Rule 10 
The languages used by the Committee shall .be, if pessible, 

African languages,as well as English and French. 

CHAIR~~. VICE-CHAIRW~ AND RAPPORTEURS 

Rule ll 

At the beginning of each session, the Committee shall elect, by 

secret ballot and simple ma;t:>rity,a Chairman, a Vice-Chairman and one 

rapporteur, whose terms of office shall terminate at the commencement of 

the next ordinary session. 

Rul " 12 
The Chairman opens and closes the meetings, submits for approval 

the records of the meetings, directs the debates, grants the use of the 

floor, submits to vote matters under discussion, announces the results of 

votes, r<les on points of order in accordance with the Rules of Procedure. 

Rule 13 

In case of vacancy.or absence of the Chairman, the Vice~Chairman 

shall act in his place. 

AGENDA • 

Rule 14 

i) The provisional agenda shall be drawn up by the Executive 

Secretary in agreement with the Administrative Secretary General,and 

communicated to Member States at least 15 days before the opening of 

ordinary sessions. 
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ii) The provisional agenda for ordinary sessions shall comprise,in 

particular: a) the report of the ExEJcuti ve Secretary, in agreement ;ri th. 

the Administrative Secretary General; 

b) i terns which the Council of Ministers or the .t1sembly of 

Reds of State and Gouvernement decide to place on the agenda of the 

Commi tteej 

c) items which the Committee decides to place on it~ agenda; 

d) items proposed by Member States; 

e) other business. 

iii) The Agenda of an extraordinary session shall comprise only of items 

submitted for consideration in the request for convening the extraordinary 

session. 

QUORUM AND DEBATES 

Rule 15 
The quorum shall be made up of two-thirds of Members of the 

Committee. 

Rule 16 
No representative shall have the floor without the consent of the 

Chairman. The Chairman shall grant the use of the floor in the order in 

which it has been requested; lila can call to order any representative 1rhen 

his s~atement is not relevant to the matter under discussion. 

RESOLUTIONS Rule 17 

Proposed resolutions, motions or amendments shall be presented in 

writing to the Secretariat, who shall circulate copies to representative. 

However, the Council may authorise the discussion of a proposal not 

previously distributed. Proposed resolutions and motions shall be examined 

in the order of their submission. 

A motion or a proposed resolution may be withdrawn by the original 

mover prior to its being submitted to the vote. Any representative may 

reintroduce a motion or proposed resolution that has been withdra;m. 
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During the debate, a representative may raise a point of order and 

the point of order shall be immediately decided by the Chairman in 

accordance with the Rules of Procedure. A representative may appaal againll:l; 
I 

the ruling of the Chairman. The appeal ahall be immediately put to the 

vote and decided upon-by simple-majority. 

A representative may not, in raising a point of <trder, speak 011 

the substance of the matter under discussion. 

TIME LIMIT Rule 19 
The Committee may limit the time allowed to each speaker on any 

question. On procedural questions, the Chairman shall limit each interventioa 

to a maximum of five minutes. When debate is limited and a .representative 

exceeds his allotted time, the Chairman shall call him to order withou-t 
' delay. 

CLOSING OF LIST OF SPEAKERS Rule 2b 

During the course of a Rebate, the Chairman may anno~ce tho lis-t 

of speakers and, with the consent o·f the Commi-ttee, declaro the list clos<>ol.. 

The Chairman may, however, accord the right of reply to any representative 
if, in his opinion, a speacb. delivered after he has declared the list 

olosed, j~stifies this decision. 

CLOSURE OF DEBATES Rule 21 

When a matter has been sufficiently discussed, any repres~ntativ<> 

may move the closure of the debate. Two representatives may speak in 

favour of the motion and tw~ against themotion, after which the motion 

shall ~e considere~ approved if it has a simple majority in_ its favour. 

When the Jebate on an item is conGluQed because there are no a-ther 

speakers, the Chairman shall deBlare the debate slosed. 

ADJOURNMENT OF DEBATE Rule 22 

During the discussion of any matter, a representative may m~V6_ 

the a~journment of thQ Qebate. In addition to the proposer of the motion, 

one representative may speak in favour Af the motian and one against the 

motion, after which the motion shall be immediately put io the vote.· 
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During the discussion of any matter, a representative may move the 

suspension or adjournment of the meeting. N~ discussions on such motion~ 

shall be permitted and. they shall be immediately put to the vote, 

ORDER OF PROCEDURAL MOTIONS 

Rule 24 

S~bject to Rule 19, the following motions shall have precedence in 

the f<i·llowing order over all other proposals or motions presented: 

i) to suspend the mooting; 

ii) to adjourn the meeting; 
' iii) 

, J. v) 
to adjourn the debate on the item un~er discueaion; 

for the oo sure of the debate on the item under discussion. 

VOTING RIGHTS 
Rnle 25' 

Each Member State shall have one v~te. 

MAJORITY REQUIRED Rule 2,:;. 

All resolutions shall be determined by absolute maj~rity e~ the 

Members of the Co-~rdinating Committee. 

VOTE ON RESOLUTIONS 
Rule 27 

After. the debat.e has been closed, the Chairman shall immet~.iately 

put to the vo-te rest>lutions with all amendments. The vote shall not be 

interrupted except ~n a point of order related to the manner in which the 

vot.e is taking place. 

VOTE ON AMENDMENTS 
Rule 28 

When an amendement is moved.to a proposal, the ame~dment shall be 

vwt.ed on first. When several amendments are moveli· to a proposal, t-he 

Commi tctee shall first voto. on the amendment furthest. remoyed in substance 

from the original proposal and, then·~ on the amendment-s next furthest 

removeEl: therefrom,. and so on, until all the amendments have been put to the 

vote. If one or several amendments are adopted, the amended proposal is 

then put. to the vote. If n•o· amendments are adopted, the proposal shall 

be put to the vote in its original form. A proposal ig considered as an 

amendment. to a text if it adds or removes parts therefrom or modifies it. 
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Parts of a ~roposal, resolution or motion shall be v~ted on 

separa.rely when so requested. If this is done, the text resul tin.s from a 

series of votes shall be put to the vote as a whole, If 1ll oper.1 ti ve 

par·~s of a proposed resolution or motion have been rejected, the proposal 

shall be considered to have been rejected as a whole. 

METHOD OF VOTD/G JND ·:;XPL . .NATION OF VOTill 

Rule 30 

Votes >;ill be taken by raising the hand, but .tn;y; representative may 

request a roll-oall vote which shall be taken in the alphabetical order of 

the names of the Member States beginning with the State whose name is drawn 

by lot by the Chairman. After q;,;:QE!\l:r@ of debate '<!ll' after a vote, any 

representative tnay request. the use of the floor to explain his vote. 

Rule 31 

There shall be a secret vote for elections, and also in such special 

circumstances as the Council may determine by simple majority. 

Rule 32 

In the event of equality of votes in issues other than elections, 

the proposal is deemed to be rejected, 

COE1iiTTEES Rule 33 

The Committee may establish such ad hoc committees and temporary 
working groups as it may deem necessary. 

Rule 34 

The standing committees of the Co-ordinating Committee shall be 

the following: 

i) General Policy 

ii) Defenoe; 

iii) Finanoe, 

These three standing committees shall be composed each of three 

members o.f the Co-ordinating Committee for the Liberation of AfriCijl,o 
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The Secretariat o£ the Committee established in Dares Salaam shall 

carry out the Committe's decisions. It shall work under the seneral direction 

of the General Admi~istrative Secretary o£ the Organiz~tion of African 

Unity and its terms of service shall be determined by Statutes and the 

rules of procedure of the General Administrative Secretariat. 

/1.1\EGNDM.ENTS Rule 36 

These rules of pr9cedure may be amended by the Committee by simple 

majority of its members. 
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REPORT OF THE ACTIVITY OF THE PEillvlANENT SECRETARIAT OF THE 
ll.FRICAN GROUP TO THE D""NITED NATIONS FOR THE PERIOD 

- JULY-DECEMBER 1964 

The present report will deal in succession with 

l. Operating problems of the Secretariat 

2. The financial situation of the Secretariat 

3. The draft budget for the year 1965 
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In the report ma~e on the occasion of tho OAU Conference of Heads 

of State anJ Government in Cairo in July 1964, we had occasion to define 

the activities of th0 Permanent Secretariat in Now York anl to specify 

tho manner in which it intGndGd to carry out such activities. It is our 

intention here to draw attention mainly to the operating difficulti0s that 

have arisen during the past months. 

These problems are connected with tho operating procedures of the 

grou2, personnel, relations with th0 United Nations and the equipment of 

the Secretariat offices. 

a) Experience has shown that the Group meets on the average two or 

three times a week. This is a result of tho fact that each Mission has 

been given tho absolute right to convene meetings of the Group and to 

determine itself the date on which these meetings shall b0 hold, without 

either the Chairman of tho Group or tho Executive Secretary being able to 

intervene to co-ordinate requests for m.eotings. At tho instance of tho 

Secretariat, tho Group thought tho problem could be solved by fixing 

rog"Ular meetings for tho soconcl and fourth vloclnosd.ays of each month. This 

procedure proved ineffective~ in that tho missions, stressing the urgency 

of the questions to be presented to tho Group, wore always able to convene 

meetings in the meantime. 

It seems to us that the only ef:i'octive solution would be to give the 

Chairman for each month anJ the ExecutivG Secretary power to co-ordinate 

requests for meetings anl to assess tho urgency of the problems·to be 

presented to the Group, in consultation, of course with tho Mission that 

requests the me0ting •. 

A solution must be found to the situation rapidly; tho groat number 

of·~eetings~ in feet, totally immobilizes tho Secretariat, which spends 

all its time at tho mootings of tho Group an~ cannot, in view of the 

restricted personnel strength, carry out its other activities. 
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b) The Secre-tariat :pGrsonnel has boon reduced to tho lowest possible 

number. As a result of tho frequency of Grqup moetings, which has been 

stressed above, it is clear that greater activity cannot be expected from 

the Secretariat. 

If the· Group anl the General Socrete.ria t wish to s eo greater activity 

at New York level on the part of the Permanent Secretariat it would be 

desirable to increase tho personnel ~ccordingly. 

In our opinion, it would be desirable to appoint at least one 

Deputy Executive Secretary as soon as possible; he might be a useful 

assistant to the Executive Secretary. 

Special mention must be made of the interpretation.service. As the 

Group is bilingual and sometimes wishes to hold private meetings outside 

the United Nations, to ensure.; tho maximum secrecy for the decisions taken, 

it is essential for the Secretariat to have a qualified interpreter 

capable not only of translating the Secretariat documents but also of 

interpreting at private meetings. 

lie havG alroacly ha:i occasion to mention this problem many times. 

The interpreter must be given an ad.equate salary comparable ·to that to which 

he would be entitled if he were recruited by tho United Nations. 

Otherwise, it goes vri thout saying that the person concerned would 

prefer to apply to tho United Nations, for there is no human reason why, 

with equal ability, there should be disparity in salary. 

c) The fact that there are no official relations between the OAU and 

the United Nations slightly hampers the activities of the Secretariat in 

Now York. 

We have already drawn attention to this problem in our July report. 

We deeply regret that, as a result of certain misun~erstandings, the question 

of OAU recognition by tho United Nations was not included on the Agenda of 

the 19th session of the United Nations General Assembly. 
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The next Council of Ministers of the OAU should take a clear decision 

on this subject, to be bin~ing on all missions of OAU member-states to the 

United Nations. 

In itself, the question of such recognition raises no particular 

difficulty and we have already prepared a special report on this subject. 

d) It seems to me that we have enough space in the Secretariat 

Offices and it is not immediately necessary to request more spacious 

offices, which by tho way, would be very expensive. 

The equipment of the Secretariat should. bG supplemented. Most of it 

was presented by the U.A.M., with exception of the foUl' articles indicated 

by asterisks in the list below. This list shows the breakdown of the 

equipment by roomg. 

I RECEPTION HALL 

II 

EJIJ:iPTY 

SECRETARIAT ROOM 

2 Chairs 

1 Metal ~esk, single pedestal 

1 Typing table, metal 

2 Typist's chairs 9 revolving 

2 Metal filing cabinets (4 drawers) 

*1 Duplicator., 0 Gestetnor11 

*1 Photocopy machine, 11 3M Company" 

*~ Small metal tablo ( 3 'irawers) 

l Typewriter, "Underwood" 

l Electric typewri tor "I.B.M." 



III CONF.EiRENCE HALL 

2 Conference tables 

5 Metal racks 

20 Chairs 

IV lst OFFICE 

1 Desk 

2 Armchairs 

1 Armchair revolving 

1 Sofa 

1 Tea-tabla, square 

v 2nd OFFICE 

1 Woolen Desk 

1 Armchair 

l Chair 

VI 3rd OFFICE 

1 Metal desk 

1 Armchair, revolving 

1 Chair 

VII 4th OFFICE 

EMPTY 

VIII STORE 

1 Metal cupboard 

1 Chair 

IX *l Offic~al car, Falcon Futura 1964 
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As will have been noticed, the conforence hall is not sufficiently 

equipped to receive tho thirty-five prosont oombers of· tho OAU. It would 

be desirable to increase tho number of chairs available in the conference 

hall. 

Assuming that it were necessar,y to seat two persons per delegation, 

the Secretariat would have to have seventy chairs, or fifty more than it 

has at present. 

The waiting-room is completely ompty an.:l neGds to be equipped to 

make the Secretariat offices presentable• 

Unless a considerable increase in the personnel is envisaged, it is 

not necessary to equip the fourth office for tho moment. 

II 

THE FINAlfCIAL SITUATION OF THE SECRETARIAT 

AT 30 NOVEMBER 1964 

A. Receipts at 30 November 19£4 

Wl1on the Council of Ministers adopted the Secretariat budget Lagos, 

the OAU had thirty-four members. Each member 1 s share having been fixed 

$2,000.00, tho Secretariat budget was to have been $2,000.00 .x 34 = 
68,ooo.oo. 

Since the meeting of the Council, the union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar 

has reiuced the number of OAU members by one. The actual budget of the 

Secretariat is therefore reduced to $2,000.00 :x: 33 = $66,000.00. 

On 30 November 1964, the contributions actually paid in to tho 

Secretariat treasury were as follows~ 

ALGERIA 

BURUNDI 

C.A.MEROUN 

$2,000.00 

2,ooo.oo 
2,000.00 



---cENTRAL__.AEJU_cJDL REPITBLIC 

CHAD 

CONGO BRAZZAVILLE 

CONGO LEOPOLDVILLE 

DAHOMEY 

ETHIOPIA 

GABON 

GUINEA 

GHANA 

IVORY COAST 

LIBERIA 

LIBYA 

MADAGASCAR 

MALI 

MAURITANIA 

MOROCCO 

NIGER 

NIGERIA 

RW.AJ."'IDA 

SE11EGAL 

SIERRA LEONE 

801-lALIA 

SUDAN 

TANZANIA 

TOGO 

TUNISIA 

UPPER VOLTA 

UGANDA 

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC 

KENY:A. 

Plus the balance in respGct of a reception. 

given by the Group and paii into the 

Secretariat treasury by MALI, namely 

T 0 TAL 

$2,000 .. 00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2?000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

~,OOOoOO 

2,ooo.oo 
2,000.00 

2,ooo.oo 
2,000.00 

1,495.67 
2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

Nil 

·2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

2,000.00 

19418.00 
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Expenli ture maJ.e in conformity with the budget ad.o_pt0d in Lagos can 

be broken down as followsg 

l) PGrsonnel 

2) Rent 

'3) Eq_uipment 

4) Office supplies 

5) ·Stamps, tGlegrams, telephone 

6) Operation of the vehicle anJ. eq_uipmGnt 
maintenance 

7) 

8) 

9) 

Subscriptions for newspapers and telex 

r.Pransportation and mission expenses 

Deficit on the provisional budget 
(only Somalia made no payments in 

$ 21,875 .oo 
11,568.78 

3~931.07 

3,831.12 

2, 304.12 

795.66 
1,366.28 

2,322.33 

respect of this budget} 1,096.64 

T 0 T A Lg $ 49,091:00 

c. Balance at 30 November 1961 

Taking account of the preceding remarks, the balance of the 

Permanent Secretariat account at 30 November 1964 was~ 

Receipts 

Expenditure 

D. Remarks 

$ 64,913.67 
49,091.00 

BALAN C Et $ 15 1 822.67 

l) The current budgetary year will close on 28 February 1965. 
If the present rate of expenditure is maintained (which is scarcely 

probable in view of·thE: resumption of activity with the General Assembly) 

the above balance would suffice to cover tho Secretariat's operational 

expenses during thG three remaining months. However that may be, it is 

essential for the budget for the following year to be adopted before the 

end of February, to avoid operating difficulties. 
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2) The above balance is not the actual balance of tho Secretariat 

account. Certain expenditure has boon borne by tho Executive Secretariat 

that should normally be charged to the budget of the OAU General Secretariat 

at .Addis Ababa. 

This refors to transportation and !IIission expenses and expens.es relative 

to tho printing of the organization's basic locrnnents decided on by the 

Acting Secretary General of the Organization, the costs for which were 

alvanced under the item "Office supplies" in the budget of the Executive 

Secretariat. Taking account of this expcmdi ture, which should normally 

be repaid to the Executive Secretariat by the General SocrGtariat, of 

contributio~s not yot pail by certain countries into the budget of the 

Secr0tariat and of the· loss of earnings entailed by the union of Tanganyika 

and Zanzibar, the real Secretariat balance would be~ 

Present balance $ 15,822.67 

Transportation and mission expenses 2,322.33 

Printing of basic documents 1,065.75 

Loss of earnings entailed by the union of 
Tanganyika - Zanzibar 2~000.00 

Contribution not yet paid in by Somalia 2,000.00 

Contribution not paLl b;y Madagascar to the 
regular buclget 

Contribution not paii by Somalia to tho 
provisional budget 

ACTDAL :BALANCE 

510.00 

This balance boars witness to tho austerity with which the Secretariat 

1udget has boon managod. 

3) However, it should be stressed that since the Secretariat has 

orne out of its budget expenses that were not initially envisaged (namely 

ransportation anJ. mission expenses~ printing of documents) ancl has suffered 
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a loss of earnings owing to the union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar, it has 

not been able to make other useful expenditure ani, in particular, to set 

up a library in the Secretariat an-1 to complete the furnishing of certain 

parts of the offices. This expenditure will be carried over to the next 

budget unless tho General Secretariat repays to us tl10 sums mentioned above. 

III 

DRAFT BUDGET FOR THE PERIOD 1 MARCH 1965 TO 28 FEBRUARY 1966 

A. Bearing in mincl the experience of tho past year, tho Secretariat 

consiclered thnt it should submit tho foll Ol'l"ing draft b.udgetg 

CHAPTER 

Chapter 1 

DESCRIPTION 

Personnel expenditure 

a) Responsible personnel with 
diplomatic status 

ALLOCATION 

$ 

l Executive Secretary 

1,370.00 X 12 ::: 

$ l6,440.0G 

$ 16,440.00 

1 Deputy Executive Secretary 
Boo x 12 

b) Executive personnel 

1 Interpreter/management secretary 

600 X 12 

l Secretary stenographer-typist, 
telephone operator 
450 X 12 

l Driver/messenger 
360 X 12. 

c) Social security payments 
(family allowances, employer's 
contributions leave, medical care) 

Pro memoriag To be provided pursuant 
to the staff rules adopte·l for the 

9,600.00 

5,400.00 

4,320.00 

OAU General Secretariat TOTAL $ 42,9QO.OQ 



Chapter II 

Chapter III 

Chapter IV 

DESCRIPTION 

Equipment expenditure 

a) Rent of the. offices 
785 X 42 X 12 

ResiQence of the Executive 
Sccrete.ry 
500.00 X 12 

b) Recurrent costs 

cables ani telegrams 

stamps 

telephone 

office supplies 

insurance, maintenance ancl 
operation of the vehicle 

Subscription for newspapers 
anl teleprinter 

c) Entertainment 

TOTAL EQUIPMENT 

Transportation and mission 
subsistence allowances 
(transportation of personnel 
documents anl mission expenses 

on the Unitocl Nations scale . 

Ald.itional equipment 

a) furniture 
b) library 

TOTAL 
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.ALLOCATION 

6,ooo.oo 

$ 15,425.00 

$ 

$ 

3,000.00 

1,500.00 

1, 8oO.DO 

5,000.00 

1,500.00 

32000.00 

15, soo •. oo 

5,000.00 

15,425.00 

15 '800.00 

5.,000.00 

36,225.00 

5,000,00 

2,000.00 
1,000.00 

$ 3,000.00 



Recapitulation Chap tor I 

Chapter II 

Chapter III 

Chapter IV 

B. REMARKS 

Personnel 

Equipment, 

Transportation 

A,Ui tional equipment 

TOTi.L 
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$ 42,960.00 

36y225.00 

5,000.00 

39000.00 

1) As will be noticel, in most of its items this budget purely and 

simply reproJ.uces tho procolint; buclget. The new items constitute e,ithor an 

adjustment in tho field of personnel ma.:le necessary by the operation of the 

Secretariat or provision for expencli turo that had boon ioleted from the 

preceding budgot, but which the Secretariat was nevertheless obliged to make 

during tho year, such as transportation of personnel, documents and 

receptions etc ••• 

2) The social ~ecurity payments have been mentioned pro memoria 

which means that the General Secretariat will have to include them, taking 

account of the regulations applying to the OAU G~meral Secretariat personnel .• 

The inclusion of these charges is absolutely essential, as they are particu

larly heavy in the United. Nations. 

3) The amount included. for the Deputy Executive Secretary is merely 

an estimatoo It goes without saying that this sum will have to be adjusted 

to the scale in force in the OAU General Secretariat. It is to be recalled 

that, as far as the Executive Secretary is concerned, the decision was t~~en 

by tho Council of Ministers in Lagos to bring his ·salary in line with that 

of the Counsellor of the Nigerian Mission at New York. The salary included. 

for the interpreter is the minimum granted in this profession. 

4) The amotint of the bud.get shOI'ii"S an increase as against the preceding 

buiget. However, if one bears in mind the fact that tho OAU will soon have 

thirty-five members, tho contribution of each ono will be2 



$. 87,185 

35 

$ 2,491.00 
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that is to se.y 1 a;:::proximately $2,500.00 per State, which reprGsents a 

slight increasG of $500.00 over last year's contribution, which was 

2,000.00. 

~rangois SENGAT-KUO 

Executive SGcretary 

of tho Uni tel R(1- tions African Grou;e 
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PROGRESS REPORT OF THE ADIUNISTRATI'I.TE: SECRETARY -GENERAL 

Measures taken in the implementation of tl10 Resolutions of the First· 

Ordinary Session of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government and the 

Third Ordina;Y meeting of the Council of Ministers. 

A. POLITICAL MATTERS 

The Administrative Secretary-General, following the instructions of 

the Heads of State aml Government an.:l the Council of Ministers, has taken 

action in respect to the following resolutionso 

1. C}II/Res~3l(III) 2 AHG[Res.5(I) and AHG/Res.6(Il on Apartheid 'ancl Racial 

discrimination in South Africa 

The .Administrative SocrGtary-Oeneral has fulfillel the 1-Tishes of both 

the Council of ll"iinisters anl the .Assembly of Hea.:.ls of State and 

Government by establishing the Bureau of Sanctions. In pursuance of 

the other sections of the above-mentioned resolutions, the Bureau of 

Sanctions has sant circular-notes to the major tra1ing partners of 

South .Africa, to all oil-producing and to all rubber-producing 

countries of the world that export their prod.ucts to S·outh .Africa 

warning them of the danger that exists in South Africa ani pleading 

with them to ceasG forthwith their trade relations with that country 

before the explosive situation there becomes detrimental to inter

national order. The Buroau has also sent circular notes and a q_ues

tionnaire to all Member States of the OAU req_uesting them to trans

mit to it all information on the steps taken by them in the implemen

tation of the various resolutions of the OAU dealing with the problem 

(see Progress report on South Africa). 

2. CM/Res.J4(III) and AHG[Res.9(I) on territories under Portuguese 

domination 

Similar steps to those taken inpursuance of the preceJing resolution 

have also been taken in respect to this resolution. 
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.3. CM/Res.32(III) anJ. li.HG/Rcs.7(I) on the Liberation Committee 

The AJ.rninistrative Secretary-General travelled. to Dar-es-Salaam and 

held talks with several authorities concerned. 1vi th the Liberation 

of the Continent. A report on the various meetings ani J.iscussions 

is submitted. herewith as an annax. 

4. CM/Res. 33( III) ani AIIG/Res. 8( I) on South Rhodesia 

The Secretary-General has followed developments in Southern Rhodesia 

closely. On September 27, 1964, when the situation became critical, 

the se·cretary- General sent telegramrnes to both the Algorian an<l 

Senegalese Foreign Ministers to contact each other with a view of 

requesting an urgent meeting of the Security Council of the Unitel 

Nations as early as possible. He also sent a telegramme to the 

Executive-Secretary of the African Group at the United Nations asking 

him to inform the African Group so tl1at they may assist the two 

Foreign Ministers. 

5.. AHG/Res.lO(I) on Union Government for Africa 

The Secretariat has taken steps to inscribe on the Agenda of the 

meetings of all specialized commissions the stuly of the question 

under their respective competence. 

6. CM/Res.36(III) on the Problem of Refugees in Africa 

The Commission has continueJ. its work and has drawn draft convention 

which was circulated to Member State of the OAU for their comments 

and observations. The final text of the lraft convention is now 

submittel to the Council for its consileration. 

7. CM/Res.38(III) anJ. AHG/RGs.ll(I) on the Denucleariazation of Africa 

The SGcretary-General has sent a note to the Permanent Secretary of 

the African Group at the Unitel Nations asking him to bring to the 

attention of the African Group the toxt of the above RGsolution so 

that the matter coul:i be incl uJ.oi in thG Ar:,·en.la of the Nineteenth 

regular session of the UnitoJ. Nations General Assembly for approval 

and. for convening an international Conference aimed at concluiing 

an agreement to that effect. 
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8. CM/Res.4l(III) an,i il.HG/Res.'l3(I) on AfT'ica 1 s represen-tation within 

the various organs of the Uni -te:l I\fations 

So far, only twenty-three States have signed the ratifying the pro

posed amenfunGnts to the CharteD- of the United. Nations, namely g 

Algeria, Cameroun, Chad, Central African REJp.ublic, Ethiopia, Gabon, 

Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia, Libya, Ma~agascar, Mali, 

Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, RwanJ.a, Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia, United 

Arab Republic and Upper Vol-ta. 

A remind.er regarJ.in the above Resolutions was sent by the General

Secretariat of th0 OAU to the other tw·elvG States that had not 

ratifiecl the amenumcmts to the Charter of the United Nations. The 

countries are : Burun,li, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Leopoldville), 

Dahomey, Malawi, Mauritania, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, SuJ.an, 

Uganda and Zambia. 

9. CM/Res.39(III) on the Accra Assembly 

The General Secretariat has sturlied. all information submi tteJ. by the 

Secretariat of tllG Accra Ass(;lmbly regarding the financial e:x:pcmdi tures 

incurred in conncection with the previous meeting at Accra as well a 

on its methods anl policy of extending invitation and has written 

a· report which is now submitted to the Council of Minister (see 

Progress report). 

10. C1\1(Res. 44( II I) anu AHG/Res .14( I) on the Afro-J~s ian Conference 

In pursuance of Section 2 of Resolution AHG/Res.l4(I), the Adminis

trative Secretary-General has informel the Indonesian Government of 

the decision taken by the Assembly of Heals of State and Government. 

11. AHG/Res.17(I) on the Financing of the Un.itei Nations Peace operations 

The Administrative Secxetary-General has as directe in Section .2 of 

the Resolution, transmitte:l copies of the resolution to all Member 

States of the United Nations ani to the Secretariat· of the United 

Nations Organization. 
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__ ].2.. AHG/Res.18(I) on the relationship of the Revolutionary Government of 

Angola an'l the Popular Liberation Movement of Angola (MPLA) 

All though not directly instructe'l by thG Hea:ls of State ancl Government, 

the Administrative Secretary-General had. founJ. it part of his ,iuty to 

use his good offices in the general effort to bring a reconciliation 

between the GRAE anLl MPLA. • To this on:l, he had. travelleJ. to the 

Uni teLl Republic of Tanzania an'l stresse·i the fact to the representa

tives of the tvro groups, and indeed. to all .African Liberation 

biovements, that they hall to form a common front so that their 

struggles would. bear fruit. 
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1. Since the Council Elet at its Thircl Ore!.inary Session, Northern 

Rhodesia attained Inclepenc'.ence as the Republic of Zar,1bia on 

October 24th, 1964. The Republic of Zanbia duly applied for 

admission to the OAU. Its application having received immediate 

and enthusiastic endorsement from 1:10re. than one-half of the Member 

States, Zambia became the 35th Het:lber of the Ol\.U as of 7 November 1964. 

2. In line. with the decision of the Council, as adopted by the First 

Session of the Asser.1bly of Heads of State and Government, GCTA 

was integrated with o:~u as of l January 1965. The former CCTA is 

now a .part of the Scientific, Technical ancl Research Commission. 

(See Report of the Administrative Secretary General on integration 

of CCTA with O.t:i.U). 

3. The Administrative Secretary General assumed his duties in August 

1964. The four Assistant Secretaries-General also assumed their 

duties in the sar.1e month. The AdrJinistrative Secretary General 

took the occasion of the convening of the Thirc", Extraordinary Session 

of the Council of Ninisters in ·Addis Lbaba to take his oath of office 

on 5 Septer,lber 1964. 

•• It is to be recalled that the Council of Ministers at its Third 

Session requesteclf1the GovernDent of Ethiopia to approve the 

secondment to the Orc.;anization of :i.frican Unity of che staff members 

of the Provisional Secretariat, on their current conditions of 

service 1 until the Secretary General submits his budget and a~):;oints 

a permanent staff11 (Civi/Res.46(III)). 

• The Government of Ethiopia kindly obliged the request and the 

General Secretariat continues to be staffed by professionals and 

civil servants seconded to the Provisional Secretariat. -It is 

to be noted that with the transformation of the Provisional Secretariat 

into the Permanent General Secretariat, it was necessary to recruit 

more professionalso Here again, the Government of Ethiopia has 

helped by putting at the disposal of the Secretariat a number of 

professionals. There are now in the General Secretariat seventy

five staff members (Professional and General Service) of which 

sixty-eight are seconded by the Government of Ethin'l"l;::~_ 



Staff Rules and Regulatioas 

6. The draft bude;et a:acl the draft Staff Rules and Regulations are 

submitted to the Council in documents CM/41 and CM/39· It is 

obvious that the Administrative Secretary General cannot start 

recruitment for permanent appointment until such time as the 

Council has approved the terms of eDployment and standards in 

accordance with which responsibilities of personnel and their 

renumeration will be classified. 

7• Reference is made to paragraph 92 ofthe Provisional Secretary 

General's report to the Third Session of the Council (Part II of 

CN/24 (III)) wherein he stated that the response of Member Governments 

to the cail of the Secretariat in interesting prospective candidates 

was disappointingo It is hoped that given the Council's authorization 

publicizing the terms of employment, standards and financial 

renumeration etca, will help to interest prospective applicants. 

8. The lJrimary preoccupation of the Secretariat since August 1964 

has been the implementation of the cumulative decisions of the 

Assembly, the Council and the S1Jecialized Commissions. It is obvious 

thatthe Secretariat.could not have started serious work of a long

term nature until such time as the nucleus of a permanent staff was 

recruited and adequate financial resources were made available to 

the Administrative Secretary General. However, the Secretariat 

has started, in the meantime, planninfi of long-terlil projects for 

the Specialized ConFtissions - plans based on recommendations of 

the Commissions - and provisions for their finkncing have been made 

in the budget proposals submi ttecl to the. Council. 

'• The second major aspect of the work of the Secretariat in this period 

can be characterized as institution building. The result of this 

work is now before the Council. The SecretaryGeneral has submitted 

to the Council draft staff regulations, financial rules and regulations 

and salclry classification. These ~~raft rules and regulations have been 

worked out with a view to attracting highly qualified Af~icans to 

serve in the Secretariat. It must be stre~sed that there is the 

imli1ediate need of accelerating recruitment so as to get by the 

end of r•Iarch 1965 - at the lateRb::: hv +.ht:> Anrl Af' M,.~. 1 Oht::: 
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10. In drafting the staff and fim:mcial regulations of the 

Organization, the •'•dmin.istrative Secretary General was guided 

by a ntimber of broad considerations of policy~ 

First and foremost, these draft rules nere drawn up with the 

consideration that they must be both econor.1ical to administer and 

most conducive to an efficient and streamlined operation of 

business. The econolilic aspect of administ:oation was thus an 

over-riding and vital consideration. second policy 

consideration in this respect which un.derlined·the Secretary 

General's thinking Was tJ:;le paramount consideration of making 

the conditions of employment of the Secretariat such as to attract 

qualified and talented Africans. -

'Any administrative set-up, in the final analysis, is as good 

as the people working in it. It is needless to emphasize that fue 

smooth running of the administrative machinery of.the OAU will 

depend on the quality of its personnel. It will be observed 

that the draft staff and financial regulations lay down standards 

for recruitment, salary scales e.nc.l post-classification as well 

as specifying other benefits accruing to staff members. This 

inevitably involved making certain policy choices, and the draft 

rules were drawn up with an eye to the best interests of the 

Organization, the available financial and human resources in 

;~frica, and more significantly to the resources which :i.frican 

governments would be ready to make available to the Organization. 

11. Staff Recruitment. 

As regards the q'uestion of recruitment specifically, the 

Administrative Secretary General uas guided by the following 

r ea.son:lng: 

(i) First and foremost, the terms and conditions offered 

by the O~U - salary and benefits - should be such as to 

attract highly qualified I>.frican personnel who would 

normally be considered for top civil service posts in 

their respective governments,or in any int~rnational 

organization .. 
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(ii) As mucJ.1 ao por; ible, p:reierenee should be given to 

government civil servants over persons occupying political 

posts in their respective countries. This wa~ based on 

the assumption that civil servants, accustomed as they 

are to exercising non-political functions, have the 

necessary qualities that are the hall-mark of an inter

national civil servant - a non-political attitude and 

reflexes. 

(iii) It was felt that other promising potential sources 

of personnel for the o: .. u are the "-~f1·ican universities and 

institutions of higher learning. Given the right kind of 

incentives, faculty members and outstanding students 

could be persuaded to join the Oi\.U staff. Promising .:..frican 

graduate students could also be found in many foreign 

universities. 

(iv) f1s a recruitment guide, a happy balance would have 

to be-worked out between considerations of quality and 

considerations of making the Secretariat of the o:~u as 

widely representative as possible of all African nationalities. 
1?ith this in view, Member governments should be persuaded 

to submit a large number of nominees from whom the. Secretary 

General could make his own choice based purely on ability 

and qualifications, fL Secretariat widely representative 

of all African countries is in a way symbolic of the 

very purpose of the Organization of African Unity. 

(v) At least the first few years in the life of the 

Organization, it would.be advisable to employ personnel 

only on a short term basis, and whenever appropriate, on 

a project basiso This policy should continue until such 

time as the .Secretariat vlill have developed adequate 

experience in evaluating the qualifications of prospective 

applicants. Only then should the Secretariat entertain 

as a general policy, giving out permanent and long-term 

contracts. If, on the other hand, the Secretariat starts 

out by offering permanent apdointments 7 it is possible 

if for no.other reason than the lack of experience, that 



the Secretary· General might end up vri th some personnel who 

later on might be found disappointing in their actual 

performance. It would seem that a policy of offering 

short-term contracts during the first few years would 

afford the Organization an opportunity to accumulate . 
experience for establishing criteria for the future for 

evaluating the qualifications of personnel; and more 

significantly, such a policy wouid give the Secretary 

General some time to observe the actual performance of 

these staff members and perhaps offer permanentcppointments 

to some who, in his opinion,·are most deserving • 

. 2. The staff regulations of the 011.U embody the basic rights, duties and 

obligations of its staff as vmll as the broad principles of personnal 

policy for the staffing and administration of the Secretariat. These 

rules should be all-embracing, applyinB to personnel ;ecruited for 

professional category posts as nell as to the general service personnel. 

3. The question of making appropriate recommendations in respect to 

salary levels and related allouances was the most complicated part 

of the task of the .~\dministrative Secretary-General in drafting the 

staff rules. ~s has been noted already, to a very large extent, the 

future of this Organization depends on its prospects of getting well 

qualified personnel of high integrity. This in turn depends on how 

much incentive - in salary and other conditions of ~ork - the 

.Organization could offer. Perhaps, up to a certain point and more 

p~rticularly to the highly motivated youth, the Organization could 

offer a unique opportunity for service and an outlet for their 

idealism. But these woulc1 be a small group of rare individuals. 

One cannot hope to build an organization such as the O~U on idealism 

alone • 

• · The OAU will inevitably have to be in the market for top talent, 

in competition with governments and other international organizations. 

In order for ihe OAU to maintain its competive position, it is 

absolutely necessary for it to be in a position to offer commensurate 

conditions. But this is only one side of the problem. The ot.her 

side is whether or not an O~U budget based on accepted international 

salary scales would bevi.thin the financial resources availahlA t.n i-ha 



The best ap,roach in this re in t!'le opinion of the Administrative 

Secretary-General, athast for the immediate future, would seem to 

be to adopt a policy that ~auld be more or less competitive with 

the United Nations, and in particular with the EGA, and also one 

that would take into account the availability of resources. 

16. rJith the recognition thatth.e resources of the Secretariat will have 

to remain limited for sometime, the Administrative Secretary General 

has felt that unless special financial arrangements are made, 

operational activities in the economic, social and scientific fields 

should be severely limited as much as possible. The role of the 

Secretariat in the opinion of the Administrative Secretary General 

ahould be kept strictly to one of co-ordinating. :role could, 

houever, be gradually expanded; and it is conceivable to envisage the 

establishment of more operational activities in tuo or three years' 

time. But for the moment, what matters most in the appreciation 

of the Ad~iniStratiVe Sec~etary-General, is that the activities 

of the Secretariat be guided by a strict consideration of what can 

best be accomplished usefully and adequately ~Q This is as it 

should be, for there is always a wide gulf separating aspirations 

from reality. 

17. Financial Rules and Regulations. 

The financial rules and regulations which are submitted to the 

Council, vverG drawn up in accordau·ce with the Charter of the OAU, 

the Rules of Procedure of the Council of Ministers, and the Functions 

and Regulations of the General Secretariat ofthe Organization. 

Provisions have also beGn made for generally accepted methods and 

principles of accounting and safe-guards. Much of what has been 

fo·nd relevant from the UN Financial Rules md Regulations has 

been incorporated. 

18. ~ls can be seen from the regulations themselves, double safe

guards have b}en placed on the utilization of funds made available 

to the Secretary General by the Council of Ministers. To begin 

with, a system of internal auditing has been envisaged. 
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In this connection, it :.s proposed tha "!:; ·tl-:e .~dministrati ve 

Secretary General be authori~ed to set up from time to time such 

additional measures of internal safety as are required. As regards 

external auditing, it is recommended that he Council establish a 

Board of huditors consisting of five experts to be designated by 

Member governments. The Council therefore requested to ake 

de i ions on the aspects at the present sessiono 

19~ It is to be noted that the proposed financial relations also 

embody generally accepted budgetary procedures. Provisions have 1 

in particular? b~en made for: 

(i) the creation of a revolving Harking ~~ital Fund. It is 

hope,~ that this Fund will provide the Secretary General at 

all times, the required finances for those necessary but 

unforeseen activities of the Organization. The i~dministrative 

Secretary General by Sl~'4'rial anc.~ specific resolutions will 

be authorized to utilize this Fund at times when, due to 

delays in receipt of normal contributions or, clue to unforeseen 

circumstances,, he is called to meet certain obligations~ 

( ii) The Aclmini.:;tro.ti ve S ec1·etu.r y General according to the 

proposed financial regulations has the authority to submit 

supplementary estimates to cover some types of extra-ordinary 

and unforeseen expenses. 

gency could be envisaged. 

For example, the following contin

After the Council has approved the 

Budget for one given year, it could be that, due to circums

tances, the basic rates of wages for personnel in the General 

Service category, or rates for utilities might change, thus 

affecting the original assumptions on which some parts of 

the budget are based. In that event provisions have been 

made to the Administrative Secretary General to meet these 

additional obligations from the \forking Capital Fund and 

further submit supplementary estimates of the additional 

costs to the following Session of the Council of Ministers, 

so that on approval they will. be charged against the Budget 

of the preceding fiscal year and restored to the r!orking 

Capital Fund. 
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8. The advisability of recommending the creation of a committee 

of government representatives to advise the ~dministrative Secretary 

General on his budget proposals has been considered seriously. It 

seems that there are valid reasons forthis proposal. Such a 

Committee could in effect become a usefui liaison between the 

Council of Ninisters and the Secretariat. r!ith this in view, it 

is hoped thatthe Council will endorse the recommendation of the 

Administrative Secretary General. 

1. The question of r1hich currency should be used for accounting 

purposes, and further, in what currency JVIember Governments should 

pay their contributions was considered in particular for economic 

and financial reasons, it is proposed that the US dollar should 

be used as the basic unit of accounting~ Secondly, it is recommended 

that contributions of Member Governments, both to the Budget and to 

the ~orking Capital Fund, should be paid in internationally 

convertible currencies. 

2 These were ·chen some of the considerations tal<::en into account in • 
drawing up the draft staff rules and financial regulations for 

the Organization. 

3. OLU Conferences. 

Apart from the implementation ofthe resolutions of the various 

bodies of the Organization as outlined in the report relating to 

the Specialized Commissions, and in other accompanying memoranda, the 

Secretariat has intensified its nork in making arrangements for all 

the meetings of the various bodies of the 0/\.U, and in preparing 

working papers and research documents. 

~. Since the Council met in its Third Ordinary Session, the Secretariat 

has serviced: 

(i) The Third and Fourth Extra-Ordinary Sessions of the 
Counc~l convened in connection w{th the Congolese 
situation; 

(ii) Five Sessions of the Specialized Commissions of the 
Organization; 
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(iii) Three Sessions of the ad hdd Commission on the 
~l~erian-Mbroccan bord~r dispute; 

(iv) Five Sessibns of th~ ad hoc Commission on the Congo; 

(v) Two Sessions of· the Commission on the Problem 6f 
Refugees in Africa. 

)~ The Administrative S~cretary General would like to avail himself 

of this opportunity t9 extend his sindere thanks to the following 
I 

Member Governments which have hosted the various meetings of the 

Specialized Commissions and ~4 hoc bodies of the Organization: 

Ethiopia, Kenya, Mali, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Uganda and 

the UAR. 

>• The importance and the number of mectitigs of the various bodies of 

the OAU has overstretched the present human and financial resources 

of the Secretariat~ The implementation of the resolutions and 

reco~aendations of the ~ssembly, the Council and the Specialized 

Commissions has brought about the urgent need for immediate 

recruitment of professionals and also for an increase number of 

meetings of experts, etco 

'~ As has been the pattern during the last two years, the Specialized 

Commissions will have their third-rou~of sessions sometime in the 

early part of autumn 1965. The success of the Third Sessions of 

the Specialized Commissions will depend on the availability and on 

the speed with which the Secretary General will be able to recruit 

highly qualified specialists in the various fields ofthe Secretariat's 

activitieso Nuch will also depend on the available financial resources. 

I. OAU Emblem 

It is to be recalled that the Council had requested the Administrative 

Secretary General ••• " to appeal to .i..frican Artists to submit · 

sketches of emblems for the OAU". (CJvi/Res.45(III)). In line with 

this, the Secretary General contacted all Member governments 

soliciting their support in publicizing the contest for an Ol\.U 

emblem. 
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9. The Council had ful~ther recommended that lhe sketches of emblems 

received by the Secretariat be submitted to the Educatiopal 

.o. 

and Cultural Commission for consi<'.era tion and advise., The 

Administrative Secretary General submitted a memorandum to the 

Second Session of the Educational and Cultural Commission in which 

among other things he informed the latter that the response from 

African artists has not been too encouraging, (to date, the 

Secretariat has received seven sketches) and suggesting more 

direct means, such as through paid advertisements and provisions 

for a cash award• 

The recommendation of the Educational and Cuitural Commission 

on ·this matter are submitted to the Council.of Ministers. 

It would seem that the time is long overdue for the Organization 

to have its own emblem~ It is hoped thatthe Administrative 

Secretary General will be in a position to submit to the Ordinary 

Session of the Council the sketche/sketches which \Vin(s) the 

preliminary or elimination contest. 

il. F~nancial Aspect 

A recapitulation of the financiai situation of the Organization 

has been submitted in document CH/59o Although the great majority 

of the Member Governments have paid their contributions, the 

Administrative Secretary General would like to bring to the 

attention of the Council that most contributions. were paid after 

repeated urgings. Even at this stage, the Administrative Secretary 

General has not collected all assessed contributions. It is 

necessary to point out here that if such an experience is to be 

repeated, the Administrative Secretary General will find it 

extremely difficult to meet obligations in time. 
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2. It will be recalled that the Assembly established, on the 

recommendation of the Council, an interim budget for the period 

August 1964 - 28 February 1965 to the amount of US $280,000~--s 

But at the time the interim budget was established, a number of 

decisions of the Cairo Sessions of the Assembly and the Council 

which entailed considerable expenses were not provided for as these 

decisions were taken after the interim budget was adopted. 

3. First and foremost, the Assembly decided in its first Session 

to establish two Specialized Commissionso The Commission of 

African Jurists, and the.Commission of Transport and Communications. 

The Assembly further decided to establish within the Secretariat 

two bureaux in charge of co-ordinating sanctions against South 

.Africa and Portugal~ Another decision of the Assembly, vvhich 

was not foreseen at the time the budget was adopted was the 

appointment of four f'•ssistant Secretn.ries-General. Again another 

eventuality for which no provision was made in the interim budget 

was that the Secretariat might be called to convene Extra•Ordinary 

Sessions of the Council of Ministers. 

i4. After taking into account the action necessary to implement these 

decisions which called for immediate action, and after assessi~g, 

in particular, the financial implications arising from the decisions 

of the last Assembly, the Administrative Secretary-General 

presented to the Third Extraordinary Session of the Council 

supplementary estimates covering the interim period of 1 August 1964 

to 28 February 1965. 

55 • These supplementary estimates took also into account the financial 

implications of the decisions of the Third mxtra-Ordinary Session 

of the Council of Ministers. On the recommendation of the 

Administrative Secretary General, the Third Extra-Ordinary Session 

of the Council of Ministers approved a supplementary budget of 

us $177,439.28. 



36. To date, the Secretariat has received US $178,491.22 from the 

interim budget and us $99,21?.88' from the supplementary budget. 

The Secretariat has yet to collect US $1831 693 .. 06. Under such 

circumstances, the Secretariat would have been unable to meet 

all its obligations if immediate payment were requested of it. 

However, some of its creditors have agreed to defer request for 

payment until such tirne as the Secretariat is in a position to 

meet all its obligations. Needless to emphasize, the Member 

Governments which have not paid their contributions should make 

svecial efforts to effect payment at the latest by the end of 

March. 
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Financial Statement by th- Adl)linistrative"'Secretary General 
for the period 1 August 1964 to 28 February 1965 

1. It is to be recalled that, \7ith the appointr.1ent of the 

Secretary General by the i.sseE1bly of Heads of State and Government,, 

the Ethiopian Government was discharged as of August 1, 1964 of its· 

generous und~rtaking to underwrite the financial expenses of the 

Organization~ An Official Auditor of. the Ethiopian Government. 

examined the financial books of the Secretariat at the end of 

July 1964 which then showed a. baiance of US $22,329.96• after 

provisions were made for meeting outsta~ding obligations. Hence 

-the new financial perioi:l fl'om i I~.ugust 196.4 to 28 February 1965 

for which this financial report has been prepared, indicdtes a 
beginning balance of US $22,329 .. 96 brought forward from the per:ic:ld 

the Secretariat was operating under a budget established by the 

Ethiopian Government. 

2. On the recoi;u:lendation <ilf the Council of Ministers, the Assembly 

of Heads of State and Goverm:1ent established an interim budget for 

the period of 1st August 1964 to 28 February 1965.in the amount 

of US $280,000.--. The Third Extraordinary Session of the Co,uncil 

of Ministers, after reviewing a special financial report submitted 
• ... 1-

by the Administrative Secretary General on the financial implications 

of that Session as well as of the implications of other decisions 

of ihe Assembly ·for which no provisions were made in the interim 

budget, approved a 

us $177,439.28. 

the contributions 

suppler.aentary budget in the amount of t . 

The attac~ed statement of contributions shows· 
~: 

of ea,ch Menber State both to the interim and 

the supplementary budgets respectively. 

It will be recalled that the provisional staff members of the 

Organization have been seconded, in accordance with the decision 

of the Assembly, by the Ethiopian Government on the basis of 

Ethiopian civil service conditions until such time·as the 

Administrative Secretary General recruited pert:1anent staff on 

the basis of his budget proposals. Consequently, salary scales 

have remained at the level of the Ethiopian civil service. 
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5• In addition to the Statenent of Contributions, two related 

statements of Revenues and Expenditures are also herewith attached. 

Pihile the Statements are intended to account for the sourse of 

revenues and eXl)(:mdi tures of the Organization during this financial 

period, the St<?.tement of Revenues and Expenditures for the month 

of February 1965 also reflect.the present financial situation of 

the Organization as regards both actual and accrued revenues and, 

actual and outstanding obligations. 



ORGANIZATION OF .AFRICAN UNITY 

STATEMENT OF CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED AND OUTSTANDING 

TO THE INTERIM BUDGEr OF O.A.U., AS C.J' FEBRUARY 20, 1262• 

On the recommendation of the Council of Ministers the Assembly ~f Heads of Sta~e and Government 

voted a budget of US $280,000 for the peri~d from lst August 1964 to the end of February 19d5. 
Column A llelow shows the share of contribution o:e Member States according too the O.A.U. scale 

of assessmerit.The Third Extr~ Session ~f the Council of Ministers appraved a supplementary 

budget .in the amount Gf iJS $177,439.28. Column B shows the oontributions cr' each Member S"la~e 

to the Supplementary budget. 

OAU - 1964 
MEJI.ffiER COUNTRIES Scale of Assessed Contribution Received Amount 

Asses·sment A B A B 

ia 4.90 13,720.00 8,694·5·2 - -
i 

0. ·1.96 5,488.00 3,477.81 5,488.00 3,542.00 
' 

bon. 1.96 5,488;oo 3,477.81 5,488.00 3,413.32 
\ 

1.96 5,488.00 3,477.81 5,488.00 4,14.1.51 ~ 4frioan Republic 

1.96··· 5,488.00 3,477.81 5,488.00 3,189.49 
I 

\B:fazzaville) 1.96 5,488.00 3,477.81 5,488.00 3,387.75 
I 

~Leopoldville) 3.44 9,642.00 6,103.91 - -
~'¥! 1.96 5,488.00 3,477.81 5,488.00 . 4,143.5l 

.. 
~ia 2.45 6,860.00 4~347-26 - ·-

Contribution 

Outstanding 

~f,414.52 

-
64.49 

-
288.32 

90.06 

15,735.91 

-
11,207.26 



I ---- --.....-- .. '-'"""" .C'......tU.V'-*;,.J,J., l~ l.iOnlirJ.bution 
s~·~..t.:.J.J.I,. VVU..L'I.,l.l.l.L..c.Jt..J >..IVO...l.'-"' U.J. r-Assessment A B A B Outstanding 

1.96 5~488_.00 3,477o8]. 5,437.9t:. - 3,527.90 

4.41 12,348.00 7,825.10 12,348.00 7,825.10 -
a 1.96 5, 488 .• 00 3,477.81 5,488.00 3,477.8il -

C'Oast 1.96 5~488.00 3,477 ~81 5,488.bo 3,477•81 -
1t96 5,488.00 3,477.81 4,158.00 -· 4,807.81 

ia 1!96 5,488.00 3,477.81 5,488.00 3,477.81 -
1.96 5,488.00 3,477.81 5,488.00 - 3,477.81 

:1.scar 1,96 5,488eOO 3,477o81 5,488.00 3,273-15 204.66 

[_ 1..96 5,488.00 3,477681 5,488.00 3,477.81 -- ; 

1.96 5,488.00 3,477.81 5,488.CJ - 3,477.81 

~ani a 1.96 5,488,00 3,477.81 5,365.07 3,477.81 122.93 
,_ _.., 6.86 19,208.00 12,172.33 19,208.00 12,172.33 -. 

1.96 5,488.00 3,477.81 5,488 .. 00 4,159·55 -
.a 10.30 28,840~00 18,276.24 - - 47,116.24 

~ 
. 1.96 5,488.00 3,477 •. 81 5,488.co 4,144.00 -

w.. 2.45 6,860.00 
\ 

4,347.26 6,789.96 4,302.60 114.70 

, teone 1.96 5,,488.00 3,477.81 5,488.00 3,747.60 -
.a! 1.96 5,488.00 3,477.81 5,488.00 3,143.5i) 334~25 

3·44 9,860.00 6,103.91 9,860.00 6,103 .oo .91 ' 



.. -~-...... .., __ ......... .~.. .. ..~..L,;,J ....... Scale of a;:;;;sessea. vonlirlOU"tlon Received .Amount 
Contribution 

Assessment A B A B 
Oilts:t.and.ing 

1.9£ 5,488.00 3,477.81 5,488.00 3,477.81 -
La 2.45 6,860.00 4,347.26 - - 11,207,26 

:1. 1.96 5,488.00 3,477.81 5;,504.64 3,517.50 -
i. Arab Republic 12.26 34,328.00 21,754.05 - - 56,082.05 

l Republic ·of Tanzania 1.96 5,488.00 ·3,477.81 5,547.64 - 3,418 .. 17 

Volta 1.96 5j488.oo 3,477.81 5,488.00 4,143.0p -

lOO'}b 280,000.00 177,439.28 178,491.22 99,217.88 .183,693.06 

~I 



ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY 
C::vi/59 

STATEMENT OF REVENUES. AND EXPENDITURES 

FOR THE PERIOD 1 AUGUST 1964 to ~1 JANUARY 1965. 

~ 

; 

August September October November December ,January 

~s 
' 

e b;rought forward from previous period 22,329-96 13,137.06 12,640.21 9,235.99 30,377.05 30,297.92 

b~tion from Member S~ates - -17,838.03 10,237.91 79,196.62 29,427.17 100,811.59 
I 

~rom travel and subsistence 871~58 ._.]' 5,221.98 - 450.00 -

T~ and Pension Deposit 475.24 412.14 553.88 583.98 651.98 847-45 

of ~a1ary Advances to Staff' 142.00 389.12 449.52 866.82 190.00 1~862.78 
i 

TOTAL Revenues 23,918.78 31,776.36 29,104.51 89,883.42 61,696.20 133,819.74 



d Wages 

ance 

c$ 

1 and Special Services 

an4 Subsistence 
I 

i Clothing 

les 

lJpkeep of 
Les & f'uel - . 
md Other 
~mept 

Printed F~ros and 
l~s 

tpkeep of Equipment 

··Premises and Equipment 

Upkeep of Premises 

~, Fuel and Water 

. ephdne and 
fua:rges 

d Postage cf Goods 

lion & Remittance Charges 

>ecified Expenses 

;her Medical Supplies 

1 Salaries 

1AL Ex:pendi tu:re 

ues & Expenditures carried forward 
L. 

augusli ;:;ep1iemoer 

5,135.17 3,821.80 . 

48C.OO 4,180.00 

550~80 34}.29 

462.32 l~747 .40 . 

- -
:- -
- 1,.464.90 

l46...62 155.12 

)18.35 2.00 

39.01 lt533.40 

32.32 3.10 

- 2,600.00 
6.00 -

..... -
- -
10.80 ... -
6.4e: · " 6.40' 

102 .. B.O 155.48 

- -
- -. 

3,491.11 ·1,923.23 

1~ 781.71 19,136.13 

\ 
132 37.06 122640.21 

october November December January Total 

5,730.19 5,873.60 7,758.11 6, 23~.39 34,551..27 
3t100.00 800.00 3,~20.00 800.00 13, 08v.OO .. 

820.00 672.00 820.00 840.00 4,046.00 
3,860.40 2,412.54 6, 530.82 2,451>.38 l7,469.88 

- 10,948.60 1,664.00 51,613.0j 64,225.65 

- 192.4f' - - 192.4fJ 

- 12,528.00 - - 1.1,992.90 

1,233.12 746.52 1, 201.32 839.65 5,122.36 

367.12 6,938.87 105.00 1,038.90 8,570.2f\ 

868.52 471.51 5,743·47 1,388.1i 10,044.09' 

31.72 318.00 155.14 - I 540.26 
1,585.18 5,224.00 1,997.00 771·7' 12,177-94 

226,49 147-70 219.06 56.00 . 655.25 
182.60 128.98 685.91 137.66 1,135.15 

- 10,399.73 634.92 20,.900 ... 84 31,935.49 

- - - - 10.80 

6.40 88.64 25.44 14.00 1,472.98 . 

590.34 78.10 235.82 .8'\i 1,163,34 

.96.40 - - 136.50 232.90 

- . .... - 852.00 -~52.00 

1,170.00 1,600. 76 . 821.66 1,500.58 10,507.34 

19,868.48 59,569.94 31,717.67 89,578.66 230.652-55 I 
' 

92232·99 302317-05 302272·92 . 442 241.06 .J 



Cl-I/59 

ORGl.NIZi~TION OF AFRICAN UNITY 

STATENENT OF REVENUES i•ND EXPENDITURES EOR THE . 

HONTH OF FEBHUfl.RY 1965 ,. 

REVENUES: (all figures in US dollars) 

Balance brought forward from January 1965 
Contributions received from Hember States during February 

Total Revenues received and on Balance: 

EXPENDITURES: 

Salaries and r!ages 

Jar Allowances 

fouse Allowances 

1efunds of income taxes and pension deposits 

'rofessional and special services 

~ravelling and subsistence 

lepair and upkeep of motor vehicles 

>tationery, printed forms and other office supplies 

~epairs and upkeep of equipment 

~entals of prer.1ises and equipment 

tepairs and upkeep of premises 

,ight, Power, Fuel and Hater 

iostage, Telephone and Telegramme Charges 

iank Commission and Remittance Chare;es 

·arious unspecified expenses 

'rugs and other medical supplies 

airobi - Fourth Ordinary Session of the Council of I..finisters 

Total Expenditures 

ET OF REVENUES RECEIVED AND 1'.CTUAL EXPENDITURES: 

del: Outstanding Contributions from Member States 

Recoverable Expenditures 

Balance of Actual and i'.ccrued Revenues to meet 
Outstanding Obligations ••••••••••·••••••••••• 

44,241.06 
34,289.09 

78,530.15 

10,098.6~c 

840.00 
1,200.00 

4,293.06 
8,807.43 

7' 1-87 -3'9 
1,058.46 
1,949.03 

16.00 
7,8oo.oo 

20.80 
127.84 
369.50 
10.84 

2.10 
21.90 

20,855.00 

64,657·99 

183,693.06 
3,338.00 

- --'\ 



- 2 -

?ROVISION FOR OUTST:.NDING OBLIG.~TIONS:. 

!lthiopian Air Lines 

rmperial Board of Telecomuunications 

iampala Refugees Comt:lission Conference 

E>ayment to Econor.:Jic Comr,1ission for :~!rica for 
previous Conferences 

Defence and Health Commission Confe1·ences 

:ld hoc Commission on the ~·>.lgero-M:oroccan Border Dispute 
(Addis Ababa). 

Purchase of an official car for the 
~dministrative Secretary General 

Stationery, printed forms and other office supplies 

Light, Power, Fuel and 1.1ater 

Office rent·for the month of February 

Bank Commission and Remittance Charges 

O.~.U. Review No.2 

Unforeseen and Extra-ordin~ expenditures 

Total Revision for Outstanding Obligations 

Uhencumbered Balance as of Februai-y 28, 1965 

CM/59 

27,118.12 
55,270.56 
3,297.00 

9,191.27 
12,298.54 

19,766.60 

4,576 .. 54 
2,000.00. 

207.84 
2.'600.00 

400.00 
3.200.00 
5+0()0.00 

144,926.47 
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REPORT OF THE ADNINISTRATIVE SECRETitRY GENERAL 

PART III 

The activities of the Specialized Commissions 



COUNCIL OF MINISTERS 
Fourth Ordinary Session 
Nairobi, February 1965 

REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THill 

ECONOHIC AND SOCIAL COH.MISSION 

CM/63 

1. The Economic and Social Co:mnis;.;ion of the OAU was established 

under the provisions of Article XX. of the Charter of the Organization 

for the purpose of co-ordinating the activities of the Member States 

in these fields, which are vital for the development of the whole continent. 

This explains why, e:ven before its first session, the Heads of State 

and Government appointed two committees of experts, wh~:.ch :7:::;:-e given the 

task of laying down the framework for the activity of that Commission. 

2. The terms of reference of the econoruic committee was to study the 

following items: 

(a) the possibility of establishing a free trade area between 

the various African countries; 

(b) the esteblishment of a common external tariff to protect 

the emergent industries and the setting up of a raw material price 

stabilization fund; 

(c) the restructuralization of international trade; 

(d) the means of developing trade among the .. Urican countries 

by the organization and participation in .African trade fairs 

and exhibitions and by granting transport and transit facilities; 

(e) the co-ordination of means of transport and the establishment 

of road, air and maritime companies; 
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(f) the es Laol:i.osllilt:rd; of an African Payments and 

Clearing Union; 

(g) a progressive freeing of national currencies from all 

non-technica~ external attachments and the establishment of 

a Pan-African monetary zone; and 

(h) the ways and means of effecting the harmonization of 
' existing and future national development plans. 

3. The committee on social affairs had as its terms of reference 

to prepare a report for the first session of the Commission on the 

following items~ which strengthen the co-operation among the hfrican 

States themselves: 

(a) the exchange of social and labour legislations; 

(b) the establishment of an African Youth Or.ganization; 

(c) the organization of an African Scouts Union and a11 

annual continental jamboree; 

(d) the organization of an annual African Sports Games; 

(e) the orge;.r~~aLion of vocational training courses in 

which African norkers vJill participate; 

(f) the establishment of an ~frican Trade Union. 

4. As can be seen, this programmeis extremely general and embraces all 

of the main concerns which should result finally in an :lfrican . 

inte;:;ration in the economic and social fields. This explains why,. as 

of its first session 1 the CommiGsion adopted, as its terms of 

reference state, the group of tasks that the Assembly of Heads of 

State had put before the two committees of experts.. !i.fter having 

studied in detail these terms of reference, the first session 

proceeded to draw up a list of priorities,,~ich showed a preference 

for certain activities, whose accomplishement would pave the way 

for the subsequent implementation of the general programme. Thus, 

the Secretary-General and the Secretariat ofthe ECi\. were entrusted 

with the preliminary studies for the establishment of a free trade 

area, the progressive establishlnent of a common extGrnal tariff, 
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the drawing up of inter-." ... frican conventions on transport and 

communications, the setting· up of an i.frican Telecommunications Union, 

a Payments and Clearing Union, a monetary zone and a central bank of 

issues, as well as the co-ordination of national development plans .• 

In the social field, the executive body should concentrate it~ studies 

on the problems of vocational training, urbanization, youth organizations 

and the setting up of an i.frican trade union organization. 

5· At its second session, the Commission was concerned with 

obtaining background material with which it could grasp the general 

outline of its programme, as ~ell as the overall time-table and the 

portion of decisive actions required from each one of the parties upon which 

the implementation ofthe general programme depends: national.governments, 

regional groups, the Organization of ll.i ican Unity through its sp.ecialized 

comuissions and its General Secretariat. 

6. Although ,for the moment, there are no spectacular achievements in 

the economic and social fields, what has been stated above shows 

clearly the determinant role which can be played by the technical 

studies which ~e indispensable for these achievements solidifying 

African unity. Every step in the technoiogioal progress .relies on 

information which clarifies for all the basic data of he problem and 

gives a glimpse of the guicling lines which harmonize the action of all a 

It can be seen that the G~neral Secretariat responsibilities in the 

implementation of the wrms of reference laid down by the Heads of State 

are considerable, since it must make available to the Commission and 

the Member States documentation which will allow them to take the 

decisions and precautions imposed by common action. This assumes, in 

the Secretariat, a human and technical infrastructure which can 

successfully accomplish the wide range of tasks upon which success is 

built. 

7. This was understood very well by the first session of the Economic 

and Social Commission which, in resolution ECOS/18/Hes.L~,suggested, after 

h,aving set forward the list of priorities, the need for adequate 

structures, uithout which it would be almost impo~sible to implement 

the progra.mme. 'l'hat is because all achievements in this field require 

a te6hnically competent staff~ to say nothing of the convening of a 
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certain number of expert committees and seminars, or even the setting 

up of ad hoc commissions, all of which calls for considerable financial 

resources. The Organization, unfortunately, does not dispose of these 

funds; although, it is true that the Commissibn has entrusted the ECA 

with a considerable portion of these preliminary studies and surveys, 

Jecause this organization, since it has come into being, has been able 

~o direct toward~ Africa a tremendous international potential. 

~., But, even though the Secretariat has benefited greatly from this, it 

~es not lighten, to the extent desired, the burden of nesponsibilities and, 

;hereby, the means of action which devolve on the Organization of African 

·nity as a body for conceiving plans and the General Secretariat, also, 

.s the body that must carry them out. Due to a lack of funds and a lack 

f qualified staff, the task of the Secretariat in meeting its reponsi

ilities was most arduous. 

are 

The above explanations do not at all mean that the accomplishments 

entirely lacking, which would have jeopardized the growth of the 

~ganisation, taking into account the importance of economic and social 

ffairs in the overall system of the Organization.. They rather help bring 

1to perspective the conclusions of this report, that is, the solutions 

1ich arise from the future prospects of a record which is far from being 

1gative. For, in evaluating the progress made in this field, the efforts 

.dertaken by each one of the member governments to integrate its develop

nt with the whole must be taken into consideration, along with the 

udies of the General Secretariat or any other organization which 

epares the political bodies for taking important decisions. 

• The African States, in their national development policies, have 

an trying to regroup themselves and to establish common institutions, 

accordance with the definition of regional grouping laid down in 

solution CM/Res. 13 (I), of the first session of the Council of Ministers 

the O.A.U. Of course, a number of regional groupings existed before 

l O.A.U., but they have reconsidered their policy and general outlook, 

lring in mind the fundamental principles of the Charter. The regional 

1upings that have been formed since then, or have been restructuralized, 

well as the drawing together of States on a bilateral basis, have in 

s respect obeyed the criteria of geographic realities and economic, 

ial and cultural data common to these States, as well as those of the 
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organization of economic, social and culturul activities peculiar to the 

States concerned. The restructuralization of the Joint Services 

Organization of East Africa (Uganda,Kenya, Tanzania) or the Cameroun 

Equatorial Customs Union (Congo-Brazzavile, Chad, Gaboni Central 

African Republic and Cameroun), starting points for regional common 

narkets, must be seen in this light. The States which met in Monrovia 

~o attempt to set up a customs unibn were imbued with the same spirit, 

md this ?Pirit can be found at the source of the steps which will not 

)6 long in bringing about a Maghreb common market~ Even certain 

·ilateral agreements, such as those between Guinea and Sierra Leone, 

pring from the principie ofthe harmonized development of countries 

haring common geographic and economic realities. 

1. Unquestionable progress is being made in these various movements 

hich must be placed on the credit side of the whole Organization, 

lthough most of these efforts are not structurally intecrated in the 

~ganization. In point of fact, item 3 of Rule 2 of the Functions 

1d Regulations of the General Secretariat provides for the communication 

: the instruments of ratification of the agreements conclused between 

rmber States. If these provisions are strictly applied, it will be 

ssible for the efforts of these regional groupings to be brought 

re dynamically into the framework drawn by the O.A.U. and to be more 

nable to co-ordination which 1 in the. medium run, will lead to 

tegration on the continental scale. What is certain is that the 

zards of solidification of the development in a regional context 

i, thereby, the dangers of Balkanization, will be reduced to the 

:ict minimum. 

The fact remains that all the preliminary studies required to 

·k out the details and, starti~ from the difficulties of the economic 

social programme, conclude in the need for development on a continent

scale) the creation of joint institutions to integrate trade, 

iculture, industry, transport and African-Social life. These studies, 

ertaken by the General Secretariat, most often on the basis of ECA 

hnical documents, state just as clearly how inevitable the regional 

ge is in the search for continental development. Going one step 

cher in the case, for example, of the defence of African interests in 

field of international trade, some suggestions were made which entail 

·.mmediate co-ordination on the level of thA ir.rhf\1"' "'""'+-.::- -- "-
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preliminary work, taken as a whole, which constitutes the contribution 

of the General Secretariat tothe decisions of the Specialized Commissions, 

draws attention to the measures which must betaken in order to :prevent 

regional development from becoming an end in itself and, in so doing, 

even res·crict the scope of the harmoniz~tion sought by the Charter of 

the 0.1\.U. 

13. \7orking on .the basis of these documents, as well as other studies 

provided by the Member States, in particular the United Arab Republic, 

whose contribution in this repsect has been considerable, the vario~s 

specialized commissions concerned with the economic and social aspect 

suggested a series of measures and recommended that certain institutions 

be created 'ahich, if they were taken into consideration, should very 

rapidly lead to the integration ofthe continent. Since, in many respects, 

these measures and institutions are, with some amendments, those that 

were sug·:;ested in the conclusions and documents drawn up or collected 

by the General Secretariat, it is unnecessary to go into detail about 

the contents of these documents. Thus, by looking th~ough the results 

of the Specialized Commissions it is possible to evaluate the general 

outline of the preparatory work undertaken by the General Secretariat 

and the decisions it resulted in, all of v1hich constitutes the progress 

made since 1963. In the analysis of thework of me Specialized Commissions 

there are also a certain number of directives uhich,when properly under

stood, indicate the precautions and ·che step necessary to preserve the 

results achieved and to improvt:J the. general economic situation in Africa. 

14. The Economic and Social Commission held its second session in 

Cairo (United ·Arab Republic) from the 18 to 22 January 1965. The 

following member countries were present: Algeria, Cameroon, Congo

Brazzaville, Cong-Leopoldville, Dahomey, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Kenya, 

Liberia, Libya, Malawi, Mali, Morocco, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra 

Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia, United Arab Republic, 

Uganda and Zambia. A total of 26 Member States. 

~fter having adopted its Rules of Procedure, as amended by the 

Council of Ministers at its Third se·ssion, the Commission proceeded 

to study the following items, the conclusions being set forth in the 

various resolutions. 
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15. Thestudy ofthe results of the United Nations Conference on Trade 

and Development once again held the attention of the Com,;,i::: .. ion .. 

This was because some of the recommendati6ns of this conference 

such as those concerning the export of manufactured and semi-manufactured 

products coming from l'.frican countries, were only applied to an extremely 

limited extento On the other hand, in the field of long-term develop

ment financing and temporary disequilibrium the results obtained by the 

Conference require immediate measures by the African countries, if 

they wish to gain the greatest possible advantage from international 

assistance. Finally, with regard to a fair number of recommendations 

adopted by the Conference, and which are looked upon by the African 

countries as a barely acceptable minimum, the developed countries, 

which stand to gain from the maintenance of the status quo, made 

reservations which call for a special strategy .by the African Stateso 

It is for all these reasons that the ~·~frican States must be particularly 

vi·gilant if they wish to keep and improve upon the little they were 

able to obtain in Geneva" 

Resolution ECOS/Res.l4 (II) set up, for this purpose, an 

ad hoc Committee of fourteen members, consisting of the twelve 

African States elected in Geneva as members of the United Nations 

Council on Trade and Development and two newly independerl; i:ibi€a1 States: 

Malawi and Zambia~ The terms of reference of this Committee provide 

that ~t will take the necess2ry measures implied by this common African 

strategy in the vital field of trade and development, c:nd that .it will 

submit .its results to the General Secretariat, so that every Member 

State can follow the development of the issue andtake the necessary 

measures to coordinate the African positionso 

16. It was also, above all, with a view to coordinating African efforts 

that the Commission was called upon to study the problems of continental 

and regional economic integration in Africa. After having reviewed 

the main forms of integration: free trade areas, customs unions, common 

markets and economic union~ the Commission adopted the essential items 

in the report of the General Secretariat arid, to this purpose, instructed 

the Secretary-General to appoint a group of experts to stuqy the concrete 

measures ~·1hich would lead to rapid economic integrationQ The terms of 
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reference of this group of experts, which is as complex as the problem 

they are entrusted with solving, concerns the following fields: with 

a view to establishing a free trade area for the African continent, 

to determine the measures needed to liberalize trade, starting with 

duties and other restrictions, at the same time itwill specify the 

precautions making it possible to co-ordinate the national plans in 

such a way that the goods to be traded can be more cheaply produced. 

Another precaution thatfue committee will be called upon to take is 

connected with the grating of mutual, automatic credit, which comes 

under the functions of the African Payments Union, whose establishment 

as a means of stimulating trade drew the attention of the Commission. 

With a view to eliminating certain obligations that are incompa

tible with the form of economic integration envisaged by the African 

countries, the group of expertsshall, moreover, have to undertake a 

critical study of the articles of the General Agreement on Tariffs 

and Trade (GATT), so as to point out to the African States those 
fields in which their combined efforts could lead to the successful 

conclusion of the indispensable negotiations. 

This committee will also be expected to draw up a list of products 

tvhich could immediately come under free trade among the African 

States, thus initiating a decisive step towards the establishment 

of an African common market. .~.nether item of no less importance in 

the basic concerns of the committee is the examination of the 

particular problems which arise from the association or membership 

of certain African States in the existing extra-African economic 

blocs. The purpose ofthis is to prevent the advantages and dis-

.crimination entailed in these 'economic blocs from hindering African 

economic integration. 

17. It is impossible to set up a free trade area without co-ordinating 

the sectors of development. Referring to the terms of the Secretary

General's report on the co-ordination of national plans in Africa, 

the Com~ission called upon the Secretary-General to$udy the ways 

and means of rapidly achieving coordination in the fields of agriculture 

and industrial development, the development of the infrastructures, 

as \1ell as social and cultural development. The concern. here is, 

necessarily, to come up with decisions that make it possible to 

standardize economic policies, in particular through the establish-
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18. The setting up of the ad hoc Committee and above all, of the 

Committee of experts, constitutes a decisive step. by the O.A.U. 

towards a harmonized development of all parts of the continent. 

This job is extremely important and, in many respects, exceeds the. 

technical and material resources of the Organization. Forfuis 

reason, the Commission, aware of the constantly increasing volume 

of international assistance that can be directed towards Africa by 

the EGA and other international organizations, and noting the real 

cooperation which already exists between the Secretary-General of 

the Organization and the specialized agencies of the United Nations, 

instructed the Secretary-General, in Resolution ECOS/Res.l7(II), to 

negotiate co-operation agreements with these various agencies. The 

aim here is to define the general framework fort'he co-operation with 

each one of these agencies and thus to obtain guarantees that 

international assistance will contribute t0 a rapid accomplishment of 

Africa's objectives in the economic and social fields. 

II. In the Social Field: 

19. The General Secretariat had been instructed by the first session 

to proceed with a series of studies with a view to harmonizing the 

efforts of the social regulations in Africa. Due to the lack of funds 

and competent services it was necessary to concentrate on only some 

of the items in this vast programme. On the basis of this selection, 

which constitutes a modicum of detailed studies on several questions 

on the list of priorities, the Commission set out, in its resolutions, 

some immediate measures which would increase the application of the 

principles of the Charter in the social field. 

This is true of the important issue of establishing an Afrian 

trade union organizationo The significance of this problem is 

illustrated by the fact that, when the OAU was founded, the Heads 

of State had placed this among the social musts and that, subsequently, 

the Council of Ministers, meeting at its Second Session in Lagos 

(Nigeria), in Resolution CH/Res.24(II), entrusted the Economic and 

Social Coi·mnission with studying all the a!Spects of the issue. 
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20. Acting on the conclusions of the report of the General Secretariat, 

which was based on an objective analysis of the official documents, 

statutes and rules of procedure of the i' •• T4U.C. and the A.T.U.F. (the two 

principal, Pan-African associations of trade unions presently existing)~ 

the Commission called upon the Secretary General in Resolution ECOS/Res.7(II), 

to offer facilities to all the !1.frican trade union organizations, eo that 

they could meet under the auspices of the OAU to seek, together, the 

solutions for the unity of the African trade movement. This resolution 

suggests the basic lines for this solution, since the Commission expressed 

its conviction that ~e split existing at the present time in the trade 

union movement was due solely to the affiliation of the irade unions to 

international, non-African organizations, and that, furthermore, it calls 

UI>On the trade unions, assembled under the aegis of'lil.e O.A.,U., to be 

inspired by the principles of the Charter of the O.A.U. and, in particular, 

the principle of non-alignment, nhen seeking a joint basis for the unity 

and the independence of their trade unions. 

21. The basic idea illustrated by this resolution is to associate more 

intimately in the achievements of the OAU the living forces represented by 

thetrade unions, in particular, and the non-governmental organizations, 

in general; the Administrative Secretary-General has been requested to 

prepare the conditions under which they shall be allowed to have a 

consultative statuso The Commission was prompted by this same idea when, 

in Resolution ECOS/Res.l2 (II), it cal1ec1 upon the Secr3tariat of the 

0 .A. U. to convene a meeting of the competent authorities in ·t;he youth 

organizations of all the African countries with a view to drawing up a 

statute for a Pan-African Youth Organization, which would enter into ihe 

framework of ·che Charter of the OAU" This would consist of integrating 

all the African youth activities, such as the festivals, work camps, 

and jamborees in a broqder movement that would prepare them better to 

identify themselves with the ideals of African unity, and to become the 

starting point for cooperation on the level of all the living forces of 

the continent. 

22. Thus Resolution ECOS/Res.lO(II) also deals with African co-operation 

and its rationalization when it urges the Secretary-General to carry 

out a survey of existing proposed technical and vocational training 

institutions on the African continent soasto promote the exchange of 
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students and t:l:·ainees, thus really creating a Pan-African spirit. 

Still in the fieldof vocational training,' a study is required concerning 

the establishment of a centre for higher technical and vocational 

training, under the auspices of ·che 0!\.U, and concerning the development 

of an exchange programme fur technicinns from African countries, thus 

paving the \;ray forthe establishment of an inter-Africa technical 

assistance. Finally~ taking note ofthe integration of the CCTA in 

the OAU., and, in particular, of its Inter-African Labour Institute 1 

the Commission suggested that, through a restructurization of the 

Institute., the Secretariat could place at the disposal of the 

Organization a service which, in the very near future,·would enable 

a harmonization of so6ial legislation. 

The series of lectures, seminars and assorted studies requested 

of the Secretary-General in these fields, if accomplished 7 would 

constitute a decisive step towards the pooling of efforts, lilhich is 

the only solution for the rapid development and ihe genuine independence 

of Africa. 

III. In the Field of Transport and Communications: 

23. The general problems arising in this field had already been 

considered by the first session of the Economic and Social Commission~ 

The programme that was drawn up then envisaged effective co-operation in 

the field of land, a~.r and sea transport, through the foundation of 

African companies and organizations, as well as the establishment of an 

African Telecommunications Union for all of the African countries .. 

But, the importance of these matters led the Heads of State and 

Government., during their first session in Cairo (July 1964), to set 

up a Specialized Commission on Transportation and Communications. 

24. It is important to·note at this point the circumstances leading 

up to the convening of the first session of this Commission, because, 

to a large extent, they explain the~sults of the worke 

For the purpose of founding the African Telecommunications Union, 

the Government of the United Arab Republic had taken the necessary 

steps to convene a Pan-African and Malagasy Post and Telecommunications 

Conference in Cairo, in October 1964. The decision of the Heads of 

State to este,blish a specialized commission several days before that 
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conference was to be opene~transformed it into the first session 

of the OAU Transportation .and Communications Comraission. 

25. The first resolution adopted by this commission, naturally, 

set forth its views on the primary problem of founding the African 

Telecommunications Uni·on. The Commission admits, in effect, that 

such a union is unnecessary, since it considers itself to be, as 

a Specialized Commission"the sole competent Organization for 

studying, in a spirit of African development as a whole, the 

decisions and the programmes of co-operation and progress in those 

technical fields". Furthermore, anxious to ensure that its programme 

would be fully implemented, the Commission called upon the Administrative 

Secretary-General to set up three bureaux in the Secretariatt in. 

charge, respectively, of post, telecommunications and transport, 

for the purpose of implementing the decisions and the progr~~mes 

adopted by the organs of the Commission. 

26. Taking into account the circumstances leading to the qonvening 

of this meeting, the delegates, most of vJhom were specialists in the 

fields of post and telecommunications, concentrated their attention 

solely on the fields of communications. 

Thus, the various progra.mmes, comprised in the technical portion 

of their meeting, refer to the improvemnet of the African infrastructure 

and the coop~ration and coordination of efforts in the field of post 

andteiecommunicationso 

27. Among the necessary studies that are requested of the General 

Secretariat let us mention a study on the most economical itineraries 

for telephonic and telegraphic communications betneen the· Member 

States of. the OAU, a series of studies on the economic aspects of 

laying a coaxial submarine cable, the economic and technical problems 

connected with using artificial satellites in Africa, md the feasability 

of installing a system of transmission by micro-uaves, linking the 

Member s·:;ates with one another, all cit this using as its point of 

departure the "Rome and Dakar Plans". Some of the other studies 

assigned to the General Secretariat are even more technical, such as 
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the setting of maximum rates between the African countries and ihe 

unifying of terminal and transit shares beh7een African countries. 

28. Finally; to take account of the primary role assumed by certain 

international organizations, especially the ITU, in the drawing up 

of the "Dakar Plan" and various other national and regional programmes, 

the Commission made a series of recommendations with a view to 

strengthening the representation of the African States in the international 

organizations concerned with communications. 

With regard to the ITU, the Member States of the 

OAU were called upon to·submit proposals to the General Secretariat of 

that body with a view to increasing the number of seats in the Administrative 

Board ofthe ITU from 25 to 28, so that the number of seats held by Africa 

would be raised from 4 to 7.. Hith regard to the Universal Posh.l Union 

(UPU), an. appeal was made to the African countries elected to the 

Fifth Universal Postal Cnngress to exercise the functions which they 

have assumed effectively andtb delegate their representatives to the 

meetings of the above-mentioned bodies. 

29. Although it is regrettable that i:tte Conuniscion, since sufficient 

qualified personnel was not available, could not take the measures 

necessary for the study of a programme in the field of transportatipn, 

through the recommendations of the small sub-committee appointed for that 

purpose, and whose recommendations were not adopted by the Ocn~ission, 

the General Secretariat has obtained a certain amount of basic data 

to guide it in the submission of rather advanced studies on the 

establishment of Pan-African companies of navigation and air companies, 

as well as the harmonization of the signals and highway regulations, 

all of vvhich are extremely important questions. 

30. The prospects opened up for Africa by this first stage in the 

work are tremendous and are of prime importance for any achievements 

in the economic and social fields. The future will depend essentially 

on the technical and financial resources the Organization will dispose of to 

accomplish the tasks that have been laid down by the Commission. No 
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less :important"' will be the bas:io discipline which will,. from now 

on, make all efforts on the national and internat~onal level turn 

towards integration on a continental scale. The proposals made by 

the General Secretariat, as much for ·l;he working programme as for 

the setting up of the department for Economic and So~ial Affairs 

(administration and staff) only represent the minimum necessary 

for such an undertaking. The necessary progress for the promotion 

of·the economic independence of Africa can only be. guaranteed if 

this strict minimum is available. Naturally, the role of ~e Member 

States and of the regional groups always remain important because 

Progressive integration of the efforts of each towards progress in 

general, that is to say the reault of the struggle against the 

division of Africa, depends solely on them. 
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REPORT ON THE FIRST SESSION OF THE HEALTH, 

SANITATION AND NUTRITION COMMISSION 

A. Report on implementation of Resolutions and 

Recommendations of the First · Session of 

Health, Sanitation and Nutrition Commission 

31. Since the Second Session of the Health, Sanitation and Nutrition 

Jommission has failed to meet despite two attemps, the Secretariat feels 

that Member States may wish to have brief comments on the action taken 

30 far on recommendations and resolutions of the First Session of the 

Iealth, Sanitation and Nutrition Commission which met in Alexandria, 

Jnited Arab Republic, from 10 to 15 January 1 1964. 

52. The Session's recommendations and resolutions fall under three 

~ajar groupings : 

(i) Relations with the World Health Organization and 

other related international bodies; 

(ii) Terms of Reference; 

{iii) Rules of Procedure. 

The resolutions and recommendations of the Commission, as adopted 

ith slight amendments by the Council of Ministers and finally approved by 

he Assembly of Heads of State and Government, have been circulated to all 

ember countries, with other documents of the Cairo Session of the Assembly 

f Heads of State and Government~ The following table gives particulars 

f the various recommendations and the action so far taken by the 

ec.r.etariat .. 
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IMPLEME~TATION OR · 
ACTION TAKEN 

That ·the W.H,O. be congratulated 1. This resolution has been for
warded to the Director General 
with an appropriate covering 
note from the OAU Secretariat 

on its activities in Africa 

That the Health, Sanitation and 2. Preliminary discussions between 
a~ officer and the Secretariat of 
OAU and the Director-General as 
well as other senior officials 

Nutrition Commission of OAU and the 
WHO should actively co-ordinate 
their act~vities and programmes 
through a formal agreement with a 
view to achieving maximum efficiency 
and economic use of available 
resources - human and material 

~f WHO had taken place in Geneva. 
Consequently 1 a paper is prepared 
for consideration by the Second 
Session of the HSN Commission" 

That every effort be made to encou- 3. Included in the proposed draft 
agreement between the OAU and 
WHO to be considered bY the 
Second Session of the Commission. 

rage exchange of information, results 
of research and whenever necessary 
personnel exchange between the 
Commission and WHO and other inte
rested internationaJ. bodies 

That the principle underlying the 
operative parts of this Resolution 
be applied in the relationship of 
this Commission with other inter
national and inter-state Organiza~ 
tion, including FA0 1 UNICEF~ etc •• 

That the activities of the WHO be 
complemented substantially by tge 
HSN Commission of the OAU in the 
fields of Health~ Sanitation and 
Nutrition which are at present not 
covered by it. 

That approach be made to the WHO 
to include specific important mea
sures in the activities of the 
~egions concernedQ 

7hat a list of the diseases annexed 
;o the Resolution be forwarded to 

1 

rHO for implementation. 

'hat consideration be given in due 

4. Similar action as in the case 
of WHO to be implemented on.the 
basis of decision taken by the 
Second Session of the Commission 
in regard to the type of agreement 
to be signed with WHO. 

5. Action proceeding accordingly" 
Functions of Health Division in 
the Sec~etariat and other pro
grammes of the HSN Commission 
fully cover this recommendationo 

6. Already forwarded to WHO for 
appropriate consideration and 
action. Full implementation by . 
vmo expected after the conclusion 
of a formal agreement between 
the two Organizations. 

7. Has been forwarded to WHO. 
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That south Africa be excluded from 
the membership of the proposed 
Africa Office of WHO. 

OM/63 

9• Resolution already transmitted 
to WHO. Further discussion with 
WHO in due course. 

·" 

II\ Terms of reference 

9solutions and recommendations 
f the Health, Sanitation and 
1trition Commission~ 

That, in the future, such regional 
groupings should be constituted on 
geographical basis in such a way as 
to facilitate eradication programmes 
of endemic and epidemic diseases and 
to guarantee the health protection 
of all the peoples of Africa. 

That a public Health Division be 
established within the General 
Secretariat of the Organization 
of African Unity. 

That this Public Health Division 
of the Secretariat be charged among 
other things with the following 
functions and be organized as 
fol·lows : 
a) A Bureau of Documentation 

and Information 
b) A Pool of experts be 

established. 

That the Secretary-General of the 
OAU convene, two months before the 
meeting of the Commission of Health, 
Sanitation and Nutrition, a working 
party to which all Member Gtates 
of the Organization will be invited 
with a view to preparing the plenary 
session of the Commission. 

Implementation and 
Action taken 

l; The Secretariat has prepared a 
short note suggesting the UNECA 
of the Continent for conside
ration by the Second Session 
of the HSN Commission. 

2. The Division has begun function
ing since the appointment of a 
specialist in a public health 
field. The expert is,at present 
on loan from the Government of 
Ethiopia~ 

A proposal for the staffing 
pattern, as-well as the correspond
ing duties and responsibilities, 
envisaged for the Division will 
be submitted to the Second Session 
of the HSN Commission for infor
mation and necessary comments. 

3. Considered and included in the 
proposal mentioned above~ 

4. Explanation has been given by 
the Secretary-General in a 
circular memorandum as to why it 
has not been possible to imple
ment this particular item in 
respect to the attempted Second 
Session of the HSN Commission. 
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In addition to the table given above a number of working papers 

!iVe been prepared in respect of the major recommendations and resolutions 

f the Commission. This was done in the hope that these working papers will 

~ovide a basis for discussion and consideration of the various subjects when 

1e Commission meets formally in its Second Session. However, special comments 

i.ght be useful in respect of some of the major resolutions. 

+. Relations with the World Health Organization : 

This subject is fully discussed in Secretariat paper HSN/lO(II) intended 

r consideration at the Second Session of the Commission. Attention is specially -

vited to the resolution of the Commission at its First Session in Alexandria 

at : 

The Health,·Sanitation and Nutrition Commission of the OAU and WHO should 

actively co-ordinate their activities and programmes through a formal 

agreement with a view to achieving maximum efficiency and economic use 

of available resources -human and material11 • 

The basis of co-operation and the means of effecting the necessary 

:eement have been examined thoroughly and discussed between the OAU Secretariat 

l the Director-General of WHO. These discussions have revealed that the 

would welcome the establishment of closer working relationships between 

two organizations and would be prepared to consider the establishment of 

:uitable agreement either between the heaquarters of the two Organizations or 

.ween the OAU Secretariat and the WHO Regional Office concerned. 

essary p~pers have been prepared for consideration by the Second Session of 

Commission, so that a decision may be given as to the type of agreement 

ired. As additional information, texts of agreement between WHO and the 

gue of Arab States, and beyween the Organization of American States and the 

American Health Organization (which is the WHO Regional Office in the 

rican Hemisphere) are attached. 

Common WHO Regional Office for African States : 

Attention is invited to recommendation No.8 of the First Resolution of 

Health, Sanitation and Nutrition Commission at its meeting at Alexandria, 

L4 January 1964, which reads as follows : 

that consideration be given in due course to study the possibility of 

establishing a common African Office of the World Health Organization". 
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1. Me;?!ber States are aware that the Council of Ministers, meeting in 

gos, Nigeria, from 24 to 29 February 1964, for its Second Session, having 

nsidered the recommendations of the Health, Nutrition and Sanitation 

mmission, resolved, ~r alia, as follows : 

N"oting that, as at present defined; the African Region of the VffiO does 

1ot include several Member States of the Organization of African Unity, 

Jalls upon Governments of the African States which do not now belong to 

;he African Region of the WHO to take the step necessary for their transfer 

;o the African Region". 

In pursuance of this resolution which was adopted by the Assembly 

Heads of State and Government at its last Session at Cairo, the Secretariat 

.discussed the modalities of implementing such a resolution with the WHO. 

latter organization has advised that under the Constitution of the WHO, the 

lth Assembly is empowered from time to time to define geographical areas 

which it is to establish a regional organization; that if African States 

ch do not now belong to the African Region o:f' the WHO wish to be transferred 

the existing region in Africa, it would be necessary for such countries to 

~ess individual requests to the Director-General, in sufficient time to 

Jle him to transmit the request to the World Health Assembly which convenes 

~eneva on 4 May 1965. 

Establishment of a Health Division in the OAU Secretariat 

In implementation of the recommendation of the Alexandria meeting 

he Health, Sanitation and .Nutrition Commission on this subject, Member 

es will wish to know that the Secretariat has secured the services of a 

ic Health Specialist who has been as~igned to the Secretariat for the 

ose of ~tablishing the Public Health Division. This expert is engaged 

g other things, upon the exercise of determining the scope, staffing, 

work programme of the Health Division soas to provide for the Bureau of 

mentation and Information as well as the establishment of a pool of 

rts as required in the Alexanqria resolution. Details of the 

osals regarding the formal establishment of that Division are contained 

paper prepared for consideration by the Health, Sanitation and Nutrition 

ission at its next meeting. 
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B. Re12ort on failure 6.£_Second Session .. 

of the Health, Sanitation and Nutritio~ Commission 

Jf, Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure of the Health, Sanitation and 

Ltrition Commission, as~proved by Assembly of Heads of State and Government, 

·ovides that : 

the provisional agenda shall be drawn up by the Administrative Secr-etary

General and communicated to Member States at least 30 days before the 

opening of the Ordinary Session". 

Accordingly, on 14 Novsmber, the provisional agenda was despatched 

all member countries, with a circular memorandum which indicated that the 

te and place of the Commission's Second Session .would be 18 December~ 1964, 
Addis Ababa. The memorandum also explained why it had not been possible 

convene "a working party" as required in paragraph 3 of Resolution L(I) 

the Health, Sanitation and Nutrition Commission ~t its First Session at 

lXandria. 

• As responses from Member States regarding the meeting of 18 December, 

. 4, were rather slow, the Secretariat sent a further cablegram on the 7 December; 

4, to all Member States informing them again of the dates and places proposed 

the meeting of the Health Co~mission and other Commissions of the OAU. 

• Again, finding very Bear the opening date of the Commission's meeting 

t not many delegations had arrived, the Secretariat once more sent cables 

the following terms, to all Members States which had still.not responded 

17 December, 1964 : 

~4. OAU H~alth Commission starts Session December 18 Addis Ababa as 

~heduled. Please lnform in 24 hours if country is to be represented"-. 

The following countries sent their delegations to Addis Ababa : 

~ria, Cameroun, Congo (Leopoldville), Ivory Coast, Ethiopia, Ghana,·Guinea, 

1ria, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Morocco, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria~ Senegal,· 

., Tanzania and United Arab Republic. 
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:atives : 

.urundi, Congo (Brazzaville), Dahomey, Gabon, Kdnya, Libya, Rwanda~ Sierra Leone, 

omalia, Sudan, Ghad, Tunisia, Upper Volta and Zambia. 

Countries such as, Libya, Rwanda, Ghad and Zambia did in advance send 

heir inability to attend while countries such as : Burundi, Congo (Brazzaville), 

ahomey, Gabon, Kenya, Sierra Leone~ Somalia, Sudan, Tunisia and Upper Volta 

ever replied at all. 

On 13 January 1965, the Secretariat sent the following cable message 

) all Member States of the OAU : 

42~ Second session of Health Sanitation and Nutrition Commission failed 

December eighteenth for lack of quorum stop Must meet before Council of 

Ministers meeting opening la'te February stop Kindly inform by cable before 

January twentyseventh if your Government will be represented at Session of 

Commission now planned February eighteenth 1965 at Addis Ababa stop 

Your co-operation most essential stop Documents on way by post stop 

Highest consideration" SECGEN OAU - 13.1.65. 

The Secretariat waited until January 30, 1965, and sent again 

e following cable message to Member States which failed to reply : 

100. Our telegram 42 of thirteenth January stop Please inform by 

immediate telegram if your Government will be represented at next 

session of Health Sanitation and Nutrition Commission at Addis Ababa· 

eighteenth February stop You are one of few cuuntries that have not yet 

replied stop Highest consideration" SECGEN OAU - 30.1.65. 

The Member States to which the above cable No.lOO was add~essed 

~ the following countries : Algeria, Burundi, Central African Republic, Libya, 

lagascar, Mali, Sudan, Togo, Upper Volta, Congo (Leopoldville); Ethiopia, 

ton, Ghana, Guinea, Ivory-Coast, Kenya, Liberia. 

Finally, the Secretariat was obliged to cancel the meeting on 

'ebruary, 1965, by sending the following cable to all Member States : 

o6.'Regret inform you that owing same reason as before proposed meeting 

f Second Session of Health Sanitation and Nutrition Commission cannot now be 

eld stop Highest consideration" SECGEN OAU - 5.2.65. 
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5. The following coun-tries sent--~&.~s .:i.h:form:lng the Sacretro:-iat 

f the:L.J:- intention to attend the planned meeting 

Lgeria, Cameroun, Congo (Brazzaville), Dahomey, Kenya, Liberia' Malawi, Mali, 

auretania, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, 

1nisia, Uganda, United Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. 

,d Ghana.The following countries replied to the Secretariat of their regrets 

mtral African Republic, Gabon, Chad, Togo and Upper Volta whi·le the 

•llowing Member States never repli-ed : B-u.rund:l* Cong.o (L~ol.dvill.e),. E~.iop-ia,. 

Linea. Ivor;r Coast 1 Libya,_ Nadagascar, Sudan, 
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47. Like other Specialized Commissions of the Organization of African 

Unity, the Educational and Cultural Commission was created by article XX 

of the OAU Charter. There was already in active existence, a regular 

meeting of Hinisters of Education held for the continent of Africa by 

UNESCO: this has now been absorbed within the Educational and Cultural 

Commission vide resolution EDC/31/Res.4 (I). The Commission held its 

First Session in Leopoldville, in the Democratic Republi6 of Congo from 

3rd to 8th January 1964. The following States attended: Algeria, Burundi, 

Cameroun, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Leopoldville), Dahomey, 

Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Upper Volta~ Liberia, Libya, Hadagascar, 

Ivlali, Norocco, Naurito.nia, Niger, Nigeria, Uganda, Rv1anda, Senegal, Sierra 

Leone,_Su4an, Tanganyika (now Tanzania), Togo, Tunisia and United Arab 

Republic. 

48. The fields in which this Commission is competent to operate are 

ones in which national governments are deeply involved and extensively 

active. The position is made more difficult by the results of previous 

varied tr~nds of development and present growth differentials amongst 

African States. However, the Commission is gradually establishing itself 

through pan-African activities. In its First Session for example; it 

adopted the UNESCO Addis Ababa Plan - a comprehensive continent-wide 

educational development plan with common targets applicable to all States 

taking part (vide resolution EDC/28/Res.l (I) Part I. 
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49• At the same Session, the Commission decided on the establishment of 

a: Pan-African News Agency, charged with: 11 collectihg and disseminating 

truthful, objective and impartial news about Africa in the African and 

world press, radio and televisions" - (vide resolution EDC/29/Res.2 (I)) • 
The Second Session, to which a fuller reference is made elsewhere below, 

received a report from the Union of African News Agencies as was requested 

in the resolution under reference. 

50. The First Session also, by taking a step further to the decision of 

the Assembly of Heads of State and Government taken in Addis Ababa as 

Supplementary Resolution B on Education and Culture to establish an Insti-

tute of African Studies, requested the Administrative Secretary-General by 

resolution EDC/30/Res.3 (I) to set up a Committee of experts to examine 

and report on the fields of operation and the administrative machinery of 

such an institution. Ethiopia, Ghana, Nigeria and Sudan were invited to 

serve on this Committee. 

51. Relations with international organizations which were already 

involved in educational and cultural ~atters in Africa, formed part of 

the discussions and decisions taken by the First Session of the Commission. 

In particular, the Commission accepted that: 11 the work carried out by 

UNESCO in the fields of education and culture is of particular importance". 

In recognition of this continuing involvement of UNESCO in educational 

.and cultural matters in Africa which are the concern of this Commission, 

a draft agreement between OAU and UNESCO - to cover formal relationship 

in these matters - was prepared and placed before the Second Session. 

The s~cond Session re£erred the draft to a joint committee consisting of 
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six·members from the Scientific Technical and Research Commission and six 

from it to examine and report on it. During discussions in the Session 

and in the meetings of the Joint Committee a Representative of UNESCO 

(who was present as an observer) expressed general views about the draft 

agreement. Dahomey, Mali, Nigeria, UAR, Uganda and Sierra Leone represent-. 
ed this Commission. The draft agreement will now be referred to Member 

States of OAU for comment and/or amendment then to the Director-General of 

UNESCO, and subsequently it will be tabled before the Council of Hinisters. 

52. Before passing on to the remaining proceedings of the Second Session 

of this Commission (which have not yet been ehdorsed by the Council of 

Hinisters) it is worth recalling here the Commission's Terms of Reference 

contained in the Preamble and Part I of resolution EDC/28/RES/l(I). 

Besides undertaking Pan-African activities of a purely educational and 

cultural nature, the Commission has also been empowered to encourage, 

initiate and sustain educational and cultural activities with the dual 

objective of "raising the standard of living of the peoples and which at 

the same time pave the v1ay for African Uni ty 11 , 

53. The Second Session, besides taking the decisions already alluded to 

above, instructed that the Administrative Secretary-General should set up 

Committees of experts llfor examining and proposing solutions to the main 

problems brought up for discussion at his Session. (vide resolution 

EDC/DR Res/5 (II)l This is to be undertaken over a period of more than 

one year. For the period March 1965 - Hay 1966 two Committees have been 

included in the Draft Budget to deal with: 



a. Teacher Training and reappraisal of the status of the teaching 

profession; 

b. Curricula reform with a view to making education more adapted to 

the needs of local environment and African Unity and African 

aspirations. 

c. Language problems in Africa. 

d. Schooling of nomadic populations. 

e. Higher education 

f. Educational finance 

g. Illiteracy in Africa 

h. Educational and vocational guidance. 

54• The Secretariat had reported to the Second Session that response 

from artists on the OAU had been negligible, and that financial inducement 

appeared necessary to attract mo~e designs from artists. The Commission 

agreed to this. Financial provisions have been included in the draft 

budgetto cover prizes and incidental charges. 

55. As to the problems of removing language barriers, the Commission 

requested the Administrative Secretary-General to carry out a survey of 

existing training centres for "principal African languages 11 (vide resolu-

tion EDC/D.Res•6(IIH Meanwhile, Member States were requested provision-

ally to give priority to the teaching of English and French. 

56... On the Cttltura:l. plane~ the Commission recommended that the Adininis-

trative Secretary-General should do "everything in his power to encourage 

and assist the organization of all cultural and practical activities like-

ly to promote African Unity". These included: 
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"The establishment and development of African artists (playwrigfits, 

novelists, dancers, musicians, painters etc.) 

Exhibitions of African Art and handicrafts 

Festivals of African Drama 

Festivals of African Music 

A congress of African Historians 

Inter-African Games. 

57. On the remaining decisions taken during the Second Session of the 

Commission, there is one which, it is considered, should be brought to the 

attention of all Member States of the OAU. In its resolution No.EDC/Dr. 

Res.5~II) the Commission recommended to ~le Administrative Secretary-General 

11 to draw the attention of the Council of Hinisters to the need of having 

a common machinery to give expert educational advice to Member States to the 

solution of common problems". In view of the different stages reached in 

~ducational, economic and social development by Nember States of the OAU, . 
this recommendation to set up a sort of OAU Educational Advisory Board is 

~onsidered to be important as a means of affording African help to fellow 

tfricans who through circumstantial accident, may not be as developed as 

;orne of .us are. 

This could also be the beginning of an OAU Educational Service that 

:ov~d be expanded to administer the channelling of aid . (external or inter-

.al) to needy places in Africa. 

~8. The Third Session of the Commission is scheduled to take place in 

airobi, Kenya. 

- l 
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59. The tasks that face the Educational and Cultural Commission are most 

pressing, intricate and costly -- especially in the educational field. 

The national governments, with their meagre resources, are already doing 

as much as they can manage-- butalot more is yet ~o be done. The OAU, 

and the Commission.has not only got to supplement these efforts, but also 

to initiate moves and focus attention on aspects in the educational and 

cultural fields, which would accelerate and multiply the results achieved. 

60. The OAU and the Commission in particular will have to encourage and 

facilitate the early or timely attainment of the targets set in the Educa

tional development i~ Africa, as outlined in UNEsco, Addis Abhba plan. 

61. The Edudational and Cultural Commission has to address itself 

responsibly to the task of training more.teachers. The Primary and Second-

ary level of education have to be made available to most, if not all, the 

school-age children. But this cannot be done easily if the present 

shortage of teachers continues amongst OAU Member States. This lack of 

adequate primary and secondary education is in turn, applying an invisible 

brake to development in economic, social and industrial fields. The 

Commission has rightly called for an improvement in the status of teachers. 

This is necessary and urgently needed if the teaching profession has to 

attract more school-leavers and retain those who are already in it. An 

increase of primary and secondary school teachers and subsequently of 

secondary school-leavers would have a progressive and multiplier-effect. 

not only in educational matters, but also in such important fields as 

Lndustry, agriculture and administration. 
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62. The Commission will also h~ve to apply its energies to rationalizing 

the establishment and development of institutions of higher education and 

professional training to ensure adequate coverage over the continent, and 

to avoid wasteful duplication. Although this is a matter in which national 

governments are very deeply involved, nevertheless, it is in the interests 

of economy and logic that some harmonization of and planning for institu-

tions of higher learning and professional training be done by the OAU. 

53. The Commission should also look into possibilities of expanding train-

ing facilities within the educational curricula, in such fields as agricul~ 

ture, masonry, carpentary and artisans, which increase opportunities for 

employment amongst school leavers. A considerable amount of work has 

:already been done by individttal national governments in this respect, but 

lncreased effort is still required to expand formal vocational training 

Ln educational institutions. 

;4. The Commission may also need to mount a research programme designed 

;o achieve re-orientation in the educational systems and teaching methods 

'or example: 

(i) reforms in curricula; 

(ii) teachers' aids eg. books, visual aids, apparatus etc. 

(iii) reforms in teaching methods. 

In the cultural fields, the Commission would need to search for and 

nearth the African Culture that has been forcibly buried under the 

e9p of Western and other foreign social habits. It will need to give an 

~fricanness" to existing perveted African Cultures, before they lose 

)mpletely their African Origin~ It will also need to direct (though 
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vdthout digtati~) the deveLopment of the traditional and cultural aspects 

65.. ~he fields of" opel"ation of il'h& Eclu.c.at:Lo~ a.uQ. .Q.u.l..:b.w;o.al Com.mis..si.oJl. 

have been outlined. The tasks to be performed are pres~i~g, but the 

re~§"B- :/.~ a."QompH • .c::b.:La.g ~ a.r.Q. &C.a~.te• . ±t is up to the Corlimisaion 

to so shape itself as to be ~ble to ear~y ou~1t~du~s ~~~ 

cheaply and effectively. 

' 
' - ! 

·.. i 
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69. The Commission also decided by resolution STR/37/Res .. 3(I) to set 

up an Executive Committee and a Secretariat whose functions are self

explanatory •. Up to date, the General Secretariat has:been fulfilling these 

functions4 It also agreed to establish a 11Scientific Council Of Africa" 

as its advisory and consultative Body. In order to give recognition 

to eminent African Scientists, the Cownission agreed to set up an African 

Academy of Sciences. 

70. The process of integrati.n:g the former CCTA into this Commission, 

as previously recommended by the Assembly of Heads of State and Government, 

formed part of its decisions (vide resoluti-on STR/39/Res.5(I)). This is, 

however, a subject of a separate report submitted _to this session's Council 

of Ministers. It is worth mentioning that amongst the decisions taken 

in this connection, the Commission recommended that : "The integration 

of CCTA~~. should not await final decisions on the transfer of assets and 
jurisdiction, which will continue to be discussed between former members 

of CCTA and OAU". The implication of this recommendation, which was 

subsequently approved by the Counci+ of Ministers and the Assembly 6f 

Heads of State ·and Government should be notedo The former CCTA is now 

part of the OAU 1 s Commission on Scientific, Technical and Research matters 

as from 1st January L965. 

71. Other decisions which were taken at this session are referred to 

under.the proceedings of the Second session of the Commission, which follow 

below. These were connect with the setting up of an ad hoc Committee to 

draw up a work programme of the Commission for the next three-year period, 

a selection of a Panel of Scienti$ts to examine the programme of the 

former CCTA and to visit its bureaux, and relationship with the United 

Nations and other international organizations operating in the same 

fields, as the Commission. 

72. The following countries attended the First session of the Commission 

Algeria, Camero~n, Congo (Leopoldville), Ivory Coast, Dahomey, Ethiopia, 

3abon, Ghana, Guinea, Upper Volta, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Mali, 
. -

~orocco 9 Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sudan, Tangw1yika (now 

J:anzania), Togo, Tunisia, Uganda and United Arab Republic. 
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73.. The Commission held its Second session from 21st to 26th January 

in Lagos, Nigeria. The following countries attended : Algeria, Cameroon, 

Chad~ Congo (Leopoldville),, Dahomey 1 Ethiopia, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, 

Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco; Niger; 

Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, United Arab Republic, 

Upper Volta and Zambia. 

74. In accordance with Rule 2 of the ~ules of Procedure of the Commission, 

the decisions reached at the second session are due to be placed before the 

Council of Ministers for endorsement. But, without prejudice to the 

deliberations and conclusions of the Council of Ministers on those, it is 

considered that they should be mentioned here simply as part ·of the proceedings 

of tho second session of the Commission. 

It is stated above that at its First session, the Commission instructed 

~he Administrative Secretary-General to set up an ad hoc Committee to 

~ecommend to it a programme of activities for -the next three years (vide 

~esolution STR/38/res.4(I)). The following six countries were invited to 

;erve on the committee : 

llgeria, Ghana, Nigeria, Mauritania, Sudan and Senegal. Only the first 

~our sent representatives. It is to be noted that the future programme 

,f the former CCTA was examined and amended in some parts in order to 

xtend it to States not previsiously covered by the former CCTA. 

]. By resolution STR/39/Res.5(I), the Commission had instructed the 

dministrative Secretary-General to set up a Panel of Scientists to visit 

he bureaux of the former CCTA to ascertain their scientific content, to 

Kamine their future programme and suggest a scale for financing existing 

~ojects of former CCTA to ensure continuity~ The following countries 

3re invited to serve on the Panel : Ghana, Mal~, Un~ted Arab Republ~c, 

5anda, Congo (Leopoldville) and Ivory Coast. The last named was not 

~presented, while Congo (Leopoldville) attended only the beginning of the 

lsiness. It is to be noted that after the second session of the Commission 

1d read the Panel's report, and after it had heard the views of the members 

: the Panel, it decided that the Panel should not proceed with the projected 

.sits to the bureaux of former CCTA. These and other relevant aspects to 

Le integration of the former CCTA into the OAU are covered in a separate 
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77. It is recalled that amongst the powers requested for by the 

Oommission (vide resolution STR/35/res.l(I)B.v) and subsequently approved 

by the Council of Ministers and the Assembly of Heads of State and 

Government, was one to enable it 11To collaborate with international 

scientific and technological organizations in matters of mutual interest''. 

One of the United Nations specialized Agencies, viz. UN 1 s Educational, 

Scientific and Cultural Organization, has been engaged in scientific 

matters in Africa for sometime in the interest of its members, 35 of 

whom are also Member States of the OAU. It had been previously detided 

that OAU should enter into formal agreement with UNESCO for eo-operation 

and mutual assistance in the relevant fields, The agreement would not 

be with individual Commissions but would be with OAU - the Commissions 

eoncerned being mentioned appropriately. The draft agreement was due 

to be tabled before the Second session of the Educational and Cultural 

Commission, which was to meet a few days after the Second session of ~his 

Commission. Since the agreement, when finalized, would also cover 

scientific matters and" herr{~, would involve this Commission, and in order 

to take advantage of the meeting of the Commission's Second session, it 

was decided to place a draft agreement between OAU and UNESCO on the 

session's agenda. The draft agreement was subsequently discussed amongst 

delegates and also with the RepreEentative of UNESCO who attended the 

session as an observer. The session decided to refer the draft agreement 

to a joint c9mmittee of this Commission and of the Educational and Cultural 

Commission~ Gh~na, Liberia, Algeria, Senegal, Kenya and Togo were elected 

to rep~nt this Commission. Subsequently, the draft agreement, whi~h 
is now to be referred to Member States and the Direetor-General of UNESCO 

will.be tabled before the Council of Ministers. 

?8. Some of the decisions taken by the Second session concern the 

Commission's executive administrative and advisory organs. By resolution 

STR/DR.97(II) (Session's reference numbers) the Commission recommended 

that "Lagos, the CCTA Headquarters, should be the headquarters of the 

3TRC 11 • (Scientific, Technical and Research Commission). Thirteen States 

voted for the resolution, four against and nine abstained. In another 

::-esolution, STR/DR.98(II), adopted by the Session, the Commission 
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agreed to the establishment and composition of (a) a Secretariat 

which shall be "subject to the general supervision of the General 

Secretariat 11 of the OAU- as 11 theprincipal administrative organ and 

headquarters of the Scientific, T~chnical and Research Commission", 

(b) a Scientific. Council of AfriCa consisting of one eminent scientist 

from each country charged with tt;t'ormulating the scientific, technological 

and research programmes of the S!l:'RC and for co-ordinating and 

harmonizing the programmes of the various national scientific councils 

within its terms of reference", (c) an Executive Committee of at least 

.ten members, which "shall be responsible for the everall administration, 

programming and budgeting of·the STRC 11 • Interim arrangements were 

agreed upon to serve until 1st July 1965 when the Administrative 

Secretary-General is expected to· have carried out the permanent 

arrange.mentso 

79. By resolution STR/DR.99(II), the Commission agreed that bureaux 

of the former CCTA which are located outside Africa, should be 11brought 

back to Africa", and that "Countries interested in having any of the 

offices should apply to the Secretary-General with full facts in support 

of their claim. The Secretary-General should take the matter to the 

Council of Ministers for their decision". 

In the same resolution, the Commission agreed that 11 A survey, based 

principally on the scientific infrastructures should be carried out 

with a view to a more rational distribution of all ex-CCTA bureaux 

between Member Countries". 

80. The foregoing are some of the decisions taken at the First and 

Second sessions of the Commission. The third session will be held 

in Cairo, UAR. 

81. As for the future activities of the Scientific, Technical and 

Research Commission, the report adopted for its programme indicates 

the general trends to be followed~ Emphasis is expected to be placed 

on improvement on and expansion of productivity in natural resources, 

for example in agriculture (in all its aspects),.minerals and sea 

and fres~ water products. In-view of the low standards of living 
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presently obtaining in most parts of Africa, this is a task that must be 

pursued objectively, energetically and consistently on both the continental 

and national fronts, if this state of affairs is to be corrected. 

82. Development in industry and technology should also to be stopped 

up un a continental basis. Shared scienti'fic workshops for fixing standards 

and specifications of materials, for testing samples and for keeping reference 

records can be established. Such centres would also provide prevision 

apparatus which African scientists can use individually or for exchanging 

information during seminars or symposia. 

83. The second session also took the very important decision to 

catalogue and codify research centres and research activities currently 

obtaining in Africa. Also, a t of scientific research workers and 

laboratory technologists is to be prepared, Both of these are to be 

kept up to dateo Due to the scarcity of funds and of qualified 

scientists, this move, if properly used 7 could lead to a rationalisation 

of research activities in Africa and the exploitation of available 

facilities to the maximum for the benefit of all Africans. It is a 

wise move in the right direction. 

84. After the above process have been completed~ it may be necessary to 

consider possibilities of establishing shared research centres, either by 

expanding selected national centres, or by creating new ones,_for 

example in agricultural research to study plants and .animal yields and 

disease controls; in nuclear research to develop nuclear power for 

peaceful (especially medical) use; and in mineralogy research. These are 

costly proposals in terms of capital and manpower, hence the need to 

have them shared on a continent-wide basis. It is necessary to ~mphazise 

once again that research activities, to be cheap, must be shared amongst 

all Member States of the OAU, and, for them to bear abundant fruits, 

they must be tackled in a co-ordinated and orderly manner on both the 

continental and national fronts. In this connection, the Committee on 
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the Commission's work programme 11 felt that the entire research programme 

of the Commission cannot be realized without the help of National 

Research Councils which must therefore be set up as soon as possible 

where these do not exist now. This will help to establish both horizontal 

and vertical links between member countries"~ The effective dove

tailing of continental and national r,esearch activities would accelerate 

the achievement of results and therefore all those concerned are 

requested actively to encourage.and facilitate this process. 
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